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Station KWCH –DT is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues 

arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public service 

announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to our community 

are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most significant 

programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the preceding three-month 

period, is set forth below. 

 

There are three primary satellites of KWCH-DT which simulcast most of the programming. 

KBSD-DT, KBSH-DT, and KBSL-DT do insert local segments and are listed in the 

Supplemental Issues and Programming report for each station.  

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,  

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on Sunday, 

ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 12 

viewing area as well as the rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of 

the stories that were included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and 

involvement. 

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth keeps 

our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old 

businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major 

weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and 

are of ongoing interest and concern for our viewing audience.  

 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its viewing 

area, with the assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 viewing area 

and are aired regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as possible of the latest 

in Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and the 

Channel 12 News Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe weather warnings, 

school closings, fire safety, disaster preparedness and emergency situations.  And, with severe 

weather season, storm spotter training meetings are held several times a week in locations 

throughout the Channel 12 viewing area all over the state. 

 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers how the issues and decisions by city, 

county and state government can affect them.     
 

 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 4:30 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news 

programs that present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes 

in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service announcements 

of varying lengths throughout its broadcast schedule. Some of the 

announcements are part of campaigns on one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the 

American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different topic each 

program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue stories as 

well as human-interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:00am - 4:00am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips 

and general interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:00am – 4:30am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general 

interest items. 

 

CBS This Morning  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

CBS Saturday Morning Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Features in Newscasts 
 

 

Newstalk  
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon 

and morning Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, 

pet care, plant care, and home economics. 

 

Daily Birthdays  
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

 

Community Involvement  

Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the 

birthday person’s picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning 

Newscast coffee mug is awarded to one of the birthday persons. 

 

Answerback 12 

 Sundays 10:00pm  

 

Locally produced feature including viewer’s comments and answering viewer’s 

questions about programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 



 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers’ 

economic livelihood. 

 

Consumer Watch 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 

Various other times 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations.  

 

Does It Work 

10pm Wednesdays 

 

Locally produced reports on retail items and if they work as advertised. 
 

 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 4:30 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news 

programs that present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes 

in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service announcements 

of varying lengths throughout its broadcast schedule. Some of the 

announcements are part of campaigns on one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the 

American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different topic each 

program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue stories as 

well as human-interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:00am - 4:00am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips 

and general interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:00am – 4:30am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general 

interest items. 

 

CBS This Morning  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

CBS Saturday Morning Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 

 

 
 



 

 

Features in Newscasts 
 

 

Newstalk  
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon 

and morning Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, 

pet care, plant care, and home economics. 

 

Daily Birthdays  
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

 

Community Involvement  

Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the 

birthday person’s picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning 

Newscast coffee mug is awarded to one of the birthday persons. 

 

Answerback 12 

 Sundays 10:00pm  

 

Locally produced feature including viewer’s comments and answering viewer’s 

questions about programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers’ 

economic livelihood. 

 



 

 

Consumer Watch 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 

Various other times 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations.  

 

Does It Work 

10pm Wednesdays 

 

Locally produced reports on retail items and if they work as advertised. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

November Sweeps 2016  

 

Eyewitness News took on the subject of religion for the November book.  Anchor/Reporter Scott Evans turned six stories 

taking an in-depth look at prayer and religion.  Stories featured a look at religion in Kansas, the impact and growth of big 

churches versus smaller churches, the emergency of a growing group of people called NONES, who identify with no 

religions, to a look at miracles.  Reports aired on Monday and Tuesday at 6 in the first three weeks of the book and followed 

with an internet LIVE blog with Scott and guests each night. 

 

Anchor Cindy Klose interviewed the wife of a prominent local businessman who committed suicide.  It was her first ever 

interview about that night and what she’s learned that can help others. 

 

FactFinder12 investigator Lauren Seabrook reported on three major investigations in November.  The first two probed the 

Brady-Giglio file in the police department and a confidential file that contains cases police wanted to keep secret.  Including 

some involving high-ranking police and city officials.  She also filed public records requests in 50 states as we probed why 

our governor’s schedule is private. 

 

Eyewitness News sent a crew of eight people to Kansas City to cover the World Series.  Michael Schwanke field anchored 

for news. Will Kunkel field anchored for sports.  Jacob Albracht covered the Royals in New York and every away game in 

the playoffs. 

 

Our skycam in Grainfield once again was the star of the show this month capturing a funnel cloud forming and a tornado 

touching down.  We carried this live on air.  That same day we covered approximately eight tornadoes.  The next day, a 

blizzard dumped 23” of snow on some parts of Kansas. 

 

Eyewitness news crews led the way when a football player collapsed on a football field and later died.  Eyewitness News had 

several crews in Wallace County, Kansas (near the Colorado border) to cover the incident and town reaction.  We teamed up 

with KCNC-TV in Denver to carry the family news conference LIVE on KSCW. 
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CRIME 
 

10/1/15   6pm 

Conflicting information is coming out right now from Oregon. The state's attorney general says.... 13 

people were killed.  State police say 10 were killed.  Reports say... 20 others were hurt... when the gunman 

started shooting at ump-kwah community college.  Police say... the 20-year-old gunman was killed in an 

exchange of gunfire with officers. However we *don't* know if he was killed by police... or killed himself.  

We also do not know... if the gunman is included in those numbers of people killed. Officers say... they 

received the first 9-1-1 calls around 10:30 this morning.  Officers arrived on campus and immediately 

found the shooter in a building.  That's when they started exchanging shots with the suspect.  Eventually, he 

was killed.  Within the last hour we heard from the president.  He said these types of shootings are 

becoming too common. The president went on to say this latest school shooting shows gun laws need to 

change... to make it harder for people with mental illness to get weapons. Officers say they're not sure yet if 

the gunman was the only person involved in the shooting. They also aren't saying... if the shooter was a 

student at the college. CNN is reporting, police have recovered three pistols and a long gun from the scene.  

Reporters from our affiliates in Oregon also say the last busload of survivors has arrived at a local 

fairgrounds from the college-- they are being reunited with family members, but for some families, they're 

learning the person they are waiting for is not on the bus, and may be among the victims. 

 

10/2/15   6pm 

Two men face charges for shooting out the window of a Sedgwick county sheriff's detective's vehicle while 

he was driving on central avenue Thursday he was scared, he absolutely felt that he was shot at  the sheriff 

says high-powered pellet guns are no toy...  and have the ability to cause serious injuries... or even kill you.  

He tells Anne Meyer...  there may be more victims from Thursday’s incident. She's live where it all 

happened. 

 

10/3/15   10pm 

If you've seen this man - call police immediately. 

Frank Asebedo Junior is wanted for questioning in Comanche county in connection with a deadly shooting 

last night. It's a story we've been tracking for you since the news broke this morning. 

Akeam Ashford spoke with people in Coldwater, where police are still searching for him. He has the latest 

on that ongoing manhunt. 

 

10/4/15   10pm 

Wichita police are searching for the person - who sent a woman to the hospital in a drive-by shooting. That 

happened around one this morning in the 13-hundred block of north terrace. The woman was outside a 

house party, when police say a man fired several shots toward the home. Two bullets struck her in the back 

- she was treated at the hospital for minor injuries. The shooter drove away in a red dodge charger with 

tinted windows and chrome wheels. 

No arrests have been made. 

 

10/5/15   5am 

The search continues this morning for a man wanted in connection with a deadly shooting in south-central 

Kansas.  42-year-old Frank Asebedo Junior is wanted for questioning- in the shooting which happened in 

Coldwater late Friday night. The name of the man who died has not been released. Multiple agencies 

launched a manhunt for Asebedo Saturday night that lasted for several hours. On Saturday the Coldwater 

police department posted on Facebook that they believe asebedo may have left the area... And said there is 

no immediate threat to people who live there. They are still searching for him - so if you have seen this 

man, call 911 immediately. Asebedo is five foot four and weighs roughly 140 pounds. We've posted this 

information on our Facebook page for you to share to help police in their search. 

 

10/6/15   10pm 

Months after the Kansas Supreme Court overturned three Kansas death sentences...the nation's highest 

court will decide whether the death penalty should be reinstated. Two of those cases involve Jonathan and 

Reginald Carr who were convicted in the murder of five people 15 years ago. 



 

 

 

10/7/18   10pm 

I just wanted to make sure that I made it very clear that I am denying this.   

It's the side of this type of story you rarely hear. Tonight... a Kansas high school secretary speaks out after 

she's accused of having sex with a student. It's an ongoing investigation right now out of chaparral high 

school in Harper County. It's being handled by the KBI. The secretary says the rumors are not true.  Emily 

Griffin has this factfinder 12 exclusive. 

 

10/8/15   10pm 

A high school secretary fears her reputation may already be destroyed... After she's accused of having sex 

with a student. She says... The rumors are not true.  But the KBI is investigating.  Dana Craig with 

chaparral high school... Spoke exclusively with eyewitness news last night... And again today.  She tells 

Emily Griffin, now, she's receiving a lot more support 

 

10/9/15   4:30am 

Factfinder 12 reached-out to the creators of the "after school app"... to learn more about it.  We first learned 

of the app when the El Dorado school district says... a student made a threatening post on it. The creators of 

it say... it was made to give students a place to speak their mind... without the fear of being bullied or 

judged. If a disturbing post is made... creators tell us... that post is flagged and the school and local law 

enforcement is notified. Developers say.... they have a detailed "automatic detection system" in place... that 

catches the majority of threats immediately and initiates that process to notify authorities.  Threats are also 

detected by human moderators. The app is used in 75-percent of high schools in the US. 

 

10/10/15  10pm 

This statue is back in a west Wichita neighborhood less than a week after we told you it was missing. 

Neighbors in the auburn hills neighborhood reached out to us after it was stolen sometime last week, in 

hopes a tip from the public would bring it back.  That's what John Oborny -- the president of the auburn 

hills homeowners association -- says happened.  Police told him a man bought it from someone, and later 

saw the statue on the news. That's when he called police. It was returned to Oborny, who hopes to re-mount 

it sometime next week. He says police are still investigating.  This is the second large statue Wichita police 

officers have recovered in the past two weeks with the public's help.  We told you last week -- about a tip 

that led Wichita police to the backyard of a home in west Wichita -- that's where officers found a bronze 

eagle statue stolen from the local boy scouts days earlier. No word yet on whether anyone will face charges 

in that case.  

      

10/11/15  10pm 

We're learning more about a man - facing attempted murder charges in connection to a shooting near valley 

center. The 28-year-old victim was shot in the face Saturday, and taken to the hospital in critical condition. 

Rachel Skytta spoke with some neighbors about the accused suspect in the case. 

Rachel? 

 

10/12/15  6am 

We should learn more today about two crashes involving pedestrians... Wichita police are still looking for 

one of the drivers. The most recent crash happened early yesterday morning - just north of the k-15 exit on 

i-135. Two hours before -- a woman was killed near hydraulic and i-135. Wichita police say two people 

were having car trouble and pulled over. When the pair got out to see what was wrong, another car came up 

from behind and sideswiped their car - also hitting the driver. Officers say they found the driver laying in a 

ditch. She was rushed to Wesley hospital, where she passed away. She has been identified on social media 

as jasmine love. The passenger in the victim's car was also hurt, suffering minor injuries. Police say they 

are still looking for the driver, who left the scene on foot. The suspect vehicle made it about 500 feet to the 

south of where they originally struck the individual, and came to a stop because it disabled the vehicle. 2:01 

and the driver ran from the vehicle. About two hours earlier, a pedestrian crossing I-135 was hit and killed 

about a mile away, near South Hydraulic. The Kansas Highway Patrol says the woman was standing in the 

northbound left lane - when an oncoming car hit her. Police are also looking for that driver as well.   

 

10/13/15  10pm 



 

 

Police in Pratt are investigating a threat posted on a Pratt high school bathroom wall. The threat made 

reference to a possible shooting later this month. The superintendent tells us they have surveillance video 

and will attempt to locate a suspect with it. 

 

10/14/15  10pm 

For the past week we've been following a story... out of Dodge City...regarding a dentist accused of 

slapping a four year old patient. Today factfinder 12 has learned that charges have been filed against Hesun 

Shawn Chen. He’s charged with one count of battery with physical contact. This is a misdemeanor. His 

wife is Ruxia Zhang Chen is charged with intimidating a witness. When we spoke Chen last week he 

claims he just tapped her on the shoulder and did not hit her. But two of his dental assistants dispute that 

and encouraged the girl's mom to call police. Both Cheni and his wife are scheduled to appear in court next 

month. 

 

10/15/15  5pm 

Wichita police are looking for the mother of an infant who was left at with a babysitter for three days. The 

two month old girl is now in protective custody. Police say a woman brought the baby to the hospital 

because the child's mother didn't pick her up. The girl also has suspicious marks on her body. 

 

10/16/15  6pm 

The man charged with attacking a youth football coach September of last year... Was sentenced to a year 

and a half of probation. Bobby Brown Junior.... pleaded guilty to aggravated battery in the case this August. 

A judge sentenced him to probation today. Prosecutors say Brown used brass knuckles to beat-up a youth 

football coach at Linwood Park in September of 20-14. It happened after an argument with a parent about 

playing time. 

 

10/17/15  9am 

New this morning. Police in Salina are investigating a shooting inside a movie theater. They say one man 

was shot in the leg when the gun went off in his hosters last night at the Starplex cinemas. He was taken to 

the hospital with non-life threatening injuries. No one else was hurt. 

 

10/19/15  5pm 

Wichita police are looking for vandals after someone spray painted several cars in the same Wichita 

neighborhood over the weekend. Most of the damage was found Saturday morning in the area of Douglas 

and grove. Tonight neighbors tell Anne Meyer they plan to join forces to try to stop this crime. 

 

10/20/15  10pm 

It's happened again. A threat at a Wichita school... We first broke the story at four. About a non-specific 

threat found in a restroom at heights high... The Wichita district's working with police to investigate... We 

don't know what the threat said.  School went on like normal today but parents are still worried about 

tomorrow. ”I do fear that something could happen to him if I go ahead and let him come, but, again, I know 

there are a lot of people to try to take care of him and they even have police on staff to help make sure 

things are safe.” It's not clear who wrote the threat. 

 

10/21/15  10pm 

The trial is underway for a wellington woman accused of stabbing her 10 year old son to death.  Jurors 

heard graphic testimony this afternoon about the injuries to Caleb Blansett. His mother Nicole blansett is 

charged with first degree murder. Jurors saw pictures of the 10-year old's fractured skull and multiple stab 

wounds to his chest. During opening statements the state says Blansett was struggling with finances and 

confessed to killing Caleb to send him to heaven and save him from suffering. Her defense argues she was 

dealing with mental illness. 

“at the end of the day you are going to have to wrestle with the question why would someone in their right 

mind intend to do something like this to a child 16” Anne Meyer will be back in the courtroom tomorrow 

as the trial continues. Look for updates from her on twitter at KWCH Anne. 

 

10/22/15  10pm 



 

 

A violent night in Wichita... Two deadly shootings just minutes apart in different areas of the town.   We 

have crews at both scenes.  Emily griffin is at a deadly shooting near Lincoln and governor where one 

person has died. Rachel Skytta is also on scene at a shooting at 53rd and meridian where one is dead and 

two others are critically hurt. 

 

10/23/15  10pm 

Wichita police say.... A drug debt led to a deadly shooting. Investigators say.... four people were inside a 

car near 53-rd and meridian last night... when the suspect shot three other men in the head. According to 

police... the suspect owed the men a large amount of money. Officers say... the man tried borrowing money 

from family members to pay down the debt.  <sot verbatim: they haven't even had the chance to start their 

lives. Just over money, it's not, it's not right.  Two other people were critically hurt in the shooting. The 

suspect could face charges including murder... And attempted murder. 

 

10/24/15  8am 

Wichita police are on scene right now of a deadly crash at Pawnee and i-135. They say just after 5 o'clock 

this morning police were called to a report of an armed robbery at a poker room near Tyler and Kellogg. An 

eyewitness who says he saw the robbery followed the suspect until police caught up with them Kellogg 

near central business district.  Police tried to stop the driver, but the car crashed at i-135 and Pawnee.  The 

suspect was found dead inside the car with a self-inflicted gunshot wound. We are expecting to learn more 

about this deadly crash at the daily police briefing this morning...Look for updates on air and online at 

kwch dot com 

 

10/25/15  10pm 

It would be a lot easier to get them back than rebuilding them, again.> which is why this Wichita man is 

asking the thieves who stole his skeletons... To please bring them back.  It's a Halloween heist with a bony 

plot...  And Pilar Pedraza is working to uncover the truth. 

 

10/26/15  4:30am 

The woman accused of plowing her car into a crowd of people at the Oklahoma state university's 

homecoming parade is expected to make her first appearance in court today 25 year old Adacia Chambers 

faces four second-degree murder charges, one for each person killed in the wreck. Police announced the 

names of those four victims over the weekend...  2 year old Nash Lucas was the youngest victim in the 

crash... His mother was also hurt.... Retired o-s-u professor Marvin stone and his wife bonnie were also 

killed ...  As well as 23-year-old nakita prabhakar. She was a graduate student at the University of Central 

Oklahoma. Dozens more were injured in the crash and we're now getting a look at video that shows the 

deadly crash. We do want to warn you it is graphic and does explicitly show the moment chambers' car hit 

the parade-goers. Nearly five-hundred people were there when it happened... cell phone video shows the 

car going about 40 miles an hour when it goes into the crowd.  The woman behind the wheel was arrested 

shortly after the crash... She now faces d-u-i charges in addition to murder charges... But as Deedee Sun 

explains, her attorney's now claim she was mentally ill, not drunk. 

 

10/27/15  10pm 

This kind of hacking isn't... new to south-central Kansas... You may remember the city of Wichita’s 

website was hacked around this time in 20-13. That's when 29 thousand people had their personal 

information stolen by Turkish hackers. There's no indication that group is responsible for Friday's hack that 

hit U-S-D 2-5-9 

 

10/28/15  4:30am 

A Sumner county woman will serve a life sentence for the murder of her 10 year old. That was the verdict 

of a jury... after six hours of deliberation. In a taped confession used during the trial... Blansett admitted 

hitting Caleb with a rock before stabbing him several times. She didn't move as the bailiff read the verdict. 

Blansett will be back in court in December to find out whether she'll be eligible for parole after 25 years or 

50 years. 

 

10/29/15  10pm 



 

 

A former derby high school para is arrested...accused of having sexual relations with a student. The district 

says the employee resigned before any allegations were made public. This is the second arrest for an 

employee in the derby school district this month. 

  

10/30/15  6pm 

The "Kansas bureau of investigation".... is asking for your helping finding a missing 12-year-old. Andrew 

joseph drake... is believed to be with his non-custodial father. Stephen drake. Stephen is fleeing from 

authorities and has made threatening statements and is believed to be armed. They are from the greater 

Lawrence area. But may be traveling elsewhere in the state to Colorado. Again here's a picture of Andrew. 

If you see him or Stephen please call 9-1-1. 

 

10/31/15  9am 

An arrest has now been made in connection with a string of church fires in the Saint Louis area this month. 

Officials took 35 year old David Lopez Jackson into custody yesterday. He now faces charges in at least 

two of the six arson cases currently under investigation in the area. According to prosecutors, evidence at 

both scenes links Jackson to the fires. The Saint Louis fire department believes that the fire activity was 

meant to send a message. “We're still trying to understand that we've talked to a-t-f we've talked to our 

federal investigators is it a hate crime is it not, we're still trying to understand that.” Jackson is charged with 

two counts of second-degree arson and remains jailed on a 75-thousand dollar cash bond. Authorities are 

investigating five other arson fires at Saint Louis churches. 

 

11/02/15  10pm 

A Wichita woman is killed and tonight we're learning that her boyfriend has been arrested for murder. 

Benjamin Thomas is accused of killing his girlfriend by blunt force trauma late last night in south Wichita. 

Police say he called 911 and told dispatchers his girlfriend had been attacked by a group of men while 

walking home.  Police found the woman near the garage. Investigators say the assault occurred in the 

home. Thomas was arrested for first degree murder. 

  

11/03/15  4:30am 

A woman is found dead outside her home and her boyfriend is arrested for killing her. 43-year-old 

Benjamin Thomas is being held in the Sedgwick County jail on first degree murder charges.  Police say 

Thomas called 9-1-1 around 10-30 SUNDAY night ... Saying he and his girlfriend were attacked while 

walking home near 45-th and Broadway. When officers arrived ... They found a woman lying near the 

garage. She was pronounced dead at the scene. The woman's name has not been released.  

 

11/04/15  5pm 

Wichita police say two people stopped after two bank robberies yesterday did not commit the crime. Police 

are still looking for a suspect who entered two Wichita fidelity bank branches with a backpack and 

demanded cash. Officers stopped two people in a car shortly after and found evidence from one of the 

robberies in the vehicle. The couple says they found that evidence, and investigators say their story checked 

out. Call 9-1-1 if you know anything about the crime. 

 

11/05/15  5pm 

A man accused of beating his girlfriend to death makes his first appearance in court. Benjamin Thomas is 

charged with first degree murder and aggravated kidnapping. Wichita police say he called 9-1-1 Sunday 

night and said he and his girlfriend were attacked while walking home near 45th and Broadway. However, 

investigators say that story didn't check out. Thomas's bond is set at 500 thousand dollars. 

 

11/06/15  6pm 

A Wichita man... Who admitted going on a robbery spree... While his young children slept in the get-away 

car... Was sentenced to nearly five years in prison. Charles Emerson pleaded guilty in September... to one 

count of aggravated robbery and three counts of robbery.  In April... Emerson robbed three west Wichita 

stores at gun-point within an hour and a half. All while his 10-month-old daughter and five-year-old son.... 

were asleep in the back-seat of his car. His girlfriend was also arrested and charged in the case. She's 

scheduled to be sentenced next month. 

 



 

 

11/07/15  9am 

Wichita officers are looking for someone who stole from the Wichita country club. Officers say... someone 

stole TWO gator utility vehicles Thursday... worth about 31-thousand dollars. Investigators say... several 

rental construction vehicles were moved, and looked like the thieves tried to steal that equipment as well. 

Officers are looking at an employee who was recently fired. If you know anything about the crime, officers 

ask that you call police. 

 

11/08/15  10pm 

More and more posts popping into your social media feed are helping police departments solve crimes. 

Deedee Sun talked to two departments who say some of those crimes, may have never been solved if it 

wasn't for social media. 

 

11/09/15  10pm 

A referee at this Kansas high school football game is pressing charges after he says a player hit him. 

Tonight we're learning- the Goddard high school police department is investigating. The accusations come 

from last Friday’s game between Goddard and heights. Emily griffin spoke with the referee about what 

happened. She joins us live at Goddard high school. 

 

11/10/15  10pm 

The man who shot and killed three people- At Jewish sites in overland park is sentenced to death. Frazier 

Glenn miller was convicted of capital murder and other charges earlier this year. The jury recommended 

the death penalty, which the judge officially ordered this afternoon. Miller has admitted to killing the three 

victims - none of whom were actually Jewish - because he wanted to kill all Jews before he died. 

 

11/11/15  10pm 

Our prisons are overcrowded -- and the situation is likely to get worse. It's a story we told you about last 

week.  The state says by 20-18 -- there will be hundreds of inmates and no place to put them. Many of you 

asked if the state is putting away too many people for non-violent drug offenses. 

 

11/12/15  6pm 

No charges will be filed against a Concordia man... Who injured himself when his gun went off in a movie 

theater last month in Salina. Despite signs banning concealed carry inside.  New at six... Anna Auld asked 

why... and learns many of these cases go without charges filed. 

 

11/13/15  6pm 

A factfinder 12 alert for parents... Wichita police arrest two men in a post office parking lot - one is accused 

of trying to sexually exploit a 16-year old girl for money. Her mother called investigators after finding 

inappropriate conversations on-line. Anne Meyer is live where police took the men into custody 

 

11/14/15  9am 

Overnight police in Paris swept the city, working to make sure there were no other attackers... Meanwhile 

the French government urged people not to venture outside if they didn't need to do so Last night we spoke 

with Corinne Cullivier... she lives in Paris just a few blocks away from where the attacks happened. It was 

almost two in the morning her time when we spoke to her and she said sirens were still rushing past her 

home. She said she's lived there her entire life and had never seen anything like it. But this one is really 

really awful and the number of victims, it's the worst we have ever witnessed something like that. This is 

really something we'll unfortunately remember especially on this day, Friday the 13th. Corinne says she was 

walking home around 10 when all of this happened. She says she has friends who live in that area but 

believes they are ok. 

 

 

11/15/15  10pm 

For the second time this year- a Wichita pet store is searching for whoever stole one of their puppies. We 

told you about the first case at Petland back in June... five months later, the manager tells us they're 

searching for another missing puppy. Rachel Skytta explains why they say it’s so critical he's returned 

safely. 



 

 

 

11/16/15  5am 

Police and the k-b-I investigating a murder in great bend. The great bend police department says they were 

called to a home on Lakin Street for a man who had been shot. They say he was later pronounced dead at 

the hospital. His death is being investigated as a homicide. The department says more details should be 

available in the next few days. We don't know the identity of the man or the person who shot him. 

 

11/18/18  5am 

It’s now up to the district attorney's office... to decide whether a Goddard football player will be charged 

with a crime... a referee says the player punched him. Now we're hearing from that referee. Ryan Storck 

(stork) says.... players from both Goddard and Heights... began pushing and shoving each other after the 

final whistle of their play-off game two weeks ago that’s when officials tried to break it up. Storck (stork) 

says... the players from both teams began to separate, but as he was walking with one Goddard player, the 

player said something then turned around and punched him in the stomach. Storck (stork) says... at first he 

told police he didn't want to press charges, but after talking to his supervisor and other officials, he changed 

his mind. “You’re seeing on national news that officials after games, or during games are getting assaulted 

by players or coaches or fans, and that's after talking with supervisors that this needed to be handled, that 

the police needed to be aware of this.” Goddard police officially presented the case to the district attorney 

Monday. The Goddard school district will not comment on whether or not the player involved faces any 

discipline at school. 

 

11/19/15  4:30am 

“They didn't know if I was going to wake up or not, but I did.” She no longer has her hands...or, her feet but 

she's alive... And now for the first time she's telling her story. Julie Dombo is now a quadruple amputee... 

The first via Christi rehab has ever had... yesterday, she spoke to the media for the first time since she was 

shot during a robbery in derby. Emily Griffin spoke with Julie, on her 100th day of recovery Julie says the 

road ahead will be long and painful. But, she's moving forward... and trying to adjust to what her husband 

calls, their "new normal." 

 

11/20/15  5pm 

“Mary crossing guard I think if they would just watch and see those signs flashing, they'd know they need 

to slow down.” A truck driver doesn't stop... as a crossing guard walks a group of kids across an 

intersection. Crossing guards in McPherson say... scenes like this are happening more often. Officers say... 

no one has been hurt. But, they want to alert drivers before someone does get hurt. 

 

11/21/15  10pm 

A bank in southeast Wichita is robbed- For the second time this month. It's the fidelity bank at harry and 

south Clifton. Police say around nine this morning, a man walked in and demanded money from the teller. 

He took off with cash down Clifton. “There was no injuries and no weapon was indicated by the suspect 

according to the tellers there at the scene” the same branch was robbed back on November 3rd. A fidelity 

bank on south Seneca was also robbed that same day. Police say they've received similar descriptions of the 

suspect in each robbery... But it won't be clear whether the crimes were related until an arrest is made. 

 

11/22/15  10pm 

A Wichita man is recovering ... after he was hit by a car while riding his bike. Tonight ... Wichita police are 

still searching for the driver who did it. We first told you about the hit-and-run yesterday morning... Deedee 

Sun talked to the victim about what happened. 

 

11/23/15  5pm 

A smash and grab burglary at a Wichita liquor store caught on surveillance video -  And thanks to a witness 

the man police say was in the truck is in jail. It all happened last night as a thief tried to get his hands on 

dozens of bottles of liquor. Anne Meyer is live outside the store near 21st and Tyler to show us the damage. 

  

11/24/15  10pm 

You may find some of the pictures they post to be disturbing but the Kansas game warden says what they're 

trying to do is working. For nearly two years now they've been posting photos of deer poaching around the 



 

 

state. Other pictures of poaching are even more graphic. The game warden's office says poaching is 

something they've been dealing with for years but social media has brought more attention to it. "We notice 

that we don't have as many headless deer carcasses than we normally do so we do think that it is being a 

deterrent. People know that yeah there's a lot more eyes out there and the information is getting out there 

faster and what not. It's not just poaching that is highlighted on the game warden's Facebook page. They 

also use it to highlight what the game warden does. 

 

11/25/15  5pm 

New details into the case against a man accused of beating his girlfriend to death. Benjamin Thomas is 

charged with killing Lisa Poynter. He first told police he and Poynter had been attacked. Newly released 

police paperwork shows why authorities didn't believe that. It says the coroner found ligature marks around 

the victim's neck and wrists. Police also recovered items with blood on them - including a baseball bat and 

a hammer. They say Thomas' story about what happened didn't match the evidence.    

 

11/26/15  5am 

It's one of its busiest times of year... But a Pawnee county food pantry is closed after an early morning 

break-in... the "helping hands" food pantry in Larned is shut-down until further notice...  police say at least 

one man broke-in. an officer found him lying unconscious next to a shopping cart filled with items from the 

pantry. The food and clothes left behind were ruined by blood from the burglar... and motor oil stolen from 

the mechanics shop next door. Workers at the pantry believe they had to throw away about five-thousand 

dollars’ worth of food because contamination. “to be honest, the day started kinda sad, i was just sad and 

devastated that this would happen but as the day has gone on god has provided and stepped up and help and 

support and it's just been amazing.” the pantry plans to move its operations to the united Methodist church 

on main street... where people will be able to pick up food again starting Monday. 

 

11/27/15  10pm 

An east Wichita bank is robbed this morning and tonight police have released these photos...hoping you 

know the man in them. They’re from the Intrust bank near central and hillside. Police say the man you see 

went into the bank and yelled at the teller to give him money. We’ve posted these photos on Facebook so 

you can share them with others. 

 

11/28/15  8am 

Wichita police are looking for this man wanted for robbing a bank. It happened Friday morning at the 

Intrust bank near central and hillside. Police released these photos of the man. They say the man went into 

the bank and yelled at the teller to give him money. We’ve posted these photos on Facebook so you can 

share them to help catch the man 

 

11/29/15  8am 

Wichita police are looking for this man wanted for robbing a bank. It happened Friday morning at the 

Intrust bank near central and hillside. Police released these photos of the man. They say the man went into 

the bank and yelled at the teller to give him money. We’ve posted these photos on Facebook so you can 

share them to help catch the man 

 

11/30/15  5pm 

A Wichita driver gets her window shot out in what police are calling a case of road rage. The woman told 

officers she was driving early yesterday morning just north of Lincoln and Woodlawn. She says another car 

pulled up next to her, and as she pulled away her car window shattered. Officers say there were three 

suspects riding in a dodge magnum. The driver was not hurt. 

 

12/1/15   10pm 

Goddard police are trying to find out how a woman suffered multiple stab wounds to the stomach this 

evening. It happened in the 1200 block of north seasons in Goddard... shortly before six tonight. Pilar 

Pedraza has been on scene all evening. Pilar, what have investigators learned? 

  

12/2/15   5am 



 

 

The search continues this morning for the gunmen accused in a deadly shooting in northeast Wichita. 

Police say one person was killed and another was hurt in the shooting near 9th and grove yesterday 

afternoon. Officers were called to the scene around 3... When they arrived they found a 55-year-old woman 

shot to death, and a man in his mid-20's seriously hurt. They also found gun shell casings and a broken car 

window ... Neighbors who saw and heard what happened say they didn't realize they were hearing gun 

shots until minutes later. One woman we spoke with says two women with a baby came running down the 

street looking for cover. Sharon Gordon neighbor it's really sad because it didn't have to happen. “I’ve 

never experienced anything like this, never seen anything like this except for on TV.” 

Neighbors say they have a good description of the suspects and their car leaving the scene. Officers say 

they have several strong leads, but so far no one is in custody 

 

12/3/15   10pm 

Nicole Blansett is sentenced to life in prison today and won't be eligible for parole for 25 years. Blansett 

was found guilty of killing her 10-year old son Caleb. Prosecutors say Blansett beat her son in the head 

with a rock and stabbed him several times in December of last year. 

 

12/4/15   6pm 

A man arrested earlier this year in connection with a murder at Wichita state... is charged with first degree 

murder. Isiah Copridge.... appeared in court this afternoon. Copridge was originally arrested in august  

In connection with the death of Rayan Ibrahim baba. Baba was shot and killed outside Fairmount towers. 

At the time... the district attorney said... there was not enough evidence to file formal charges. Another 

person... Eboni Fingal... was released and then re-arrested earlier this year. She was formally charged with 

first-degree murder in October. 

 

12/5/15   10pm 

New details in an officer-involved shooting outside a Wichita school - last night - that left a teen with 

critical injuries. Investigators say the 17-year-old was holding a gun - running toward west high school 

when an officer opened fire. Akeam Ashford was at this afternoon's police briefing. He explains what 

police say happened. 

 

12/7/15   10pm 

Theresa vail was cited last month by Alaska state troopers for taking a grizzly bear without a tag... And 

then conspiring with her guides to falsify information and cover it up. Vail killed two grizzly bears during a 

hunt in May. Vail tweeted out this photo that has a time stamp matching that timeframe - with her and a 

bear. It reads "an experience of a lifetime. So much respect for this animal." That tweet has since been 

taken down. It was filmed as part of an episode for Vail's show "limitless with Theresa vail" on the outdoor 

channel. Troopers say... she shot one bear, and in her haste to finish her kill- shot another one nearby. 

Authorities say.... vail and her guides made it look like they had obtained the second bear tag and records.... 

before they went out hunting. A spokesperson for the outdoor channel did send us this statement saying.... 

they are committed to legal and ethical hunting. They have strict policies and procedures in place that 

require all of the talent and producers to abide by hunting regulations. The spokesperson says... they were 

notified by vail and the production team last June. The hunt never aired on the channel. Vail's film crew 

reported the crime to the Alaska wildlife troopers which started an investigation. An attorney for one of the 

guides says... The shooting of the second bear was an unfortunate event. Everyone in the case is 

cooperating with authorities. 

 

12/8/15   10pm 

A preliminary hearing for a former Hodgeman county deputy will continue tomorrow. Kody Hanson faces 

murder and child abuse charges after his two month old son died at a Wichita hospital earlier this year. One 

of the doctors who examined the baby says- he had a hemorrhage in his left eye - a sign of violent shaking. 

Hanson’s lawyer argued the injuries could have been caused by the baby's complicated birth. The doctor 

testified today, saying that's not the case. "The skull fracture that he had was an acute fracture, did not 

occur at birth and it's not a consequence of injuries that happened when he was born."  Hanson was fired 

from the sheriff's office after the charges were filed. 

 

12/9/15   5pm 



 

 

A Wichita man is in critical condition after being stabbed. Officers were called to a home near harry and 

hillside this afternoon. They're not sure what lead to the stabbing. So far, no arrests have been made. 

 

12/10/15  10pm 

Wichita police are called to check on a person--and find a man shot to death. Officers arrive at the home 

near harry and George Washington boulevard last night-and found the man dead inside with multiple gun 

shots wounds. No gun was found, and police say it appears the body had been there for hours before they 

arrived. Police haven't made an arrest. 

 

12/11/15  5pm 

Hoisington police find a suspected pipe bomb while serving a search warrant. Officers say they were 

looking for stolen property in a home when they found the device, along with drugs. A Wichita Police 

bomb squad neutralized the device. Two people were arrested on outstanding warrants and could face 

charges for the explosive. 

 

12/14/15  6pm 

A man sentenced to death asks the Kansas Supreme Court to throw out his sentence. It’s the *third appeal 

for Gary Kleypas... He was convicted of attacking and killing a Pittsburg state student in 19-96. His death 

sentence was overturned by the state supreme court in 2001. Another jury restored it in 2008. Last month, 

The Kansas Supreme Court upheld a death sentence for the first time since the state reinstated capital 

punishment in 19-94. 

 

12/15/15  5am 

New this morning.... nearly 100 people were busted in a Florida prostitution sting, some allegedly paying 

for sex acts with taxpayer's money. In "Operation Naughty Not Nice," dozens of people got caught in the 

five-day crackdown. Twenty-five of the suspects report receiving government assistance, and using that 

money to pay prostitutes. Police are investigating whether a 15-year-old girl and two 17-year-olds arrested 

for prostitution....are victims of sex trafficking. 

 

12/16/15  6am 

A Salina man is sentenced to more than a year in prison for making false 9-1-1 calls. Police say - earlier 

this year - David Slover called 9-1-1 *26 times* in 24 hours. Dispatchers say - Slover reported different 

emergencies at the Salina "Motel 6" - And used different names. Slover pleaded guilty to charges including 

making a criminal threat. He was sentenced to one year - four months in prison. 

 

12/17/15  5pm 

The parking lot of every Wichita shopping spot will be packed this weekend. And the exchange of dollars 

for gifts tends to be a prime opportunity for thieves. "Please look at your surroundings first and foremost. 

When returning to your vehicle, make sure you put your, in a lot of cases purses or electronic devices, in 

the car prior to loading up the trunk." Wichita police want to make sure you get those presents home from 

the store and under the tree. "Often times we see folks from past surveillance videos where they walk away 

from their cart for just a brief second and a thief will take that opportunity of taking items from you." 

before you head out this weekend - we pulled crime stats in the most popular shopping spots for you. And 

here's what we found. Parking lot larcenies are up this year at Towne East - Towne West - new market 

square - and Bradley Fair. But there have been fewer larcenies in the old town and Delano shopping spots 

this year - compared to last. However - old town remains the hot spot for shopping crimes. Wichita police 

say taking precautions against thieves shouldn't stop when you leave the store. "We're really going to 

encourage people to make sure they're checking their credit card statements after the holiday season to 

make sure there's not fraud going on with their items." 

 

12/18/15  5am 

Once again...we make the trip to grove, Oklahoma. A mobile home park on the shores of grand lake where 

Doug and Valerie Herrman now live. But this time...we were there as investigators made another attempt to 

talk to the couple they believe hold the answer to the question....where is Adam Herrman?  

“The goal was to see if we could get Doug or Valerie to come in and talk to us about the disappearance of 

their son. 27:28 during your last interview with them they said how the sheriff's department hasn't 



 

 

contacted them...this is our third attempt to contact to go and talk the Herman’s and they haven't cooperated 

with us at all.” That interview is the only thing investigators have heard from Doug Herrman. Doug did 

admit he and his wife never talked to investigators...but blamed the sheriff's department for not answering 

their calls. “We have never received a call from Doug or Valerie or Herrman.” Doug also admitted he was 

wrong to not call police when Adam disappeared. “What I did by not notifying the police when Adam ran 

away was terribly terribly wrong. I can't take back...if I could heavens yes I would but I can't.” “Doug, why 

didn't you call police?  We were told by SRS that if we ever had any more trouble with anything they 

would strip the other kids away from us.” But he and his wife did continue to cash state aid checks in their 

missing son's name...and served some prison time for it. Still...they won't answer any more questions...at 

least not from detectives...and this trip was no different. They were turned away at the door.  

“They told us they wouldn't answer any questions without the presence of an attorney. After detectives 

left....we tried talking to the Herman’s and at first weren't met with this.” (nats...Doug it's Mike Schwanke 

(oh sh**) hold on. after putting our camera down...Doug talked to us...complained about how we've 

portrayed him in our coverage....but once again...told us how much he wants to find Adam. Despite his 

unwillingness to even talk to detectives. “I would love to sit down and talk with them and help find Adam 

Herrman.” Now missing since 1999...a little boy who no one noticed was gone for 10 years...parents who 

never reported it and to this day...still won't talk to investigators. Adam may have disappeared...but 

investigators say his story won't. “We want to keep people talking about it that's the only way we're going 

to be able to find him.” 

 

12/19/15  9am 

it's a story we were first to tell you about with our kwch app. k-b-i investigators were seen leaving the 

Halsted police department carrying several bags and cameras yesterday. As we first told you last 

month...the k-b-i is investigating the city's police department. At that time no search warrants or arrests 

were made. The investigation is still ongoing. The Harvey county attorney told us that the k-b-i was 

executing a search warrant in the city. The county attorney and k-b-i won't confirm if yesterday's search 

warrant is linked to the investigation of the police department that started last month. We’ll continue to 

follow this development and bring you any new details we get. 

 

12/20/15  10pm 

Jade, every spot in this parking lot, filled at Towne east earlier today... Many of those cars, carrying 

presents... Making it a busy time for criminals, looking to steal your presents, and other valuables. 

 

12/21/15  5am 

A high-speed chase- down the Kansas turnpike ends with the driver stabbing himself to death. Dispatchers 

say the man drove off after an officer tried to stop him for a traffic violation near Kellogg and 183-rd 

Street. Sedgwick county sheriff's deputies chased the driver south on the turnpike... And managed to force 

the vehicle into a ditch near Mulvane. The sheriff's office says the driver then stabbed himself several 

times... And was pronounced dead at the scene. The sheriff's office has not said why he was originally 

pulled over. 

 

12/22/15  5am 

Authorities in wellington... are hoping you can help identify this thief. This security video captured a man 

breaking into the wellington v-f-w. This happened on December fifth just before seven in the morning. 

We’ve posted this on our Facebook page where you can share it with others. 

 

 

12/23/15  5am 

A follow up to a story we brought you yesterday morning. Eddie Tipton is the former security director for 

the multi-state lottery association. He's accused of rigging two lotteries in Kansas in 20-10. That’s on top of 

accusations that he rigged the computer system to win lotteries in Colorado...Oklahoma and Wisconsin. 

According to court documents...Tipton’s brother and friends claimed the jackpots...then paid Tipton half 

the earnings. Several lottery players want Tipton to face harsh punishment... “I play Powerball once in a 

while but it's right up at like $200 million right now so like everybody's out playing it, but that hot lotto? 

No, i haven't played it since.”  Deb Grenko (Des Moines)} "it's ridiculous. I hope they prove it and i hope 



 

 

he goes to jail" Tipton was found guilty of rigging a hot lotto game earlier this year where 16 and a half 

million dollars was won. Tipton’s attorney says there's no evidence he tampered with the lottery equipment 

in that case. A statement released by the Kansas lottery says so far, it has not found any indications that 

Tipton affected the lottery's internal system or security of its games. 

 

12/24/15  4:30am 

Wichita police are looking for people who they say were throwing rocks at cars... we first told you about 

this yesterday on eyewitness news this morning. Police say it was happening between 11 Tuesday night and 

INTO Wednesday morning along eye-135 where it meets Lincoln. It happened again near the Pawnee exit. 

And finally, police got reports of another incident at Kellogg and Seneca. At least five cars were damaged. 

“It’s very dangerous. Obviously it is a criminal offense. If anyone was to do that it would be a reckless 

offense and would be something that we would definitely seek charges on police did respond to all the 

incidents. They have not found anyone connected to them. 

 

12/25/15  5am 

an update to breaking news we brought you last night at 10 the Sedgwick county sheriff's office continues 

to investigate a body found inside a car near 53-rd and hydraulic. All we know at this time, is a Hispanic 

male was found unresponsive around 7 last night. The man was then pronounced dead at the scene.  Park 

city investigators are investigating this as a murder. 

 

12/27/15  10pm 

It’s a story you saw *first on eyewitness news... the Wichita police department's *confidential file*. 

Factfinder 12 investigator Lauren Seabrook uncovered the file that contains reports Wichita police say, 

aren't fit for the general public or for some members of the police department. Including a domestic 

violence report involving interim chief Nelson Mosely... Our story prompted an internal review from city 

manager Bob Layton. Now, Layton and the city's attorney are releasing the review's findings tomorrow at 

10-30... Eyewitness news will be at that briefing... you can look for updates on our app, and online... We’ve 

also posted Lauren’s story on the confidential file... That's under the fact-finder 12 section of k-w-c-h dot 

com... 

 

12/28/15  6am 

New this morning. Officials say... A suicide car bomb was detonated near the airport in the capital of 

Afghanistan. One person was killed. At least four others hurt. The Taliban has claimed responsibility for 

the attack. 

 

12/29/15  Noon 

From Wichita police... To watch your surroundings... Two women report being approached by men... 

Attempting to rob them at gunpoint... the first incident happened around 12-45 this morning... At an 

apartment complex near 21st and rock... A woman says two men pointed guns at her... She ran and got into 

her car and got away... the second incident happened at an apartment complex near harry and Webb... A 

woman says two men pointed a gun at her and told her to drive them to a nearby a-t-m... She got out of the 

vehicle and hit the car alarm... And then ran away... Neither woman was hurt... Wichita police say these 

cases are a high priority... They are taking very seriously... Police say be aware of your surroundings... 

Especially if you live in an apartment complex... Watch for suspicious activity and things that don't 

belong... And park in a well-lit area. Deedee sun's following up with police on how they're investigating 

these cases... And what else you can do to stay safe... She'll have that later today on eyewitness news. 

 

12/30/15  5am 

an update on breaking news we brought you last night... two armed robbers are now in custody they were 

arrested in hays but the robbery happened last night in Ellis a Casey’s store was robbed We spoke with 

people at the store and they say nobody was hurt. Again, a manhunt near hays is over. Ellis county officials 

confirm both armed robbers have been arrested. 

 

12/31/15  5am 

The Kansas highway patrol says troopers didn't respond to *any alcohol related fatality crashes over the 

holiday weekend... That’s an improvement from last year when there was *one fatal crash that involved 



 

 

alcohol... Highway patrol also says they saw a decrease in d-u-i arrests... Speeding tickets... And seatbelt 

citations. 

 

COMMUNITY 
 

10/1/15   6am 

The man accused of killing this woman, Letitia Davis, will appear in court today.  Prosecutors say  

Cornell McNeal killed Davis in the middle of a park.  Hannah Davis joins us live from the Sedgwick 

county court house with more on today's hearing and what we can expect. 

 

10/2/15   6pm 

Wichita’s are gathering against gun violence. Two vigils are happening right now in remembrance of 

victims of yesterday's mass shooting in Oregon. A meeting has just wrapped up in old town... Sponsored by 

the Wichita Coalition against gun violence. Another is just getting underway at Dellrose United Methodist 

Church. 

 

10/3/15   10pm 

It's been one week since this seven-year-old was hit by a semi as he was reaching for a football in the road 

near Linwood Park. This evening Ladale Washington junior is still in critical condition.  Investigators say it 

was completely accidental. Today, Ladale's teammates returned to the field for the first time since his 

accident. Hannah Davis shows us how the bulldogs are honoring their teammate. 

 

10/4/15   10pm 

More than 100 Kansas firefighters have been killed in the line of duty. Today, many of their family 

members, friends and former firefighters came together to honor them and their sacrifice. Emily Griffin 

was at the annual ceremony...and joins us now with a story of one woman whose family has been honoring 

the fallen for generations. 

 

10/5/15   10pm 

Are these machines legal…? Or is this gambling? The state has told us the law is pretty clear--and these 

machines almost never pass the test. So why can you still find them in some Wichita restaurants and bars?  

Is the state doing anything to investigate?  Our factfinder investigators have been asking that question. 

Michael Schwanke is here with what he found.  

 

10/6/15   10pm 

Tonight was your last chance to comment and give recommendations on proposed changes to the Wichita 

city transit routes and fares. Proposals include new routes... and reducing how often buses run. One woman 

we spoke with says... she showed-up to the meeting to speak on behalf of others who couldn't be there with 

some of these changes it's causing them to walk a multitude of blocks from seven blocks to 14 blocks, even 

to 2 and three miles just to get to the bus stop. City council members were at the meeting. They’ll take-up 

the issue later this month. 

 

10/7/15   10pm 

A game one winner is only the beginning...but Royals fans are all hoping this year can be different than last 

year and the boys in blue can get that championship. I spoke with one man who remembers the last time 

that happened...because he was walking up and down those aisles.   He says there's been a lot of changes.  

For starters, people are dressing differently.  Dave bales caught my eye with his unique Royals hat...one he 

says he got back in the 1985 World Series. But he wasn't there with a ticket...he was there barking 

beer...something he did for 13 years.  And the reason why he started was so he could see his boys play 

without having to have a ticket. Oh I loved it, I got to see a no hitter by Steve Busby, I got to see the 

playoffs and today is just like back in the '70s, packed and people just drive over it. 

 

10/8/15   10pm 

It may not be the best of results but fans I’ve spoken with say it's only game one.  And there were definitely 

some highlights from the boys in blue tonight.  Take a look...  First is Kendrys Morales and a lovely 



 

 

homerun...it was the first run for the royals and gave the fans a bit of a pick up after the Astros had three 

runs. But that home run wasn't enough to face the Astros who had a home run of their own. 

This one from Colby Rasmus putting the Astros up at five to two. After a very wet evening at Kauffman 

Stadium, fans called it a day without quite the same spunk they started the day with. But there's still plenty 

of games to go and fans tell me they aren't even close to losing hope. There's definitely some 

disappointment in the air tonight and fans are making that clear, but this year is different than last year. 

Last year, fans were hoping for a World Series win and this year, they're planning on it. 

Now they just need to mimic some of those wins from last year. There's still a chance and they've still got a 

lot of games to play. We're keeping our fingers crossed they can pull this out like they did in the wildcard 

game against the A's last year. We'll see how tomorrow goes, but these fans are hoping for something a 

little better than this turnout. 

 

10/9/15   6pm 

Wichita streets will be filled with runners this weekend... For the prairie fire marathon. One first time 

runner is pausing 22 miles in... To do push-ups... Kevin Diemer is a veteran who served two tours in Iraq. 

He's using his first-ever marathon to raise awareness for his fellow vets... and the challenges they face 

when they come home. Throughout his training... He's been raising money to open a veteran’s retreat center 

to help vets and their families after coming home from a deployment. At the 22 mile mark... He plans to 

stop running... and do 22 push-ups for the 22 veterans who commit suicide each day nationwide.      

"It's also showing that veterans can do great things. Our life isn't over at the time we leave service. It 

continues and we can continue to do great things. So the 22 pushups on the 22 mile of the race is really an 

honor for all my other fellow veterans who are struggling in their battles." If you want to cheer Kevin on... 

Mile 22 is around the corner of Amidon and Sim Park in riverside. The race begins at 7-30... At the water 

walk. Kevin plans to hit mile 22 between 10:25 and 10:45. 

 

10/10/15  10pm 

7-year-old Ladale Washington Junior remains in critical condition ... Two weeks after he was hit by a 

trailer attached to a semi at a near Wichita park. Friends of his family say Ladale is improving, and has 

undergone two surgeries. A fundraiser was held earlier today to help pay for Ladale's medical expenses. 

Organizers sold food and photographs at O-G's Barber Shop near 13-th and Hillside. It's one of several 

fundraisers held for Ladale since the accident. One organizer says helping Ladale's family was an obvious 

choice. I just wanted to be able to help the family out the best way I could, raise money for medical 

expenses. My son plays football, so it's close to home with me. 

 

10/11/15  10pm 

Nearly 3-thousand submarine sailors were killed during World War 2. Today in Wichita - at the USS 

Dorado memorial - veterans remembered them with the tolling of the boats ceremony. A bell was hit for 

every submarine lost during the war. We spoke with a man who lost his dad on the USS Dorado 72 years 

ago - just months before he was born. Vernon Campbell/Dad Died Aboard USS Dorado. It's always 

important to remember the veterans and for me it's always important to remember the dad I never knew. 

The USS Dorado base also recognized *global collision centers* for repainting the torpedo that had been 

vandalized earlier this year. 

 

10/12/15  6am 

Today is win or go home for the royals. Game four of the American league division series is this afternoon 

in Houston. It starts just after noon. The royals fell yesterday in game three. Houston leads the series 2 to 1. 

If the royals win, they'll force a game five - Wednesday - in Kansas City. If they lose, it's game over. Our 

own Jacob Albracht is in Houston with the team. Make sure to follow him on twitter at kwch Jacob for the 

latest information. You can also check out our special web section for the royals. 

 

10/13/15  6pm 

A Saline County man got an unexpected gift yesterday. We told you about Zach short, a Salina farmer who 

lost parts of both his legs after a farming accident. Now, he's getting 5 hundred dollars to help pay for his 

treatment... Short says Marquette resident Pam Boileau (boil-low) gave him half of her winnings she got 

from a recent radio contest. He says part of that money will go towards covering the cost of an upcoming 

trip to Saint Louis. That's where short will undergo more treatment as he continues to recover from the 



 

 

accident... Boil-low says while she didn't know the Shorts before Zach's accident, she thought of them after 

winning... “So I kinda knew them but not personally or up close, but I knew of them and have followed 

along on social media all along through his journeys now and just, they're good people I want to help them” 

Anna Auld has been following Zach as he's been getting treatment in Wichita... Look for that story and our 

interview with him online at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

10/14/15  5pm 

The Kansas City Royals are about two hours away from a must-win playoff game.  The royals will take on 

the Astros at 7:07 in Kansas City, with the winner moving on to the American league championship series.  

Dani Welniak is catching up with the players before the big game, but first, Hannah Davis shows us how 

much money fans are shelling out to see the game in person. 

 

10/15/15  10pm 

It’s an event that still has a lot of you talking. When we posted that garth brooks is coming to Wichita later 

this year the post reached more than 100-thousand. There are only so many tickets out there for his two 

concert dates. It has many of you wanting to be the first to grab a seat. One viewer got an email with the 

promise of tickets today so she contacted us to find out if this was legit. Rachel Skytta has that answer for 

this factfinder 12 don't fall for it. 

 

10/16/15  6pm 

They say... It's the governor's fault. Some small hospitals across Kansas blame the governor and lawmakers 

for not expanding Medicaid. It’s a decision... like we showed you yesterday... that Sumner county medical 

center says... is costing them hundreds of thousands of dollars... and putting their facility in jeopardy. 

Tonight... Akeam Ashford takes their problem to Governor Sam Brownback... and lawmakers for answers. 

 

10/18/15  10pm 

A community remembers a beloved teacher in a big way. After Lindsay Crump-Perez, a middle-school 

drama teacher... Died after giving birth to her baby boy. Deedee sun was at Stucky Middle School today, 

where the community celebrated her life.  

 

10/19/15  5pm 

Fans headed to the game tonight might notice a difference in the beer they drink. The blue jays told the 

Canadian broadcasting corporation beer cans won't be sold in the upper deck of the stadium tonight. That's 

because some unruly fans threw trash, including beer cans, onto the field during the team's last home game. 

Instead it will be served to those fans in plastic cups. One person was arrested and charged with mischief 

after a baby was hit by the spray of a thrown beer last week. 

 

10/20/15  6am 

A program designed to ensure good nutrition for pregnant women and their young children is getting its 

funding cut prompting some people to start a petition...to get the head of the Sedgwick county commission 

out of office. Groups who oppose the cuts now say they're going to file a recall petition for commission 

chairman Richard Ranzau. Women... infants... and children--or WIC-- is a federal program designed to 

provide pregnant women and their young children with proper nutrition by making sure they get some of 

the basics, like milk, eggs and cheese. When the Sedgwick county commission first looked at funding for 

the program... Chairman Richard Ranzau wanted to make the money dependent on requiring the women to 

be u-s citizens or legal residents. Since it's a federal program... He couldn't do that. Although he later wrote 

the Kansas department of health urging it to do something similar.  In the end the commissioners cut some 

three-hundred thousand dollars in funding to the program in Sedgwick County... A move members of the 

recall drive equated to theft.  “Sandrine what you did was take $300,000 of our money and give it to the 

other people you're referring to.” The Sedgwick county district attorney has to approve the recall petition. 

Once that's done... supporters have 90 days to collect more than 96-hundred signatures.  You have to be a 

registered voter in Ranzau’s district to sign. 

 

10/21/15  6pm 

Ground is broken on a major construction project that could slow down how long it takes you to get to 

work. The first phase of the Kellogg, eye-235 interchange reconstruction will start next month. It will 



 

 

impact you if you drive on West Street near Kellogg. Lane and ramp closures will affect the entire 

interchange area but the project should make it easier for you to get around. This is a look at what the area 

looks like now and what it should look like when it's done. The project should be complete by June 2019. 

 

10/22/15  10pm 

Nearly 45-thousand Kansans will be dropped from their insurance policy come January first ---  Coventry 

is pulling out of the Kansas insurance exchange -- leaving many scrambling for a new policy before the 

deadline. 

 

10/23/15  5pm 

You know this series is a big deal when libraries trash talk each other. Take a look at this. The Toronto and 

Kansas City public libraries have been clashing on twitter during the series... through book spine -poetry.  

You can see both are pretty confident heading into tonight's matchup...  With Toronto warning "it ain’t over 

till it’s over"... And Kansas City saying "oh Canada say hello to Kansas city barbecue" 

 

10/25/15  10pm 

We told you last night just how expensive it can get to watch the games in person... Costing hundreds 

dollars for the *cheapest* game one tickets and parking.  For game two, a Wichita company is offering a 

deal that would cost about the same... 

 

10/26/15  4:30am 

We’re just a day away-from the start of the 2015 World Series! The royals head back to the fall classic to 

take on the Mets in game one on Tuesday. Both players and fans are gearing up for the historic second-

straight World Series appearance. this is the first time the royals have been to back to back world series we 

told you over the weekend just how expensive it can get to watch the games in person... costing hundreds 

dollars for the *cheapest* game one tickets and parking. For game two, a Wichita company is offering a 

deal that would cost about the same... but as Rachel Skytta explains, you'd be heading to the World Series 

in style. 

 

10/27/15  5:30am 

Kansas game wardens need your help.  Several deer were killed for their antlers. The first case was in 

Rooks County. The department of wildlife, parks and tourism say three deer were shot on private land and 

found with their antlers removed. A similar scene was found near Phillipsburg. Three deer were also found 

there with their antlers removed. If you know anything, give the operation game thief a call. You can see 

that number on your screen. You can find it in this story at k-w-c-h dot com 

 

10/28/15  10pm 

Speaking of that Gordon home run.   After Alex Gordon’s game tying homerun in the ninth inning...one fan 

says...he knew he had to get here to kc. Rod Rozanek is from Alex Gordon’s hometown of Lincoln 

Nebraska. He says he used to watch Gordon play at the University of Nebraska. Now he's watching him on 

baseball's biggest stage.  He got up early this morning, knowing the trip would cost him.“I kind of know 

him, i know his parents.  By god I’ll probably have to spend a thousand dollars a ticket to get there, but I’m 

wanting to do that.” 

 

10/29/15  4:30am 

Johnny Cueto goes the distance throwing a complete game, giving up just one run and only two hits...as the 

royals win game two 7-1 the final in just 9 innings this time the Mets scored first in this one top 4...Lucas 

Duda with the r-b-i single to score Daniel Murphy but that's all the Mets would get royals strike in the 

bottom of the 5th, Alcides Escobar with the r-b-i single, scoring Alex Gordon. That ties the game at one 

Royals working the small ball last night Eric Hosmer with the 2 r-b-i single scores Alex Rios and Alcides 

Escobar. Mike Moustakas with the r-b-i single, scoring Hosmer.  4-1 royals. Bottom of the 8th, Alcides 

Escobar RBI triple scores Alex Gordon Cueto was nails...he only threw 107 pitches in his complete 

game...giving up the one run and striking out four. “Pitching is tough. You're going to have your bad starts 

and your good starts. He's been doing it great over the last four years. Obviously, he might go through some 

tough stretches. When it came down to it and we needed him, he came through for us.”  The royals took an 



 

 

overnight flight to New York.  They have today off but will play again Friday and Saturday.  Games 5, 6 

and 7 are only if needed if the Royals would play the final two games in Kansas City. 

 

10/30/15  6pm 

The charred shell of the flight-safety building remains at the site of the deadly plane crash near Wichita’s 

airport... Exactly one-year later. October 30-th, 2014...  A Beechcraft king air lost power after take-off... 

And crashed into the building. Flight-safety says... Work should begin soon to tear it down. Four people 

were killed in that crash. Pilot... Mark Goldstein (GOLD-STEEN). Flight-safety instructor... jay Ferguson. 

Sergey (SER-GAY) Galitskiy (GUH-LEET-SKI)... A Russian who was training in a simulator. And his 

translator...Nataliya Menestrina (MEN-EH-STREEN-UH). We talked to Menestrina’s (MEN-EH-

STREEN-UH'S) husband after the accident. We went back today to see how the family is doing a year 

later. 

 

10/31/15  9am 

Cheers from Royals fans fall silent as the team falls to the Mets in game three today they'll look to keep 

their lead in the series as they face off with the team again in New York. Jacob Albracht spoke with players 

after last night's loss who say they're not letting one loss slow them down. 

 

11/01/15  5:30pm 

Former senator Fred Thompson has passed away at the age of 73. His family tells the associated press that 

Thompson died today. He served as senator of Tennessee for eight years, along with having a long list of 

acting roles over the last three decades. Thompson ran for the republican nomination for president in 2008. 

 

11/02/15  10pm 

His influence on America has not gone unnoticed. Tonight Wichita billionaire Charles Koch spoke at the 

annual chamber of commerce meeting. Koch who rarely speaks publically was the featured speaker. 

Michael Schwanke was at the meeting...mike was tonight’s event about politics or strictly business. 

 

11/03/15  4:30am 

The morning Joe program is headed to Wichita state university. The m-s-n-b-c morning show will 

broadcast live this morning from the school. Hosts Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski will co-host the 

program, starting at 5. The broadcast follows last night’s Wichita chamber of commerce annual meeting 

Charles Koch made a rare public appearance and spoke at the event. Hannah Davis will be live on the 

campus this morning during the broadcast. See her reports starting in about half an hour. 

 

11/04/15  5pm 

The same night Schemm collapsed, 2 high school athletes from Winfield were rushed to the hospital. 

Xavier Morris-Lolar and Dylan Reese left the soccer match on stretchers after running into each other. 

Reese broke his leg. Morris-Lolar hurt his spine and was flown to a Wichita hospital. He says he's grateful 

that he wasn't badly hurt. They said it was a spinal injury, so it could have been worse than it actually is. 

Reese says he's sore, but will be okay. 

 

11/05/15  5am 

Communities reach out to help the family of a Wallace county football player who died after collapsing on 

the field. Luke Schemm was a three sport athlete at his high school. Tonight... As family and friends 

remember Schemm... And help each other through the loss... Pilar Pedraza tells us towns across northwest 

Kansas are now working to help the Schemm family... 

 

11/06/15  6pm 

New video now of a ceremony... Honoring a Wichita marine and crew members who died delivering aid in 

Nepal earlier this year... Captain Chris Norgren.... Was killed in May when the helicopter he was piloting 

crashed in bad weather. Today... A room in the u-s embassy in Nepal’s capital city was formally dedicated 

as "Vengeance Hall," named after the call sign of the helicopter that crashed. 

 

11/07/15  10pm 



 

 

Again, just an outpouring of support across the state for the wildcats. Their rivals in tribune lined the streets 

as the team drove through to Ingalls... You can see people there holding up signs in Luke’s honor. And 

from the Oakley game last night... You can see the plainsmen cheerleaders holding up the number four. 

With blue ribbons in their hair. Plenty of you sent in pictures of your hometowns showing support. We've 

put them all in a gallery on our app... You can see those photos and the rest of our coverage from Sharon 

springs. 

  

11/08/15  10pm 

An ongoing...lengthy process is coming up to a major milestone. We've told you about the quest for 

sainthood for father (a-mul) Emil (kuh-pawn) Kapaun in the past. This week -- officials from the catholic 

diocese in Wichita are in Rome to discuss the sainthood for the Korean War army chaplain. They’re 

presenting the case to the *congregation for the causes of saints* tomorrow. It could still take years before 

we know if father (kuh-pawn) Kapaun will be considered a saint. Tomorrow -- Scott Evan’s "crossroads of 

faith" series continues with a look into father Kapaun’s history and background. You can see it on 

eyewitness news at six. 

 

11/09/15  10pm 

You won't see the confederate flag fly at veterans’ memorial park in Wichita anymore. The parks and 

recreation commissioners voted unanimously to replace it with the Kansas state flag.  Deedee sun was there 

when they made the decision... She joins us from the park with details on the coming changes. 

 

11/10/15  10pm 

Kansas State is in a position where they must win 3 of their final 4 games in order to be eligible for a bowl 

game. Right now - they're 0-5 in the big 12 and 3-5 overall. Their final stretch starts in Lubock against 

Texas tech Saturday afternoon. The red raiders are averaging more than 45 points and 580 yards a game. 

And they get many of those yards on big plays - something the wildcats need to put an end to. 

 

11/11/15  6pm 

"Our country is in a state of chaos right now, and we need to bring order back." Marquetta Atkins is just 

one of many people at Wichita State paying close attention to what's going on at the University of Missouri. 

Mizzou students were upset with how the university's president, who resigned Monday, handled racial 

comments and actions. In light of what's going on at Missouri, Wichita State will hold a forum Thursday 

for students, faculty and staff to talk about diversity and opportunities moving forward. 

"we're coming from a very different place, so it's not that we're trying to avoid being the University of 

Missouri, we just want to make sure all voices here are being heard," said Lou Heldman, WSU VP of 

Strategic Communications. Wichita State has a very diverse student body, not only in race, but in culture. 

"We do want to have a very civil atmosphere and we want harmony around what we're here for, which is 

students getting an education," said Heldman. "This is the state our country is in, and it's time for us to be 

proactive and not react to situations, so President Bardo is showing he is the president that is going to, 'no, 

not at our school.' We're sending a clear message and he's being proactive instead of reacting." Students we 

spoke to have not seen outright racism, but also admit, it likely happens. "I do think it's important to talk 

about this. If we don't do anything about it, then nothing's going to change," said Lauren Stoffel. "I consider 

myself a minority, but I'm treated with...everyone is pretty friendly. Everyone is wanting to help each other 

out," said Gwendolyn Aguilar. Heldman says Thursday's forum will be the first of several forums on this 

topic over the next several months. 

 

11/12/15  6pm 

“I've been fire chief here since '92 (butted to) it's right up there with one of the worst ones that I've dealt 

with.” 5 thousand acres charred... Cattle lost... And hay damaged in Cowley County... following a grass fire 

fueled by high winds and dry conditions... The fire-grew so large yesterday afternoon... At one point you 

could see the smoke on our weather radar...  24-hours later... Farmers are checking on damage... And work 

isn't over for fire-crews. Devon Fasbinder brought you the story as breaking news last night. She rode along 

with the Cowley County fire chief today to survey the damage. Devon? 

 

11/13/15  5pm 



 

 

Two people are treated for minor injuries after a house fire in northeast Wichita. Firefighters were called to 

the home near 45th and rock around noon today. Crews were also to rescue a dog from the burning home. 

It's doing fine tonight. Firefighters are still investigating how the fire started. 

 

11/14/15  8am 

Here in Kansas, some French natives are now grieving for their homeland. Emily Griffin spoke with one 

woman who was born and raised in France but now lives in derby she says she began reaching out to her 

family and friends as soon as she heard the news of the attacks. 

 

11/15/15  10pm 

The events in Paris have people all over the world turning to prayer. Hannah Davis shows you how a 

Wichita congregation is remembering those who were killed -- and asking all to be a light to those around 

them. You can watch her story, and see the rest of our coverage from Paris, at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

11/16/15  5am 

Scammers in Wichita posing as sellers on Craig's list ... this time, selling an r-v. It’s a factfinder 12 don't 

fall for it. One man in Iowa says he fell for it. Pete doll (dole) says he was shopping for an r-v, when he 

came across a Craig’s list ad from *Mayer auto* -- a business in Wichita. He contacted them to buy the 

vehicle ... that's when they asked him to deposit the money in an account through a website the seller sent 

him. Doll instead chose to drive to Wichita to purchase it in person ... when he showed up at the seller's 

address, nothing was there. When he tried to call the seller, his number had been blocked. Doll says he's 

lucky, he didn't pay the 18-thousand dollars for the vehicle, he was instead only out the money for a hotel 

and rental car. “It was a valuable lesson learned at a low price, and the old addage holds true, if it seems too 

good to be true, it probably is.” You can find this scam, and others on a special *don't fall for it* section on 

our website k-w-c-h dot com. you'll find the link under the "get the scoop" section on our homepage.  

 

11/17/18  4:30am 

There are some power outages you should be aware of. Almost one thousand people don't have power right 

now in Reno County. About 4-hundred people are without power right now in McPherson County. There 

are also about 45 people without power here in Sedgwick County. We have asked Westar about these 

power outages. Westar estimates the power should be back on in the next hour. 

 

11/18/15  5pm 

Wichita is getting closer to ending its nearly15-month search for a police chief. A spokesperson says the 

city manager and a committee of residents have narrowed down a list of 62 applicants to 7 semi-finalists. 

All will be interviewed and the number will be narrowed down further. The city hopes to have finalists 

announced by the first week in December, and a new chief by the end of the year. 

 

11/19/15  10pm 

In a week -- Millions will tune into a staple of the holiday.  The iconic Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade. 

This year -- you may see some familiar faces -- as a local dance team was asked to perform.  Jade DeGood 

spent time with them at their rehearsals today. It's a story that will make you -- Kansas proud.  

 

11/20/15  4:30am 

Breaking news overnight... A neighbor tries to save this burning house in Augusta. They tried to put it out 

with a garden hose until fire crews got to the scene. That same neighbor also shot this video. It shows just 

how intense the flames were. Three people were inside the home, including a baby... but everyone got out 

okay. The back of house is destroyed. 

     

11/21/15  10pm 

Thanksgiving isn't until next week, but it's already looking like Christmas in Wichita. Tonight was the 

annual tree lighting ceremony at Bradley fair on the east side. The 35-foot tree was lit up for the holiday 

season... With a Wichita family from the Ronald McDonald house getting to do the honor. “We choose a 

family that just has a want and a need to represent us and to help us out.” The *light of love* event was free 

and open to everyone.  

 



 

 

11/22/15  10pm 

A community comes together -- to support a woman shot during a robbery in derby. Julie Dombo's family 

held a fundraiser tonight at Roxy’s to help with medical bills they say are now over a million dollars. Her 

husband spoke at the event saying "with help from friends and strangers across the world he and Julie will 

find their new normal." Julie remains in the hospital after her quadruple amputations.  She's beginning to 

learn to walk again. 

 

11/23/15  4:30am 

A community comes together -- to support a woman shot during a robbery in derby. Julie Dombo’s family 

held a fundraiser to help with medical bills they say are now over a million dollars. Her husband spoke at 

the event saying "with help from friends and strangers across the world he and Julie will find their new 

normal." Julie remains in the hospital she had to have her hands and feet amputated. She’s beginning to 

learn to walk again. WE spoke with her just a few days ago. You can see that interview again at k-w-c-h 

dot com. 

 

11/24/15  10pm 

You’re watching this dog ranger doing a test run for a planned thanksgiving feast for dogs at the Chisholm 

Creek pet resort today. More than 100 owners have signed up their pets to take part in the feast this 

thanksgiving. Organizers say it’s all about doing something special for the dogs who are also a part of the 

family. So what's on the menu for the dogs? "It’s going to be the turkeys and it's going to be the potatoes 

green beans and then a pumpkin desert so it will be great.” it's not too late to sign up. There is a five dollar 

fee. 

 

11/25/15  6pm 

More than 40 million people will drive somewhere for the long weekend... Most today... You should be o-k 

if you're traveling tonight. But on the way back, things could be icy. Pilar Pedraza spoke with k-dot and the 

city of Wichita.... about how they plan to keep drivers safe through the storm. 

 

11/26/15  5am 

If you're still waiting to grab a few thanksgiving items from the grocery store... Get ready to brave the 

crowds. Even though last minute shoppers are expected this time every year, Emily Griffin shows us why 

stores may be even more crowded than usual. 

 

 

 

11/27/15  10pm 

Tonight... We've learned a soldier from hays was among four killed in a helicopter crash at fort hood in 

Texas. Sargent first class Toby Childers... was one of four crew members in the helicopter when it crashed 

during a training exercise. The cause of the crash remains undetermined. I reached out to members of his 

family. They tell me... Childers will be greatly missed and they'd like to thank everyone for their thoughts 

and prayers. 

 

11/28/15  9am 

Do you want to know if your street has been treated before heading out this morning? You can track the 

city's salt trucks with the city's tracker. The city uses g-p-s to follow their progress. You can see where they 

have been and follow their progress. We've posted a link on our special travel section of our website... K-

w-c-h dot com. 

 

11/30/15  5pm 

Harvey county deputies identify two teens killed in a Friday crash. Investigators say 14-year-old Kyle 

Miller and his 14-year-old cousin Cole Mies were both killed when the s-u-v they were riding in lost 

control on ice and crashed into a power pole. The driver of the s-u-v is expected to recover. 

 

12/1/15   6pm 



 

 

If you still have branches... Downed during the weekend storm... You can drop them off at three clean-up 

sites in hutch. The north parking lot of Rice Park... The east parking lot at Stremel baseball field in Carey 

Park and the north parking lot at Dillon Nature Center. 

 

12/2/15   5am 

The ride service Uber is also expected to get a boost from the concerts... With such high demand around 

Intrust bank arena this weekend, they'll be charging you more for a ride. It’s called surge pricing. It’s not 

known how much the price will increase during the surge. But whatever the rate... the Uber app with tell 

you about the price hike. The owner of Uber rides says he will have drivers in the area the night of the 

concerts but will not increase his prices based on demand. 

 

12/3/15   10pm 

Hey everybody garth brooks here live opening night Wichita Kansas. That was a post on garth brooks' 

Facebook page just moments into his first of six shows and this was a look inside- via periscope. Tonight 

was the first of four big nights in downtown Wichita. We have team 12 coverage of garth brooks playing at 

Intrust. Jade DeGood got a chance to speak with the country singer...we'll hear from her in just a moment... 

but first...a lot of you contacted us with concerns about getting around downtown. Emily griffin tells us 

how this opening night has been. 

 

12/4/15   6pm 

It has taken more than a year... and now *two* national searches to get to this point. Former Wichita police 

chief Norman Williams. Announced his retirement in august last year. City leaders launched the official 

search for his replacement in January. In august... the city announced these three finalists for the job... 

Gregory Stevens dropped-out. The job was offered to Joel Fitzgerald, but he turned it down. After that... the 

city manager decided to open a new search. 

 

12/5/15   10pm 

A group of Wichitans gathered and read the names of each victim in the California shooting during a vigil 

in old town. The Wichita Coalition against gun violence held the event to remember those victims and 

those killed in other local, nationally and international shootings. They say they're pushing for better gun 

safety laws to help prevent more violence. <sot verbatim: We're not against guns, we're not an anti-gun 

organization. We are for gun safety and educating gun owners > They’re asking for expanding background 

checks for gun purchases - specifically to make it a requirement at gun shows. The group plans to speak 

with lawmakers in Topeka during the next legislative session. 

 

 

 

12/7/15   5pm 

Police say an initial examination of bones found near 61st and hillside in Sedgwick County do not reveal 

any major trauma. The sheriff's office says a hunter found the remains of James Labatt in a wooded area 

last week. He absconded from parole last July. An anthropologist from Wichita state university is 

examining the remains to try and determine a cause of death. Officers aren't sure how Labatt’s remains got 

to that location. Anyone who had contact with Labatt this summer is asked to call 911. 

 

12/8/15   10pm 

Water and sewer rates are going up in Wichita. Today the city council voted to increase the rates by five 

percent. Here’s what that will mean for you. You can expect to pay between a dollar-65 and five-dollars 

and 79 cents more per month. This depends on water use. For instance if you use 75-hundred gallons you 

can expect to pay a little more than three dollars extra. Rates will also be higher for anyone who owns a 

business. City leaders say they need to raise rates to help pay the costs of water main breaks. 

 

12/9/15   5pm 

The future of Wichita state athletics could include football... We were *first to tell you this morning... 

About a new push to build shocker athletics... President John Bardo told factfinder 12 almost all options are 

on the table. That includes improvements to Koch arena or other facilities like Cessna stadium, possibly 

leaving the Missouri valley conference, and maybe adding sports... Which *could include bringing back 



 

 

football... Wichita state black and yellow hasn't been seen on a football field in three decades. But now - it's 

one of many possible changes to shocker athletics... Investigator Lauren Seabrook was *first to break the 

story... 

 

12/10/15  10pm 

A local story you may have seen on Facebook... Is now getting national attention. The associated press 

picked-up the story about a naked man taking pictures of a wheat field in Harvey County. The sheriff's 

office posted this message online... Saying witnesses reported seeing quote "a very white male" with 

nothing on but a hat and a smile. By the time deputies responded--they found two men wearing underwear. 

“I came up on the vehicle, I kinda peeked around to see what kind of condition everybody was in. It was 

two males, and all I saw was no shirt and they were both wearing hats. And I was kinda like 'oh boy.' They 

said nudity, or being nude in public, wasn't against the law. I said well it kind of depends. If you offend 

somebody, then I could take you in on other charges.” The men weren't arrested. But the sheriff's office 

says deputies told the pair to continue their travels back to their home state of Oregon. 

 

12/11/12  5pm 

The Orpheum Theater is getting ready for 14 million dollars’ worth of improvements. The nearly 100-year-

old theater is starting a capital campaign to complete a renovation of the auditorium. About 1 and a half 

million has been raised so far. “It’s the right thing to do, the theater is incredibly important to our 

community, it fills such an important niche, it's a beautiful theater, it is worthy of restoration.” Allen hopes 

to have the money raised within two years. The goal is for restorations to be complete in time for the 

theater's centennial in 2022. 

 

12/12/15  8am 

A viewer reached out to factfinder 12... After getting a letter in the mail that looked like this. It comes from 

the United States office of personnel management. The letter says the office of personnel management was 

the target of a cyber-attack which resulted in the theft of background investigation letters. Here were that 

viewer's first thoughts on getting the letter...<sot verbatim: the first thing i always think of when anything 

comes in the mail or even a phone call that wants personal information or is talking about is it's some type 

of scam or a hoax.>  It turns out this letter is not a scam or hoax. More than 21 million people are affected 

by a data breach in June at the office of personnel management. At least five and a half million fingerprints 

were also stolen in the attack. The office is sending out these notifications to those impacted. Anyone who 

has applied for positions in, or submitted background investigation forms to, the federal government could 

be affected. The o-p-m unveiled a new website recently where you can see if and how you're impacted. The 

agency is warning that if you receive a letter that does not direct you to this page - it should be considered a 

fraud. We have a link to the site at kwch dot com. 

 

12/14/15  6pm 

With the forum taking place today, we also wanted to know what the Latino community thinks about the 

candidates. Some say they're simply hopeful the new chief keeps them and the city safe. But others like 

Damian Mata have bigger hopes.  Mata owns a food truck and has been robbed twice in the last two 

months. He hopes for a change in patrol routes- the second time he was robbed he was attending several 

customers. "They are possibly focused on patrolling only certain parts of town, when maybe there's no need 

for it. They can maybe change their strategy and patrol areas that do need it like ours." Again, that forum 

goes until 8:30 tonight at century two. If you can't make it, you can watch it on our live stream at k-w-c-h 

dot com. 

 

12/15/15  6am 

Every Wichita Police officer will *not have a body camera by the end of the year ... The city planned to 

offset some of the cost for the 429 body cameras using money from a Department of Justice federal grant... 

But the department still hasn't approved spending that money. Interim Chief Nelson Mosely expects the 

federal funds will arrive next month. The city already bought half of the cameras it wants. Officers with 

Patrol North and East are wearing them now. 

 

12/16/15  6am 



 

 

”that's exactly what they are hoping for is to get us to turn against each other.” and that's what the u-s 

attorney is asking Kansans not to do... After a series of backlash attacks against Muslims across the 

country. U-s attorney Barry Grissom wrote a letter asking Kansans to avoid discriminating against other 

Kansans who look Muslim. He said he *hasn't* seen any problems from Kansas in his office... But 

Muslims in Wichita tell us they *have* seen a rise in hate toward those who even just look Muslim.      

 

12/17/15  5pm 

Troopers are looking for anyone who witnessed a deadly accident in Pratt County this morning. Two 

people were killed along highway 61 between Preston and Turon. Another person was taken to the hospital 

in critical condition. Three vehicles were involved. Troopers say it was snowing at the time, but it's not 

clear if that was a factor in the crash. Anyone who witnessed the accident is asked to call 911. 

 

12/18/15  5am 

A close call for a Kansas highway patrol trooper... when their car was side swiped by a passing truck. 

You can see the car's mirror and spotlight go flying. K-h-p tells us... It happened Wednesday during a 

traffic stop on eye-70 in Trego County. The trooper and trainee were inside the cruiser when it was side-

swiped. They were not hurt. K-h-p says the driver of the truck reached-over to pick something up from the 

floor... and wasn't paying attention. He was cited for not moving over. 

 

12/19/15  9am 

For the last decade, Gordon Ramsay has been a police chief in Duluth, Minnesota he believes he excels in 

areas that challenge Wichita police. Ramsay comes to Wichita with three goals he has earned praise for in 

Duluth. They are: --to meet with the staff and set priorities for training and recruiting. --build external 

relationships with community groups and leaders. --and look at improving department infrastructure... 

including technology and facilities. That includes arming officers with body cameras. <sot verbatim: 

"We've successfully done it in my city now and I know a lot of the pitfalls that come along with 

implementation"  > the proven track record is what set Ramsay apart from the other candidates.... according 

to Layton. This new job will come with some differences. The size of his department will quadruple here... 

And the annual budget will be 82-million-dollars. In Duluth.... Ramsay was the youngest and one of the 

longest serving chiefs in the city's history. 

 

12/20/15  10pm 

He’s amazing, I mean there's no one more deserving of this and he's such a sweet little boy. An out-pouring 

of support for a child from Ohio -- now here in Wichita. When a mom asked her son what he wanted for 

Christmas... She says his answer broke her heart. 10-year-old Austen Osner said “i want friends." it was a 

simple request - that soon grew. Hannah Davis has his story that will make you, Kansas proud! 

 

 

12/21/15  6am 

Breaking news this morning. Fire fighters save Christmas for one east Wichita family after their home 

catches fire. It happened early this morning. Hannah Davis is on the scene. Hannah those firefighters had to 

move fast. 

 

12/22/15  5am 

In a week where we gather with family to celebrate Christmas a local church reminds us to remember those 

who don't have that luxury... Yesterday was national homeless person’s Memorial Day. Services like this 

one at Saint John’s Episcopal Church in Wichita were held around the country...to remember homeless 

people in each community who have lost their lives. 16 were remembered at this service. Organizers want 

this to serve as a reminder that there are people in Wichita struggling every day to survive. “don't just look 

the other way these are human beings and there are quite a few of the homeless folks that end up on the 

streets to no fault of their own, it's not always that they're an addict. This is the 10th year that this service 

has been held. 

 

12/23/15  5am 



 

 

Over the years police have confiscated hundreds of guns from criminals. Now... They could soon be headed 

to a gun shop near you. Under a state law passed just last year... The city of Wichita has the option to put 

those guns into use for police... Or trade or sell them. Pilar Pedraza takes a look at why the city has decided 

to sell the weapons. 

 

12/24/15  6am 

With many of you leaving over the holidays... There are things to keep in mind... To make your home less 

of a target. One of the biggest... Watch what you post on social media. A simple post about your vacation 

can be a heads up to crooks that no one will be at your house. Law enforcement officials say don't post 

about your vacation until after you're back. And make sure your location notification settings are off... Even 

if you aren't posting about being gone... If it's on... It'll say where you are and that's a red flag. They also 

say you should ask family or friends in town to run by the house from time to time to make sure everything 

is okay... And to turn on and off different lights. “if you have relatives here, have them do periodic checks, 

actually go into your house, walk around, make sure everything is okay.” You can also alert law 

enforcement that you'll be gone... And have them drive by to check on your place. 

 

12/25/15  5am 

Many of our viewers spent Christmas Eve in church services. Newspring church held six services the past 

two nights. And the Wichita catholic diocese held midnight mass for 90 parishes and more than a hundred 

thousand Catholics. We televised it, but those who attended in person say it's quite a change. “We are not 

used to having cameras and lights in one of our catholic churches so it's a bit of a different situation. For the 

people who will be here physically tonight. It's different for them, but we're grateful that they sacrifice so 

we can reach out to Catholics all through our diocese and they can see and hear our bishop.” if you missed 

it, we'll show Christmas day services from the same churches on k-s-c-w channel 33 starting at 9:00 this 

morning. 

 

12/27/15  10pm 

Hundreds of people are without power- across the state tonight. Westar's website shows more than 700 

customers have lost electricity in Butler County. Dozens in Cowley and Sumner counties are also affected. 

Crews are working right now to get the power restored. 

 

12/28/15  4:30am 

Wichita drivers, listen up. The city has activated the emergency accident reporting plan. So if you get into a 

wreck and no one is hurt, both cars are drivable, and no alcohol was involved...don't call 9-1-1 Instead, 

exchange information with anyone involved in the accident. And fill out a report form found at police 

substations... and Quik-trip locations. 

 

12/29/15  Noon 

The winter weather kept the shocker's opponent for last night's game... From getting to Wichita... And, as 

we first told you last night... The game with New Mexico State is postponed indefinitely... If you had a 

ticket to the game... we have new details on what you can do... First... Hold on to your ticket... And wait to 

see if the game is rescheduled... You can also take your ticket in for a refund... The w-s-u ticket office will 

also let you exchange it for any other home game... Depending on ticket availability... We've posted all 

these details at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

12/30/15  5am 

Some Wichitans have a new representative in the state house. Former lawmaker henry Helgerson has been 

chosen to replace outgoing democrat Carolyn bridges. Bridges announced earlier this month she will resign 

from her seat in the 83rd district... which covers parts of eastern Wichita. Helgerson served in the state 

house then senate for a total of 19 years ending in 2004. He says his top priority - working with both parties 

on a solution to the school finance problem. We need to build some bridges between democrats and 

republicans to try to solve these problems because that's what the public wants. They want solutions to the 

problems that are plaguing us. Helgerson will serve on the house committees for veterans, the military, 

homeland security, transportation and taxes. The next legislative session begins January 11th. 

 

12/31/15  5am 



 

 

Say cheese! A semi loaded with 40-thousand pounds of sliced cheese... donated by "Land O'Lakes"... Was 

delivered to the Kansas food bank Wednesday. The food bank says... it couldn't come at a cheddar time. 

“We’ve gone through the holiday season. We’re rolling into the New Year when we usually donations drop 

drastically because we're out of the holidays. So this will be product we'll be able to distribute and make 

sure we have product to put on our families tables.” the cheese will help feed people in 85-kansas counties 

the food bank covers. 

 

ECONOMY 

 
10/1/15   10pm 

Kansas collects more than 30 million less in taxes than expected last month. The department of revenue 

says the state shortfall for September was about five and a half percent. Since the fiscal year began in 

July...tax collections have been 67 million dollars short of expectations. The revenue secretary says- taxes 

from oil and gas production failed to meet expectations last month. 

 

10/3/15   9am 

Operations will continue at Ford's assembly plant in Kansas City. That's after the united auto workers union 

reached a tentative agreement with the automaker, avoiding a strike next week.  The union's vice president 

had previously given the company a five day strike notice.  Ford's national contract with the union expired 

last month, but under an extension, workers remained on the job.  

 

10/5/15   5am 

If you're looking to buy or sell your home... Listen up. New changes start this month... The government 

says the changes will help consumers... But some lenders say it is too much red tape.  Hannah Davis joins 

us live with more on the changes... and why they're going into effect.  

 

10/7/15   Noon 

If you fill up your car in Wichita today, you’ll be paying more... Overnight prices jumped 20 cents at some 

places across the city. We saw prices at this Quik trip near 13th and Oliver jumping around 10 last night.  

You can always check the cheapest gas prices at k-w-c-h dot com before you fill up. Right now, Sam’s club 

near rock and k-96 looks to be the cheapest in the city. 

 

10/8/15   5am 

A Factfinder 12 alert about scam calls targeting businesses. Westar energy says it's received reports of 

imposters calling businesses. The caller says the businesses' bill is past-due... And they need payment 

through pre-paid debit cards or service will be shut-off.  It's a scam - don't fall for it. If your bill is over-

due...  Westar Energy will send you a disconnect notice along with the current statement.  They will never 

disconnect your service on the same day you are notified. The callers may alter their phone-numbers to 

make it appear like the call is coming from Westar if you're unsure who you're talking to, call Westar to 

check your account status. 

 

10/12/15  4:30am 

Twitter’s new chief executive is reportedly planning layoffs. Jack Dorsey was named - last week - the chief 

executive of the social networking site. He also co-founded twitter. According to the New York Times - his 

first big plan will be a series of cost-cutting moves that include layoffs. Twitter has more than 41-hundred 

employees in more than 35 offices. The New York Times reports the layoffs could come as soon as 

tomorrow. Dorsey is also putting the brakes on a plan to expand the company's San Francisco’s 

headquarters. 

 

10/15/15  10pm 

It could mean hundreds of new jobs in the future for Wichita. Today an agreement was reached with 

Textron aviation to build its next business jet at its Wichita facility.  Jade DeGood talks to local leaders on 

what the deal means. 

 

10/20/15  4:30am 



 

 

Be prepared to pay more… to ship with u-p-s. Rates across the board will increase by nearly five percent. 

Starting December 28th, ground rates and other charges will go up. The new prices being implemented as 

revenue has slowed. The company says the rate and surcharge changes will also address increased costs. 

 

10/21/15  4:30am 

A rainy spring and summer leads to a bountiful harvest for Kansas farmers ... So much that co-ops don't 

have enough room to store corn, soybeans and milo.  Mid-Kansas Co-op in Benton built a bunker to store 

all of the corn coming in. The location manager says they built it about a month before harvest even started, 

because they knew it was going to be a good year. He says the past two years have been record years for 

corn crop across the state.  

A bumper crop like this is excellent and when prices are depressed like they've come down these past 

couple years, so in order for producers to make up on the loss they have to have bushels, which really helps 

them which in turn helps us. The tarps over the top of the bunker help keep rain, animals and people from 

getting to the grain. Mid Kansas Co-op says it took a crew of about six people to build the bunker. 

 

10/27/15  10pm 

It’s a story many of you first learned about with the kwch app. Dallas and Chicago are out... and phoenix 

and St. Louis are in. southwest airlines announced the route changes today and already, some are 

wondering... what will that mean for the air carrier in Wichita long term? 

 

11/06/15  5pm 

The numbers keep coming in lower than expected... Now... Kansas looks for ways to make-up a newly 

projected deficit. We've followed the breaking news since four... Roger Cornish has new details from the 

breaking news desk... 

 

11/07/15  8am 

A big budget shortfall means state agencies will have to face more potential cuts in the coming years. 

Kansas’s budget director, Shawn Sullivan says the state will take in 353 million dollars less than expected 

over the next two fiscal years. That includes a nearly 120 million dollar shortfall for this fiscal year. 

Sullivan says sales tax revenue has not grown like economists had hoped and blames drops in oil and gas 

taxes for the projected shortfall. Some agencies may have to face cuts to make up for that deficit. For this 

current fiscal year the state is planning around 123 million dollars in immediate transfers...cuts and sweeps 

to pay the bills on time. One of the biggest adjustments is coming from the department of transportation 

that will be losing nearly 48 million dollars. Five million dollars is also coming out of the bioscience 

authority.  The money that goes to your child's education will stay the same. Democratic leaders in the state 

are already voicing their frustrations...  

 

11/10/15  10pm 

Just days after it was announced Kansas faces a budget shortfall of 353-million dollars over the next two 

years....governor Sam Brownback says he hopes the state economy will bounce back. The governor 

attended the inauguration of a new welding facility at garden city community college. He addressed the 

importance of technical job growth in the state, which he says has risen by 230-percent in the last three 

years. We asked him about the budget shortfall announced last week: "we've had trouble with the oil and 

gas industry, we've had trouble in agriculture, we've had trouble with small aircraft, but I think we're on a 

good trajectory on growth in small business, and we're seeing that grow so I'm hopeful that we've seen kind 

of the end of it and we're going to move on up. “Brownback also attended the groundbreaking ceremony of 

garden city's new waterpark...As well as the inauguration of a new Walmart marketplace that has brought 

more than 90 new jobs to the area. 

 

11/12/15  10pm 

For six years he was the top official in Mexico. Now former Mexican president Vicente fox is on a mission 

to improve businesses relations between his home country and the u-s. Fox was in Wichita this week and 

spoke exclusively with our sister station k-d-c-u. Tonight Marielkis Salazar tells us what the former 

president hopes to bring to the city. 

 

11/22/15  10pm 



 

 

 A lot of you will be driving to see loved ones this week. Triple-a predicts more than 40-million people will 

be out on the road over the holiday. For Kansans-that won't be as pricey as it's been the past few years. In 

Wichita - gas is down to about a dollar-70 per gallon. Be sure to check out our website for the cheapest 

deals around town before you hit the road. That's k-w-c-h dot com slash gas prices. And keep our app 

handy no matter how you travel. Check out the seven-day forecast on your phone wherever you go... That 

way you can track any chance for storms over the holiday weekend. 

 

12/1/15   10pm 

New figures tonight show Kansas collected more than expected in tax collections last month. So does the 

new figure mean the state's economy is headed in the right direction? Michael Schwanke breaks it down. 

 

12/2/15   4:30am 

New figures show Kansas collected more than expected in tax collections last month. This is the first time 

in eight months that tax collections have met or exceeded expectations. The state department of revenue 

says both income and sales taxes were higher than anticipated. Kansas was expecting to take in 425 million 

dollars in revenue. 439 million was taken in...That’s 14 and a half million more than expected. These new 

numbers do come after expectations were downgraded by nearly 160 million dollars for the fiscal year that 

ends in June. Republicans we spoke with say this is a step in the right direction. however democrats say the 

accurate estimates don't mean state agencies have adequate funding the one positive thing that we might be 

able to take from this is that our revenue estimators are hitting the goal a little bit closer at least being more 

in tune with what the revenue is going to be If you are concerned that schools have been cut too much, that 

roads are deteriorating, that prisons are overcrowded and we're going to let dangerous people out for 

reasons other than they're ready, that it bothers you children are getting killed in state custody, then we're 

not okay. Sales tax receipts is the one area the Kansas revenue secretary is very optimistic about. They 

were more than three and a half million dollars above estimates and 17 million dollars higher than in 

November of 2014. 

 

12/7/15   10pm 

A company with its footprint in Kansas faces bankruptcy and today city leaders in Colwich are responding 

to news about some lost jobs. The Abengoa ethanol plant is closing down in the town of about 14 hundred 

people. About 50 people are out of a job. One city council member tells us there's more impact than just 

lost jobs: it impacts us financially because we'll be losing the water and sewer fees from that company, 

we'll be losing franchise fees for the utilities that they use so it does affect our budget that's money that will 

have to be made up in other ways." Abengoa also shut down production at their new plant in Hugoton 

Kansas as well as its Saint Louis headquarters. 

 

12/8/15   6pm 

A great crop may be a bad thing for Kansas farmers. They're expected to lose nearly 40-percent of their net 

income. Some farmers say they're already seeing the effects. Devon Fasbinder explains what's going on - 

new at six. 

 

12/9/15   6am 

Your water bill could soon be going up...  The Wichita city council approved a five percent hike -- an 

increase of 2-to- as much as 7 dollars a month for most families. It was a unanimous decision by the city 

council to increase water rates. Wichita says the increase is crucial to making repairs to the system. Public 

works director Alan king says, paying a little extra now, could prevent big costs in the future. Updating the 

infrastructure will help prevent water main breaks, and the extensive cleanup and costs to fix them. Parts of 

the system are 50, 60, even 70 years old. If you can replace things early before failure, your total cost of the 

life of that asset are going to be lower. So it's actually saving, if you look at it in a long term kind of a way, 

its saving money by having this kind of an approach rather than waiting in a reactive way to fail those 

components as they fail. City officials say the new plan will also enhance the program that helps low 

income families pay their bills. More people will qualify for the h-2-0 program, and will be able to use it 

longer. Rate increase will show up on your January bill. 

 

12/10/15  10pm 



 

 

 Printing company "Valassis" is shutting down its plant in Wichita. A spokesperson confirms, it plans to 

stop operations here in the first half of 20-16. Valassis officials say they are helping employees apply for 

other positions within the company. The exact number of workers affected by the closing has not been 

released. 

 

12/11/15  6am 

The Harvey county sheriff says: A Kansas law passed two years ago is costing jails tens of thousands of 

dollars by putting more inmates into county correctional facilities rather than state prisons. Before the law 

passed ... Inmates who violated probation would often be sentenced to prison time. Now ... They go to a 

county jail for a few days. Creators of the law say it allows inmates to keep their job while doing the time 

for the violation. Harvey county sheriff says the county has spent about 41-thousand dollars during the first 

10 months of this year on these offenders. "i think the intent is good, but just like a lot of things the state 

will make mandates but they are unfunded mandates that come down to the county so we just have to eat it 

more or less." Lawmakers behind the bill say some of the cost to counties should be offset... Since before 

the law was passed -- these types of violators would still be spending time in jail before seeing a judge.  

 

12/14/15  5pm 

Spirit aerosystems announced a voluntary retirement and layoff program today. Certain employees at sites 

in Wichita and Oklahoma got notices today. Workers can voluntarily retire if they are 55 or older and 

worked at least ten years for spirit. Voluntary layoffs are available to workers with five years of service. 

You can see the messages sent to employees right now on k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

12/15/15  5am 

Americans are paying the lowest average prices for gas since 2009....triple-a says... But for one harper 

county town, cheap oil drove away jobs in the area. Anthony has about 2000 people.  Oil companies 

looking for new wells around the town brought about 500 workers to the area... Who shopped the stores 

and ate at the restaurants. When oil prices started falling earlier this year, the oil explorations companies 

left town - and the extra business, left too. “We definitely didn't have as many people shopping. They 

started pulling out their offices and things like this. Of course when you take those people who've been here 

for a while, any time you take that out of a community our size, it has an impact.” The county's economic 

director says Anthony is still doing well a pipeline project started a few months ago near the town, to move 

natural gas to a refinery... bringing hundreds of workers back to town. Triple-a expects low oil prices to 

continue into next year. 

 

12/16/15  5pm 

Some southwest Kansas residents will see their utility rates get a little cheaper. Garden City officials voted 

Tuesday to lower their resident's base charge by three dollars, from 22-50 to 19-50 nearly ten-thousand 

customers will see the change. The city said it was able to save money this year, so it's passing the savings 

along. "We’ve looked over the last year at our rates and our revenues related to our expenditures and we 

ended the year better than we projected so this is an opportunity to pass that savings back to the customer." 

garden city residents will see the decrease in their January bill... 

 
12/18/15  Noon 

Taking a look at your markets now... the Dow Jones is down 4 at 12-1-86. And the NASDAQ is up 2 at 26-

88. We’ll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 
12/19/15  9am 

Four days of garth brooks concerts this month generated six-point-four million dollars’ worth of new 

economic activity in the area. That’s how much out-of-town visitors spent according to “visit wichita" the 

number includes ticket sales... And things like dining... shopping... and hotel stays. The group says... local 

concert-goers spent four-point-four million dollars. 

 

12/20/15  10pm 



 

 

And if you're hitting the road this week, we've got a section of k-w-c-h dot com that'll help *you save 

money on gas... It's got the cheapest gas prices in *your neighborhood and lets you see if it'll cost you more 

to fill up here. Or at your destination... That's on k-w-c-h dot com slash gas prices. 

 

12/21/15  5am 

If you still have some last-minute gifts to buy, expect to see jam-packed stores. Crowds might be 

inconvenient for shoppers, but retailers say that's a problem they want to have this time of year. And they 

don't expect things to wind down as Christmas gets closer. 

 
12/22/15  5am 

If you ever feel guilty for returning a gift, take comfort in knowing you're not alone. A new report from the 

national retail association...finds shoppers return approximately 70 *billion dollars’ worth of gifts given to 

them during the holidays. That's more than 10 percent of total retail revenue expected for 20-15. Among the 

most returned gifts are fancy jewelry, olive oil, and anti-aging products. 

 
12/23/15  5am 

"El nino" may or may not be to blame... But so far we've seen a mild November and December in Kansas. 

While it's great while you finish last minute shopping... Some store owners say they're having a hard time 

clearing their shelves. Hannah Davis joins us live to explain. 

 
12/24/15  5am 

The New Year could also bring you a new cable bill...that's more expensive time warner, Comcast, dish 

network and AT&T are all hiking prices early next year.  The increases are an attempt to offset a shrinking 

demand for cable TV...as more viewers switch to services like Netflix and amazon. This is all happening 

while programmers are also increasing the costs of airing live sporting events. 

 
12/25/15  Noon 

Taking a look at your markets now... the Dow Jones is down 4 at 12-1-86. And the NASDAQ is up 2 at 26-

88. We’ll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment. 

 
12/28/15  4:30am 

Expect to ring in the New Year with lower gas prices and insurance companies are caring more about 

cranberries.  Jane king is at the NASDAQ with today's Ag and energy report. 

 
12/29/15  Noon 

Taking a look at your markets now... the Dow jones is up 163 at 17-6-91. And the NASDAQ is up 53 at 50-

94. We’ll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 
12/30/15  5am 

One town in Kentucky has been dry since the 19-30's. With a separation of 65 votes, Barbourville will now 

allow alcohol sales. Some say this decision puts the historic TOWN, on the right track to grow. Others say 

they want to come back in three years and fight the change. A petition in October sparked efforts to make 

Barbourville a wet county.   

 
12/31/15  Noon 

Taking a look at your markets now... the Dow Jones is down 4 at 12-1-86. And the NASDAQ is up 2 at 26-

88. We’ll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

EDUCATION 

  
10/2/15   5pm 



 

 

Happening now... Goodland police say they couldn't determine if a threat was actually made against 

northwest technical college. The school cancelled classes today after a student notified authorities about a 

threat against the staff. The college says the decision cancel classes was made in light of recent events in 

Oregon. No criminal charges will be filed. Classes will resume on Monday. 

  

10/12/15  10pm 

It’s a school that's been in the headlines for the wrong reasons of late. Including an investigation by the u-s 

department of justice.  Now the i-t-t technical institute says it is no longer accepting new students at the 

Wichita location. Tonight some students at the school reached out to us...worried about what lies ahead. 

The for profit school made the announcement through an email last week. 

 

10/13/15  6pm 

Parents of elementary students in Hutchinson learn more tonight about boundary changes that could affect 

their children next school year...  There are two options for those changes being considered right now.   

Rachel Skytta went to hutch to learn about the plans... And what they mean for students. 

 

10/14/15  6pm 

Factfinder 12 looked into just how many... School threats that we've reported just in the last month...we 

searched are archives and found ten threats against Kansas schools... With the two this week... One... In El 

Dorado in September... Led the high school to cancel the football game...and one September 21st... Led to 

the arrest of three people from Wichita northeast high school... And on the 24th... A Winfield student was 

arrested for making a bomb threat... 

      

10/22/15  6pm 

Schools need to speak up--or lose more money.  That's the message from the state's largest district today. 

Wichita is encouraging other districts to spend more time talking to lawmakers about what it takes to 

educate your children.  New at six... Education reporter Pilar Pedraza is in the newsroom... Pilar - why the 

push now and what do they want schools to say?  

 

 

10/26/15  10pm 

More than 50-thousand students attend Wichita schools and tonight many parents want more information 

after an attempted cyber-hacking on the district. The attempt happened last Friday with school leaders 

notifying parents today. The district says it's too early to determine what the hackers might have gone after. 

The Wichita school board did meet tonight. Education reporter Pilar Pedraza was at the meeting to get 

some answers. 

 

10/30/15  5am 

One Kansas school district is stepping-up security for its students. Garden city schools is adding new 

cameras into buses. It's an effort to make bus rides safer for your students. Brenda Carrasco spoke with the 

school's transportation director about the cameras. 

 

11/03/15  10pm 

Wichita parents will soon be able to check your child's grades online again. Just a little over a week since 

shutting down the system after a hacking attempt-.. The district says... It's nearly done with the 

investigation. Education reporter Pilar Pedraza spoke with Superintendent Allison to find out what they've 

learned. 

 

11/04/15  5am 

Wichita parents, you will soon be able to check your child's grades online again. It's been a little over a 

week since a hacking attempt forced the district to shut the system down. The district says it's almost done 

with its investigation. The superintendent says the investigation shows what they first thought - the hack 

doesn't appear to have breached any personal information. AN employee discovered the attempted hack last 

week. The district is not saying much about the investigation that’s because there have been several more 

hacking attempts since the first one.  That's part of why they shut the system down so fast to begin with. 

The superintendent says they've been working with a Kansas City area cyber security firm to make sure no 



 

 

damage was done... And to increase security measures in the system.<it appears that way, that we may have 

caught that first attempt. Which allowed us to bring systems down and do the things we needed to do to 

make sure that there couldn't be any further incursions.> teachers will get back into the system first. 

Students and parents should be back in by the end of the week. But the superintendent warns don't expect 

updated information for a while yet...  

 

11/05/15  Noon 

Today is your chance to figure out what school is best for your child. Wichita public schools will hold a 

choices fair this evening. It will give parents a chance to see which school or program will help their child 

excel...whether that's a magnet school or neighborhood school. Also new this years are informational 

sessions for parents of students moving from elementary to middle school or middle to high school. You 

can check it out tonight from 5-30 to 8 at Century two.  

 

11/06/15  5pm 

Is the state doing right by your child's education? That's the question facing Kansas supreme court justices 

tonight.... After hearing arguments on school funding in Topeka. Today's hearing is to decide if the state is 

funding all schools equally... After moving to the temporary block grant funding this year. Education 

reporter Pilar Pedraza was in the court... And says the justices had some tough questions for both sides. 

 

11/07/15  8am 

A Conway springs teacher will go back to the classroom after showing a controversial video. Tom Leahy 

showed his eighth graders an anti-bullying video last month without asking permission from parents or the 

district. That angered some parents due to the graphic nature of the end of the film. Leahy originally told us 

he decided mutually with the district to leave the classroom for good. But has since worked with Conway 

springs to get back in the classroom. After taking a two week leave, he'll return with what the 

superintendent calls safeguards to make sure students are okay. 

 

11/08/15  10pm 

What kind of criminal background is acceptable in a school bus driver?  That's one of the questions facing 

the *Kansas board of education* at its monthly meeting tomorrow. Education reporter - Pilar Pedraza 

learned the board is working on updating its school bus regulations...  **including a provision about 

drivers... And felony convictions. 

 

11/09/15  6pm 

The Wichita school district is getting extra aid from the state to help refugee students. The district asked for 

about 980-thousand dollars... Today it was awarded about a third of that. The district expects about 300 

extra students in the next two years... coming from families who've fled from war zones in places like Syria 

and Iraq. Today ...the state approved more than four-million-dollars to 25 school districts. They're dealing 

with falling property values... Or increasing enrollment. The money comes from the "extraordinary needs 

fund"... Set-up with the temporary block grant funding. 

 

11/10/15  6am 

Kansas lawmakers approve more than 4-million dollars in emergency aid for 25 

Public school districts across the state. 367-thousand of that will go to the Wichita school district. District 

officials initially asked for nearly 1-million dollars. Officials requested the extra funds due to an 

unexpected high number of refugee students. the money comes from the "extraordinary needs fund" - 

money allocated - and set aside for districts when lawmakers switched from the old school funding formula 

to the temporary block grant funding. 

 

11/12/15  5pm 

Another Kansas college addressing diversity and race after students protest in Missouri. Wichita state 

university leaders met with hundreds of students this afternoon.... They heard students want more 

minorities in leadership positions- and they worry about treatment of non-traditional and l-g-b-t-q students. 

Education reporter Pilar Pedraza was there to hear it all 

 

11/17/15  4:30 am 



 

 

The storms may have caused problems for a couple of school districts. U-s-d 242 Weskan is delayed two 

hours this morning. U-s-d 467 Leoti (lee-oh-ta) is running mud routes today. With winter coming soon, you 

can always check school closings or cancellations on our k-w-c-h 12 app. We've got them posted right here 

on the home page. All you have to do is click that link and it takes you right to them. If you don't have the 

k-w-c-h 12 app, go ahead and download it this morning. It is free for apple and android users. 

 

11/22/15  10pm 

A two-tiered school system for your children that unfairly benefits some - and harms others. That's the fear 

of some parents in Hutchinson... Where there is a proposal to change elementary school boundaries across 

the district. 

 

12/3/15   5pm 

The University of Kansas is working on a policy to reduce the use of drones on campus. University leaders 

say they want to ensure anyone who wants to fly a drone on campus has f-a-a approval. Concerns were 

raised because drones were flying over commencement last May, and the university didn't know who was 

controlling them. The draft policy would require anyone wanting to fly a drone over campus to have 

written approval from the university. 

 

12/9/15  10pm 

What territory did the u-s buy from France in 1803? What is the name of our national anthem? Those are 

questions on a u-s citizenship test. They're also questions Kansas attorney general Derek Schmidt wants 

students to know in middle school. He's asking the state board of education to integrate the naturalization 

test into their education. 

 

12/14/15  5am 

Factfinder 12 asked other- Area schools if they offer a similar program. The only response we got so far 

was from Wichita public schools. A spokeswoman for the district told eyewitness news, they had to end a 

similar program due to budget cuts. However, she says students who take advantage of the free-school 

lunch program. Can apply to get that fee waived. 

 

12/15/15  Noon 

It was not one school or two schools or three schools... It was many schools... buses at a standstill... And 

buildings vacant... as a threat means no school in the nation's second largest district... Hundreds of 

thousands of children in Los Angeles were told to stay home...because of a threat made to multiple 

schools... This is a live picture of some of those closed schools... Officials say in light of recent attacks 

abroad and at home, they're not taking any chances. Chris Martinez has this breaking news update... 

 

12/16/15  5pm 

Stein “I’m on the side of the argument where the more guns we have, the safer we are.” 

Starting in 2017... State law will allow more guns on campus... For students who have a concealed carry 

permit. That's a change from the current total ban on guns at Kansas' regent’s universities... Leaving the 

state board of regents working to come up with guidelines for the schools on how to handle the change. At 

Wednesday’s meeting... The regents made a handful of changes to the proposed guidelines... Saying 

universities *don't* have to provide a safe storage place for students' guns... Requiring dorm students to 

find their own storage devices that will keep the guns out of sight at all times. Open carry would remain 

under a total ban. And universities would be allowed to ban concealed carry in buildings... If they set up 

security like metal detectors or guards at the doors. Most Kansas students i spoke with support the idea of 

having more guns on campus... Saying in this day of campus shootings... More guns means more safety. 

But some think there should be some sort of training requirement, as well. “I feel like there should be laws 

that regulate who should be allowed to carry a weapon.” 

 

12/17/15  10pm 

In honor of the movie, teachers at an Andover elementary school brought star wars to the classroom. 

Meadowlark elementary hosted a star wars comic-con today. Students dressed as their favorite star wars 

characters and each classroom subject had a different star wars theme. "The students have been excited 

about star wars for weeks, this gives them an opportunity to play with some computer science and physical 



 

 

science, to get excited about star wars not only in theaters but in this computer science for their heads. 

Today was the culmination of a star wars week at the school where students have been exploring the world 

of animation and computer science. 

 

12/18/15  6am 

In honor of the new star wars movie - teachers at an Andover elementary school brought star wars to the 

classroom. Meadowlark elementary hosted a star wars comic-con. Students dressed yesterday - as their 

favorite star wars characters. Each classroom had a different star wars theme. "The students have been 

excited about star wars for weeks, this gives them an opportunity to play with some computer science and 

physical science, to get excited about star wars not only in theaters but in this computer science for their 

heads. Yesterday was the culmination of a star wars week at the school - where students have been 

exploring the world of animation and computer science. 

 
12/23/15  6am 

A school lunch lady in Idaho says... She is out of a job for... Giving a free meal to a child. She says.... A 

middle school child did not have any money to pay for the meal... And was hungry... (Dalene Bowden / 

Former Lunch Lady) "So, I handed her the food and said, 'Here. We'll take care of it in a minute.'" a 

supervisor saw what happened and reported her. The lady received a letter in the mail saying she was 

terminated for theft. 

 

ENVIRONMENT 

 
10/2/15   Noon 

A lot of people take their indoor plants outside in the summer, when it gets to about 50 degrees or below 

you need to bring your plants back inside that's when they can suffer injuries 

Especially tropical house plants should come inside early 

If you take a sharp stream of water from a garden hose and spray the plants with it, that will knock the 

 

10/4/15   10pm 

Hundreds of people had to be rescued from floodwaters in South Carolina after several days of rain. The 

storm dumped more than a foot of rain on Columbia overnight, trapping people inside hundreds of homes 

and businesses. Many people there have no drinking water because of flood damage to water mains. At 

least seven people in the state have died. The state Department of Transportation says more than 200 roads 

and dozens of bridges are closed due to the record flooding. 

 

10/7/15   Noon 

Today some flood victims in South Carolina are returning home to see what they have left….but for others 

the threat is not over. The rain has stopped but rivers are still rising.  

This morning emergency crews scrambled to stabilize the beaver dam in Columbia ... Placing heavy rocks 

in the water to try and hold back the rising river. 

The rain and the floods caused extensive damage to the infrastructure…. 11 other dams have already failed 

and dozens of roads are washed away. At least 17 people have been killed in the storm. Others lost 

everything they owned. “We’re here and we're alive and that's all that matters”. 

Now, Sheriff's deputies are going door to door in vulnerable areas…Warning people to be on alert…And 

National Guard troops line neighborhood streets, ready to help. 

 

10/10/15  9am 

An earthquake shakes people from Oklahoma into Kansas. The u-s geological survey confirms a 4-point-4 

magnitude earthquake hit near Medford Oklahoma at 4-20 this morning. We felt it in our newsroom. Head 

to Facebook and comment on our post to let us know if you felt it and where. 

  

10/12/15  5am 



 

 

scary moments on a bridge in Tampa, Florida... a water spout picked up speed, turned into tornado and 

traveled across the bridge - ripping a tractor-trailer to pieces.  Kent Davis was one of the couple dozen 

drivers who suddenly stopped when they saw the commotion. "That truck was probably no more than 50 

yards in front of me when I realized what was going on and I stopped.//I've never been associated with a 

tornado or anything that close-but I feel bad for the guy in the truck because that had to be really scary.” the 

tornado also did damage to a nearby construction site.  

 

10/15/15  10pm 

It hasn't felt much like fall of late. The high temperature today was 86 degrees. But the winds have picked 

up and things are changing. Tomorrow we'll be flipping those numbers around with highs expected in the 

60's. It could be a chilly morning for your kids at the bus stop thanks to a front that has moved through the 

state there is a frost advisory for far northwest Kansas. Merril tells us what kind of changes you can expect 

where you live. 

 

10/16/15  9am 

Flash flood warnings are still in place for parts of Los Angeles County. This comes days after heavy rain 

and even hail hit the drought-stricken area this week. Dean joins us again with more on what's causing this 

drastic change 

 

10/19/15  5am 

Some people in California are still cleaning up. The damage left behind by feet of mud and water... Crews 

spent the weekend pulling out dozens of trapped vehicles buried in feet of mud. Last week... Heavy rains 

triggered mud slides and flash floods. This was the scene Friday morning along interstate 5. Traffic was 

backed up for miles. More than 100 vehicles were trapped on state route 58. The Red Cross is helping 

people with a place to stay while their vehicles are freed. Officials hope to have the road cleared and re-

opened by Thursday. 

 

10/20/15  10pm 

You probably noticed a heavy dose of wind if you were out today. This video is from trooper Tod in 

western Kansas of the wind blowing across a field. Wind was also a factor in a wreck in Gray County 

where high winds caused the driver of a semi to lose control and roll over. 

 

10/21/15  10pm 

There's a pretty good chance you'll see rain in the next 24 hours.  Right now Western Kansas is getting hit. 

And that large system will be moving to the northeast as we go on. So how much rain can you expect? Ross 

has that answer. 

 

10/22/15  10pm 

Check out the sunset tonight from our downtown Skycam. There are still a few showers out there right now 

but for the most part the rain has come and gone for much of Kansas. Some places did get a littler wetter 

than others. 

 

10/26/15  5pm 

A settlement in this 2007 explosion in valley center- Barton chemicals agreed to pay a one million dollar 

penalty after an investigation in to this explosion, and a separate incident at an Iowa plant. No one was hurt 

in the blast triggered by static electricity inside a chemical tank, but hundreds of nearby homes were 

evacuated. Barton chemicals later announced it was moving to a new facility in El Dorado. The company 

didn't admit liability or agree with all the allegations, but says it's made improvements since the explosion. 

 

10/29/15  10pm 

T's raining right now in New Mexico and that rain is moving this way. With that rain could be some cooler 

weather as well. Ross is here to tell us when you should have your umbrella ready. 

 

11/04/15  10pm 

Storms continues to develop in the west. Right now Dodge City is under a severe thunderstorm warning. 

Ross has been tracking them all night...he joins us with the latest. 



 

 

 

11/07/15  9am 

Breaking overnight. A series of small earthquakes shook up parts of Oklahoma and Kansas early this 

morning... several of you reached out to our newsroom saying you felt the tremors. The strongest hit about 

5-15 this morning... that one registered as a 4 point 1 magnitude quake. The u-s-g-s is reporting several 

smaller two point zero and three point zero earthquakes happened in the same area over a 45 minute span. 

 

11/10/15  10pm 

State workers in several cities are already working to keep you safe on the road during the winter. 

Tomorrow's storm isn't expected to reach most of the state... But k-dot crews in Salina are preparing to use 

salt, brine and sand as soon as it's needed. 

<sot verbatim: "we have been preparing for a while now and we are good to go." // "this one holds 15 

hundreds tons of salt and we will typically go ahead and refill those after each storm." > K-dot says last 

year they spent more than 16 million dollars on snow and ice removal. It used more than 84-thousand tons 

of salt and 45-thousand tons of sand. 

 

11/16/15  10pm 

High winds also did damage this evening in Ford County. This is what the winds did to the Rogers home 

near Howell. The family had just finished renovating the living room two weeks ago. Everyone is okay-- 

but they're concerned about what they'll find in the daylight. “Morning so we can see the real damage.  The 

cleanup. Very scared.  Numb would be a good word for it.” The family says another home in the area was 

also damaged. They're also missing a large storage bin...which was blown off their property. 

 

11/17/15  10pm 

There are still some road closures that we want you to be aware of tonight. I 70 is closed from Wakeeney to 

the Colorado border. K-96 is closed from tribune to the Colorado border. U-s 50 from Syracuse to the 

border and u-s 160 from Johnson to the border are also closed. K-27 is closed from Syracuse to Sharon 

springs. Here’s how deep the snow is getting in Colby. The town is under a stage two snow emergency 

right now. Basically this means don't leave your home unless you're in a vehicle that has four wheel drive 

or chains 

 

11/18/15  5am 

Here’s the latest on road closures and openings.  Eye-70 is *now open in both directions in western Kansas. 

K-96 is closed from tribune to the Colorado border. You can see the full list of closures on your screen. We 

also have this list running at the bottom of the screen. And the snow is so deep in Colby,. The town is under 

a stage two snow emergency right now. Basically this means don't leave your home unless you're in a 

vehicle that has four wheel drive or chains. 

 

11/21/15  10pm 

We’re bracing for freezing temperatures tonight- But just days ago, we were looking at these weather 

conditions out in the western part of the state. Today one group was making sure they're ready for 

tornadoes no matter what time of year it is. Rodney, it's not as common in the fall and winter... But we can 

see tornadoes year-round. <according to the national weather service, over the past 30 years, Kansas has 

averaged one tornado each November. Earlier this week, there were more than 20 tornadoes reported 

statewide.> people in Harvey County were training today... To make sure they're ready in case disaster 

strikes. 

 

11/25/15  10pm 

Driving in the snow...sleet and ice can be difficult no matter how up to date your car is. Tonight Akeam 

Ashford got some tips from driving experts on ways to prepare for what's to come. 

 

11/30/15  10pm 

No heat...no lights...It’s what hundreds of residents in Reno county are still dealing with tonight following 

this weekend’s ice storm. Tonight around 500 customers are still in the dark. In just the past 50 plus hours 

the Hutchinson fire department has responded to nearly 200 storm related calls. Even though a lot of that 



 

 

ice has melted away it's still a hazardous situation with lines down in many places. Emily Griffin has the 

latest on how the community is handling the aftermath. 

 

12/1/15  4:30am 

It’s much of the same in McPherson. Here's a look at some of the damage there. A viewer sent us this photo 

of a tree that snapped and crashed into a garage. City leaders say they continue to monitor ice 

accumulations. They're discouraging people from removing limbs until the ice has melted from the trees. 

 

12/2/15   10pm 

A water main break... Near the Wichita state campus has forced the city to temporarily close the 

intersection at 21st and Oliver. You’re encouraged to take an alternate route to avoid the area until it's 

reopened. Amanda jaeger will have an update for you on the area on eyewitness news tomorrow 

morning...beginning at four 30. You can also look for updates on twitter at hashtag kwch traffic. 

 

12/3/15   10pm 

Just nice, not Icey weather, I hope it's sunny all the way through, sunny and not much snow, and no ice, I’m 

always hoping for snow over Christmas, I really think we're going to have a cold wet winter, i really do 

What are you hoping for this winter? Winter doesn't officially begin for another 18 days and we've already 

gotten a taste of some winter weather with snow in the west and ice here in Wichita. Last winter we had 18 

inches of snow in Wichita. This year though we have one of the strongest el ninos since 19-50. Ross joins 

us now. Ross a lot of people want to know...what type of winter are we in store for. 

 

12/5/15   10pm 

Some Wichitans say they felt an earthquake. It hit around seven this evening near Fairview, Oklahoma. The 

u-s geological survey recorded it as magnitude 4-point-3. People reported feeling it as far away as Wichita, 

Hutchinson, and even strong city 

 

12/9/15   10pm 

Those near record highs -- mean more people getting out and enjoying holiday events.  Jade DeGood is live 

in west Wichita --where this weather is making up for the icy thanksgiving. 

 

12/10/15  6am 

Near record warm weather is making up for the icy thanksgiving. Businesses are definitely benefitting as 

many families are taking advantage and checking out Christmas lights. Botanica's illuminations had a bit of 

a rough start -- The ice storm after thanksgiving stalled the opening of the event for two days. Last year -- 

those first two days saw 6-thousand visitors... So they started out down that number this year. But this 

week’s warmer temps are making up for that. The parking lot was full and overflowing into the street as 

people lined up to enjoy the lights “Now we have people coming out, the weather has been so fantastic. 

We've had great crowds and I couldn't have asked for a better way to make up for those lost days.” 

Botanica saw more than 15-hundred people last night -- that's twice what they saw Saturday. 

 

12/15/15  5pm  

Some colder air will arrive for the next few days with a chance for some flurries on Thursday. Overnight, 

skies will be mainly clear as lows fall into the 20s and 30s. The winds will be turning to the west/northwest 

and may still be gusty from time to time. Sunshine will be around statewide on Wednesday. Afternoon 

highs will only be in the 30s and 40s, closer to normal for December. Northwest winds will still be gusty, 

but should die down late in the day. A fast moving storm system sliding down the Rockies on Thursday 

will bring more clouds to the area. Some light snow or flurries are possible in far western Kansas, but 

accumulation is not likely. Highs will be in the 20s and 30s for most of the state. It does start to warm back 

up Friday and into the weekend. Many areas will see 50s by Saturday and Sunday. 

 

12/16/15  10pm 

Colder air will be sliding in from the north on Thursday, bringing with it a chance for flurries. Skies will go 

from clear to cloudy in western Kansas, but remain mostly clear central and east. Lows will drop into the 

teens for the northwest with lower 20s elsewhere. The wind will die down. Look for a cloudy day on 

Thursday with highs in the 20s for western Kansas, but should get into the 30s central and east. The flurries 



 

 

will not amount to much, and driving conditions will not be impacted Thursday afternoon. The wind will 

turn back to the south on Friday, and a warming trend should kick in for the upcoming weekend. Most of 

the state will see 50 degree weather Saturday and Sunday. 

 
12/17/15  10pm 

Temperatures will be warming up through the weekend. Let's look ahead to Christmas Eve and Christmas 

Day. For the next couple of days we will see dry weather. Here are the current conditions and forecasts. 

 
12/18/15  6am 

Wind-blown weekend warm-up on the way. Early Friday, skies are clear, winds are light and temps are in 

the teens and 20s. Friday afternoon will be sunny but cool with highs in the 40s nearly statewide. 

 
12/19/15  9am 

A quiet weather pattern for Christmas shopping this weekend, however hold on to those bags.  The wind 

will be the only weather concern as gusts will approach 25-30 mph during the afternoon today, with gusts 

of 30 to 40 mph possible tomorrow.  The odds of a white Christmas are always fairly low across Kansas, 

and this year is no different.  We are not expecting snow on Christmas Eve or Christmas Day.  Just breezy 

conditions and temperatures well above normal for late December. South winds today along with plenty of 

sunshine will push temperatures into the mild category with highs in the mid-50s by afternoon.  Tonight the 

winds will continue to strength with gusts around 25 mph and clouds will be increasing.  Tomorrow we will 

see more clouds than sun, but temperatures will remain warm.  Highs will be in the 50s and low 60s for 

most of the state, ahead of an approaching cold front.  The cold front may produce a few sprinkles and 

showers in southeast Kansas, mainly east of the Flint Hills during the evening and overnight. Not much of a 

cool down on Monday, as highs will remain in the 40s and low 50s.  The tranquil and mild weather pattern 

will continue through Christmas, however a storms system is expected to move into Kansas next weekend. 

 

 

12/20/15  10pm 

Not the kind of weather we expect to see during Christmas week. Christmas day will still be mild even with 

increasing clouds. Travelers around the heartland will find good conditions tomorrow. Here are the current 

conditions. HD Future Track shows a mix of clouds and sunshine for the next couple of days. Here are your 

local forecasts. 

 

12/21/15  6am 

Lighter winds, cooler temps to start Christmas week. Early Monday, winds decreasing and temps are in the 

20s and 30s under scattered clouds. Monday afternoon look for passing clouds, lighter winds and highs in 

the 40s to near 50 degrees. Future Track shows us: decreasing clouds, lighter winds and cooler temps 

Monday afternoon. Monday night to Tuesday morning: mostly clear and chilly. Tuesday afternoon: mostly 

sunny-partly cloudy, breezy and warmer. Tuesday night into Wednesday morning: Increasing clouds with a 

few passing rain showers possible for northeast Kansas. Our 7-Day forecast... Highs in the low to mid 50s 

most of the week then tumbling into the 30s by Sunday. Winds will be gusty at times and we'll be dry 

through week's end but wet this weekend. 

 

12/22/15  6am 

Gusty winds, warmer temps Tuesday; Early Tuesday, temps are in the 30s, skies are mostly clear and 

there's a fresh southerly breeze. Tuesday afternoon look increasing clouds, gusty south winds, topping 30 

mph at times, and mild highs in the 50s to around 60 degrees. 

 

12/23/15  6am 

Mild and quiet through Christmas Day then a powerful storm slams into Kansas this weekend. Early 

Wednesday, temps are in the 30s and 40s, skies are mostly cloudy with a few flurries northwest and 

sprinkles/showers east. Behind a weak front Wednesday, high temperatures will dip into the 40s and lower 

50s. Winds will be fresh out of the northwest under a mostly sunny to partly cloudy sky by afternoon. 



 

 

 
12/24/15  5am 

Weather Christmas present: mild and dry through Friday but a late weekend storms still on the way to 

Kansas. A weak weather-maker will scoot off to our east Thursday afternoon leaving behind a mix of sun 

and clouds, a fresh northwest breeze and highs in the 40s and lower 50s. Our 7-Day forecast... Highs in the 

low to mid 50s through Christmas Day then windy and MUCH colder Sunday through midweek. We'll see 

rain showers Saturday, a wintry mix changing to snow Sunday then locally heavy snow and blowing snow 

Sunday night into Monday. 

 
12/25/15  6pm 

You may have felt shaking this afternoon... it was an Oklahoma earthquake. A 3-point-9 magnitude quake 

was centered around Medford just after one o'clock. Shaking was reported as far north as El Dorado. 

 
12/27/15  10pm 

Families in Texas... are thinking about what's next after a string of tornados tore through suburban Dallas 

last night... The latest damage reports say upwards of one thousand-400 houses are damaged after at least 

three tornadoes touched down. At least 11 people were killed. One of the hardest hit towns is suburban 

Rowlett, where about homes need repairs. The system that brought those storms is also responsible for the 

snow storm that's heading our way... 

 

12/28/15  4:30am 

In total, 24 people have died in the severe weather across the nation. 11 of those were caused by the 

tornadoes around Dallas... Eight were killed in flooding in Missouri... and five people in Illinois died when 

a car was swept away in floodwaters. 

 
12/29/15  Noon 

Two earthquakes were felt within ten minutes of each other. The United States geological survey says, both 

were centered around Edmond, Oklahoma. The first was a 4 point 3 magnitude...it happened around 5:45 

this morning the second registered at a 3 point 4. The a-p reports that second one was an aftershock The 

city of Edmond tweeted that the earthquakes did knock out power to thousands in the city some of you have 

contacted us saying you felt the earthquake here in wichita.  

 
12/30/15  5am 

Missouri governor Jay Nixon has activated the National Guard as historic flooding threatens homes and 

businesses. So far.... More than a dozen people have died after driving down flooded roads ... And about 

500-roads remain closed. Nixon says.... some places have received more than a foot of rainfall ... Causing 

river levels to rise quickly. Floodwater is near the roofs of several businesses near a small river in the 

Missouri town of Union. And people WERE evacuated from their homes in West Alton ... After 

floodwaters spilled over a levee. The national Weather Service says the threat of rain is over ... But major 

rivers, including the Mississippi will likely crest at record levels beginning Thursday. “Water levels are 

predicted to exceed the historic crests during the great flood of 1993 which caused significant and 

widespread devastation.” Hundreds of homes in Saint Louis are threatened if a river storm sewer channel 

floods. Officials are urging people to avoid contact with river water because of concerns about raw sewage 

mixing with the floodwaters.  

 
12/31/15  5am 

The army says- nine levees have been breached by near-record level floodwaters in the Saint Louis area. 

At least 20 people have died across the Midwest as a result of the flooding. And all of those victims - but 

one - were in their cars. President Obama is reaching out to the affected states a spokesman for the 

president says he talked with Missouri Governor Jay Nixon. Despite reassurances from disaster officials, 

Nixon says the region isn't out of danger just yet. “If you're winning fights here it allows us then to measure 

and be prepared downstream in places like Perryville and further south." Nixon and the governors of 

Illinois and Kentucky have all issued disaster declarations as a result of the flooding. Engineers *do say the 

situation is improving along the Illinois-Missouri border, and there is a reduced risk of more flooding in 

those border communities. 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

 

10/1/15   10pm 

 (President Obama) “We are not the only country on earth that has people with mental illnesses or want to 

do harm to other people, we are the only advanced country on Earth that sees these mass shootings every 

few months.” President Obama is calling again for stricter gun laws in the aftermath of the Oregon 

shooting. Each mass shooting brings new calls for tougher gun laws. Congress has not seriously debated 

strengthening gun laws since 20-13 after the newton shooting. Even then the senate easily defeated 

legislation that would have decreased punishment for gun trafficking and for expanded background checks. 

Congressional republicans have long argued that felons will find a way to get guns no matter what the laws 

say. This was Texas Senator Ted Cruz back in 2013. 

“…and we should not target our efforts to needlessly restricting the constitutional liberties of law abiding 

citizens.” Passing tougher gun laws remains a high priority for president Obama but the white house says 

the president is realistic about the dim prospects. 

 

10/2/15   4:30am 

Teen pregnancy rates in Kansas are down by more than 40-percent over the past 20 years.  But in some 

parts of southwest Kansas - the numbers are still more than twice the state average. Brenda Carrasco spoke 

with a pregnancy center director - who tells her what could be the cause of the high numbers. 

 

10/3/15   10pm 

The shooting brought about another national debate over carrying guns on campus to the forefront...  under 

current Kansas law... people will be able to carry concealed guns into buildings on public college campuses 

- even without a permit, in less than two years.  Deedee sun spoke with students at WSU today to get their 

thoughts on the change. 

 

10/5/15   5am 

Breaking news overnight out of South Wichita.  Where fire crews are looking into the cause of a late night 

house fire. Crews were called to the home near Hydraulic and Wassall just before midnight. So far there 

have been no reports of injuries. 

 

10/6/15   10pm 

It didn't take long for us to find this afternoon. Several people going straight on a lane that is only supposed 

to be for drivers turning left. That area you just saw is in southeast Wichita near Kellogg and Webb. It's a 

part of town that already has a lot of traffic. But one viewer says... New construction has made it even 

worse. She reached-out to factfinder 12... Upset that drivers aren't turning left at a light... Going into Costco 

like their supposed to. 

 

10/7/15   10pm 

Imagine your child playing at a playground like this...then suddenly running up to you with a cut like this 

from a sharp blade. This happened to the child of a garden city mom and tonight she's telling her story with 

a warning for you. Jade Degood shares her warning, with a story you'll see only on eyewitness news.  

 

10/8/15   4:30am 

Wichita health officials prepare for the flu season-- but vaccine manufacturers warn there may be a 

shortage later in the season. Health officials say they are ordering as many "flu mist" vaccinations as well 

as the flu shots now to prevent a shortage. Flu vaccination manufacturers that supply hospitals and clinics 

said there could be a shortage later into the flu season because of the demand in "flu mist". The flu mist is 

approved for people ages 2 to 49, and protects against four strains of the flu. We spoke to a clinic that says 

they have ordered as many vaccinations as they're allowed... To get through any upcoming shortages, but 

will need to order more vaccinations later in the season. Jennifer Beilman our most recent order we were 

able to order our max allotment, but we know that we are probably going to go through that pretty quickly. 

We aren't short right at this moment, but we do anticipate a good amount of parents bringing their kids in.   



 

 

That clinic manager also says last year's flu season was mild compared to previous years, but health care 

officials expect to see a hard hitting flu season this year.  

 

10/9/15   Noon 

Take a look at this new video of thick smoke billowing out of the occidental chemical plant...moments after 

an explosion there. Steve Timmons shared this video with us on Facebook. The fire started just before 5 

last night...  at the occidental chemical plant near 63rd and ridge.  It started in a vacant storage facility. No 

word on what caused it yet.  No one was hurt. 

 

10/10/15  9am 

A Kansas college alerts students after it's visited by some uninvited guests. Students say they were 

approached by people walking around campus...offering a baptism in a van. That's what happened at 

southwestern college in Winfield this week. Similar incidents have also occurred at Friends University and 

Wichita state. That's prompted universities to put other schools on alert. Akeam Ashford spoke to students 

who say it wasn't until they were asked to get baptized inside a van that they realized something was not 

right.  

 

10/11/15  10pm 

Wichita police need your help finding the driver involved in a deadly hit-and-run overnight. 

Friends confirm 20-year-old jasmine love was killed when a driver side-swiped her car on i-135. 

We're told she and a friend were having car troubles and were outside of the car when they were hit. 

This was just one of two separate crashes that killed pedestrians overnight. Deedee sun has been following 

both incidents. She joins us with more on love and the details surrounding these two incidents. 

 

10/12/15  5am 

People in Turkey and around the world continue to grieve...following the worst terror attack in the country's 

history.  At least 95 people were killed Saturday when suspected suicide bombers set off two explosions at 

a peace rally in Ankara. Turkey's government suspects Kurdish rebels or ISIS militants were responsible - 

but others remain skeptical. 

 

10/13/15  10pm 

Every week the t-s-a posts new photos of items it seizes from passengers at airports around the nation. They 

range from things like smokeless powder, found at Denver international, to a novelty grenade found at the 

Honolulu international airport. The t-s-a will soon be adding another photo- after this gun was confiscated 

at the Dwight D Eisenhower national airport Monday. It was also displayed on a poster to remind 

passengers about what the t-s-a is doing. 

 

10/14/15  6PM 

Your chances of hitting a deer in Kansas have gone up. State farm ranks Kansas as 18th in the country for 

the most deer collisions. Last year it was ranked 22nd. It says the odds you'll hit a deer in Kansas in the 

next year are one and 125. State farm's research looked at each state. West Virginia has more crashes 

involving deer than any other state. Hawaii is at the bottom of the list. There are ways to avoid hitting a 

deer. See those tips now at kwch dot com. look in our check it out section. 

 

10/15/15  4:30am 

One dreamt of flying... the other was going to teach him. Two Kansas men who died in a Colorado plane 

crash are being remembered this morning the pilot... Jared Langston... was from Holyrood and his 

passenger ben bates was from Lyons. Emily Griffin spoke with their wives on the phone. They're both still 

in shock and overwhelmed by the support they've gotten. 

 

10/16/15  6pm 

A western Kansas fire department is going high-tech to help alert its firefighters of an emergency. The 

Holcomb Fire department debuted its new app this week. The app sends alerts directly to firefighter's cell 

phones. Firefighters previously used analog pagers. But limited signal range and poor battery life... Were 

problems. Fire chief bill knight says the department will continue to use the pagers. But the app will serve 

as a reinforcement in case it doesn't work.  



 

 

 

10/17/15  9am 

Twenty-five earthquakes in seven days in Harper County. And ten... in just one day... that's according to the 

U-S-G-S. The director of the "Kansas geological survey" says... that's for two reasons. One... there's more 

advanced equipment to track the small ones. Two... he says, many scientists agree... its disposal of salt 

water from oil drilling that's causing the quakes. He says when there are dozens right next to each other, 

happening one right after the other.... it's not natural. He calls it clustering and says it's because of the oil 

drilling process. People in Anthony say they've been feeling them for a while now although they were 

surprised by 25. We just noticed a couple of those. The one in the middle of the morning that was so heavy. 

It shook our house for sure. “I don't think you ever get used to it. There was one during this past week that 

just was real hard and it was like oh my gosh, you wonder when it's going to end.” Of the twenty five 

earthquakes, 16 of them were a magnitude of two-point-0 or stronger. 

 

10/18/15  10pm 

A scare today at a Wichita amusement park -- as a woman is stuck in the air with the door of the ride wide 

open. Another person at all-star sports in east Wichita caught it all on camera. The woman says she felt 

helpless as the situation unfolded. She talked with Rachel Skytta this evening about what happened. It's an 

interview you'll only see on eyewitness news. 

 

10/19/15  4:30am 

Eleven people are hurt-including several children - in a crash east of great bend. It happened just before two 

Sunday afternoon along highway 56. The Kansas highway patrol says the 17-year-old driver of one car 

noticed a spider on her lap... Then veered into oncoming traffic while trying to swat it. The car crashed into 

two other vehicles head-on. All eleven people inside the cars were taken to the hospital. Among them are 

five children younger than 10-years-old. It's unclear how serious the injuries are. “they were smashed up 

pretty good the jeep and the little white car, and the other car the driver's side was smashed up pretty good.” 

a fourth vehicle was hit by debris. Nobody inside that car was hurt. 

 

10/20/15  10pm 

His gun went off accidentally during a movie at a Salina theater but tonight this Concordia man says it has 

nothing to do with how well he's been trained with guns.  It's a follow up to a story we first told you about 

this weekend. After the shot went off...witnesses told us that they heard him yell I’ve been shot and i just 

got my conceal carry license. It's something that he denies.  He spoke exclusively with Pilar Pedraza about 

the training he’s had with firearms. 

 

10/21/15  6am 

Police have a warning for people this morning about a prank call about a shooting. The prank is called 

swatting. In this case - Police received a call saying man had shot his wife in a home - And threatened law 

enforcement if they approached the house. 19 officers responded. Police later discovered, the call did not 

come from the home. Police say, prank calls like this can take a toll on officers and take them away from 

protecting you. “It puts community and officers at risk, this call we had 19 units on this call. and that really 

depletes us of resources on the west side of town, there were even officers from the north side of town and 

even khp was out here assisting us.” Police are following up on leads to see who made the call. 

So far no one has been arrested. 

 

10/23/15  5am 

Hutchinson police are asking for your help in finding this person. Police say. 78-year old Sharon Faye 

Riner was last since driving a 1999 blue Buick around 8-30 last night. She was driving away from a 

hospital. Family members are concerned... They have not heard from her. You can help them find her by 

going to our Facebook page and sharing her picture. 

 

10/24/15  8am 

A woman was killed in an accident in southeast Wichita.  This is what it looked like late Friday afternoon 

at Edgemoor and Mount Vernon.  Police say.... the car you see was broad-sided by a tow truck. The car 

ended-up in a yard and hit a tree after running a stop sign. Officers say the driver of the tow truck is 

cooperating with police. Roads in the area were blocked for a while, but they have since re-opened. 



 

 

 

10/25/16  10pm 

A small plane crashes in Ottawa County, sending the pilot to the hospital. It happened near Bennington just 

before six this evening. The pilot - 62-year-old Delwyn Schmidt - was the only one on board the 

experimental aircraft.  He was taken to the hospital, but it's unclear right now how serious his injuries are.  

The Kansas highway patrol is investigating. 

 

10/26/15  5am 

The new sign-up season for coverage under the affordable care act begins November first and consumers 

can start browsing on healthcare-dot-gov the week before. The upgraded website features a new calculator 

that estimates total costs based on expected medical needs. 

Premiums are expected to go up in 20-16. And the tax penalty for people who remain uninsured next year 

will rise to $695 or 2-and-a-half percent of taxable income. 

 

10/27/15  10pm 

He was set to celebrate a birthday next week but tonight family and friends are mourning a Lyons teen 

killed in a fire. That fire broke out early this morning.  Dylan pavlus-newell a junior at Lyons high school 

was killed in the fire. Friends say he always had a dream to be a football player. Akeam Ashford tells us 

tonight how they're remembering him. 

 

10/28/15  5pm 

It’s a factfinder 12 health alert... saline county health officials are dealing with this, a syphilis outbreak... 

The health department says it’s seen 11 cases in less than three months. That’s a big jump in the number of 

cases. According to data from the county, there were no cases of the s-t-d in June. The c-d-c says anyone 

can catch the virus if they've had unprotected sex within the last 90 days.  Symptoms include sores on your 

hands and - in later stages of the condition - sores on your mouth. Saline county officials say you can get 

tested for syphilis at the county health clinic. 

 

10/29/15  10pm 

Tomorrow marks a year since the deadly plane crash into the flight safety building. Tonight we're learning 

more about the future of that building. It will be torn down. Flight safety international says in a statement- 

the remains of the building will be removed and the land will be returned to the city. This process will 

begin shortly. Four people died last year when a Beechcraft king air hit the building after it had lost power 

after takeoff. 

  

10/30/15  5pm 

I'm Roger Cornish at the breaking news desk... The Kansas Bureau of Investigation is asking for your help 

in finding a missing 12-year-old. Andrew joseph drake is believed to be with his non-custodial father. The 

k-b-i says Stephen drake is wanted on several charges including aggravated assault and aggravated 

interference with parental custody. Investigators say Stephen drake is believed to be armed the k-b-i says 

Stephen and Andrew are likely in the Lawrence area ... But could be headed to Colorado. We've posted 

their photos to our Facebook page where you can share them.  If you have any information, you're asked to 

call police.  

 

10/31/15  8am 

We begin with breaking news this morning.  Crews are urging everyone to avoid the area near 11th and 

Oliver. Dispatchers tell us a car crashed into a power pole... Knocking it down into water across the street. 

We have a crew on the way to the scene right now to bring you the latest. But in the meantime crews are 

asking you to stay away.... Obviously the fact that it's fallen into water making it a very dangerous situation 

 

11/01/15  5:30pm 

Three men are hospitalized - after the car they were in plowed into a Wichita business early this morning.  

Police say it happened around 2 this morning near 21st and rock.  The car left the roadway and hit the 

northwest part of the *mattress firm* building. Two of the men are said to be in critical condition -- a third 

has serious injuries.  Police say speed was a factor in the crash. 

 



 

 

11/02/15  5am 

Be careful out there this week. That's the message from firefighters. They're concerned about the increased 

fire danger - As dry and windy conditions continue across the state. National weather service data shows 

here in south central Kansas... the fire danger runs from moderate to high... even very high in several 

counties. Pilar Pedraza talked with local firefighters about what you can do to avoid an out of control blaze. 

 

11/03/15  5pm 

Wichita police are investigating how a child was hurt at a home daycare. To the hospital after being picked 

up at the daycare in a neighborhood near MacArthur and hydraulic. A woman says she noticed the child 

had injuries on both the front and back of the legs. The child has since been released from the hospital. No 

arrests have been made. 

 

11/04/15  5am 

If you have any sugar free gum or artificially sweetened candy around the house, you may think about 

keeping them out of reach - not of your kids... But of your dogs. Dog poisonings involving a certain 

sweetener are up across the country. Emily griffin spoke with a local veterinarian about why it can be so 

dangerous. 

 

11/06/15  6pm 

Parents... Time is running out to get your child his shots for Wichita schools. You have until November 16-

th to get your paperwork in. And as of this morning... two-thousand students still have NOT. Students who 

don't... cannot attend school until up-to-date records are given to the district. If you don't have a family 

doctor to give your kid the shots... the district says you have other options. “Some options for them, one 

would be the health department. We also have many safety net clinics that we can refer them to in town. 

We’re so fortunate to have a lot of clinics that we work closely with.” There are exemptions. One being 

medical... Requiring a doctor's note. The second is religious. Either way... The district needs that 

information before the 16-th... Or your kid will be sent home. 

 

11/7/15   8am 

Just in time for thanksgiving... hundreds of poultry farms are now being given the all clear from 

agricultural officials. Commercial chicken and turkey farms were shut down after being infected by the 

avian flu... The virus first surfaced last December on the west coast and spread over six months to 15 states, 

resulting in the death of 48 million birds. Now they're being given permission to re-stock their animal 

supply. 219 were affected by the virus and veterinarians from u-s-d-a- say all but five have been given 

approval nationwide. 

 

11/08/15  10pm 

Check out this video from Salina tonight shot by Bryan Hernandez. Smoke coming from the Tony’s pizza 

plant could be seen from miles away. Some of you contacted us about it. Luckily it looks a lot worse than it 

is. The Salina fire department tells us that by the time they pulled up...employees at the plant had all but put 

it out. The fire was in a stack on the roof of the plant. The plant was evacuated as a precaution...fire 

investigators say the damage is minimal. 

 

11/10/15  10pm 

New rules designed to protect your child from potentially life-changing injuries. The u-s soccer federation 

is announcing new limits on what's called heading in the youth game. Pilar Pedraza takes a look at the 

planned changes... And what it means for your child. 

 

11/11/15  5am 

Changes are coming to what soccer coaches can teach your child... And when. The goal is to prevent 

concussions... A growing problem among youth in sports. These changes mainly involve a header.. For 

those unfamiliar, that's when a soccer player uses their head to hit the ball. Players 10 years or younger will 

no longer be allowed to head balls during practice or games. Those over 10 will be allowed to head balls in 

games... But not during practices. The announcement came as the u-s soccer federation settles a class action 

lawsuit involving a series of serious concussions suffered during games. Coach and dad victor Garcia 

Bebek (BAY-bayk) says it's about minimizing a risk of injury that will never go away completely because 



 

 

of the nature of soccer. “If you do it right, you're going to lower the risk. The risk is going to be there all the 

time. It doesn't matter. I mean, we're talking about players not practicing, youth players not practicing 

headers. But what if you get hit by the ball?” A recent university of Colorado study found most soccer 

related concussions come from collisions with other players... Not heading. Garcia says since youth soccer 

teams don't have physical trainers... As a parent it’s important to know what training your child's coach 

has... And to watch for unusual behavior from your child after any hard collisions. 

 

11/12/15  10pm 

Factfinder 12 wanted to know... if there are any penalties for discarding a cigarette that causes a fire like 

this. It varies in every case but the Wichita fire Marshall tells us- from a criminal penalty perspective the 

answer is no. The crime of arson centers on a person's intent. And a cigarette is rarely discarded with the 

intention of starting a fire. Also when a person causes a fire with a discarded cigarette they're usually the 

ones who everything and the fire Marshall says a fine would be adding insult to injury. 

 

11/13/15  4:30am 

A cigarette started the massive fire at Aragon apartments in Wichita. Eyewitness news was there live 

yesterday morning as the apartment building burned. It caused more than one million dollars in damage. 

Two apartments had significant damage. Others have smoke and water damage. No one was hurt. 

 

11/14/15  10pm 

A bicyclist is hit and killed in a wreck in northwest Wichita. It happened just before five this afternoon near 

central and West Street. Police say a man in his 50's was riding a bike in the road when he was hit by a car. 

He was pronounced dead at the scene. At least one other person was seriously hurt. Traffic was shut down 

for hours while crews cleared the scene. The name of the man who died has not been released. 

 

11/17/15  10pm 

Whether you're almost done or haven't even started... Holiday shopping is on the minds of many this time 

of year. And a new survey shows more than half of u-s adults don't know how to protect themselves from 

holiday scams. Emily griffin has the results and few reminders about staying safe this season. 

 

11/18/15  10pm 

Breaking news as 1-70 has been closed near hays tonight... Not because of weather...but a semi on fire. 

This is both east bound and west bound lanes in Ellis county...to the west of hays...so it's significantly 

impacting traffic in that area...we have received a couple of calls on this from people on i-70 tonight. 

Again...a semi fire shutting down i-70 west of hays tonight.  No word on any injuries. 

 

11/19/15    10pm 

From on campus... To the neighborhoods around it. Wichita state students are focusing their efforts on 

making students feel safe even in areas *off* campus. Tonight, a group conducted a safety walk through 

the Fairmount park area. 

 

11/23/15  10pm 

The state department is urging you to be alert for possible travel risks...especially during this holiday 

weekend. It issued a travel alert warning because of increased terrorist threats around the world. The alert is 

in effect through the end of February. The alert advises Americans traveling abroad to avoid large crowds 

or crowded places. 

 

11/24/15  10pm 

A south Wichita home catches fire. When crews arrive they found fire coming out of the attic. Two people 

were in the home at the time and were able to make it out safely. Damage is estimated at more than 20 

thousand dollars. Investigators say some sort of electrical issue caused the fire. 

 

11/30/15  10pm 

A Kansas woman faced with news and a decision no expecting mother wants to hear or make. Carry your 

child to term and she'll likely live just a few moments... maybe hours and in some cases a day or two. It's a 



 

 

case most doctors will never see in their lifetime. The mother reached out to Michael Schwanke wanting to 

share her personal story so you could learn more about her twin's condition. 

 

12/1/15   6am 

A Kansas woman faced with news and a decision no expecting mother wants to hear or make. Carry your 

child to term and she'll likely live just a few moments... Maybe hours and in some cases a day or two. It's a 

case most doctors will never see. The condition is called anencephaly. A birth defect where a baby is born 

without parts of the brain and skull. There is no cure - and babies born with it die shortly after birth. For 

that reason - many choose to terminate their pregnancies - but one woman wanted to show us why she 

decided not to.  Michael Schwanke has her story. 

 

12/2/15   10pm 

Two people are hurt when a plane crashes in Barber County. These are photos the barber county sheriff 

sent us. He says the single engine plane crashed during takeoff and landed in a hedgerow. The pilot and 

passenger were taken to a medicine lodge hospital. One had serious injuries...the other suffered minor 

injuries. 

 

12/3/15   10pm 

Three people are hurt in a rollover wreck east of derby tonight. This was the scene around eight tonight at 

79th street south and Greenwich. Deputies say a gray truck turned left onto the road as a red truck came 

from behind and attempted to pass. The gray truck flipped over. One person was taken to a Wichita hospital 

in serious conditions. 

 

12/4/15   5am 

A mother from derby is the second victim of a car crash near derby Sunday afternoon. Caitlin Wilson died 

yesterday. She was taken to the hospital in critical condition after her car slid into a pickup truck. Her 23-

month old daughter Tessa died at the scene. Earlier this week, the Sedgwick county sheriff's department 

said it was looking for a white car that was going north on rock road at the time of the accident. 

 

12/5/15   8am 

Investigators have now identified the human remains that were found earlier this week in a field near 61-st 

Street and north hillside. The sheriff's office says the remains are those of 54-year-old James Labat (luh-

bat) of Wichita. Investigators say Labat absconded from parole... Meaning he didn't check-in with his 

parole officer in July. A hunter found the remains in a wooded area near 61-st Street and north hillside. We 

spoke with one of Labat’s (luh-bat's) relatives last night. She said the last time she spoke to Labat (luh-bat) 

was June 25th.... Ten days after he was released from prison. She said... They had a good conversation and 

he was ready to change his life. But then he stopped calling. Days turned into weeks, then months. Despite 

not hearing from Labat (luh-bat)... The relatives say they decided not to report him missing.<sot verbatim: 

2:34  "When that question has long since been asked, I just told them, would you have done your job 

knowing that he was a felon... would you have really looked for him.  And, I left it at that."  2:51 > She said 

the saddest thing about the situation... Is that Labat (luh-bat) never got the opportunity to let everybody 

know he was ready to take a better path? The sheriff's office says... The next step is to determine the cause 

of his death. 

 

12/7/15   6pm 

Factfinder 12 takes a look when body camera footage would be released of an officer involved shooting 

here in Wichita. District attorney Marc Bennett says until a criminal case is filed, the decision to release the 

video is up to the law enforcement agency. They also have to be sure that if that video is released, it will 

not deny the accused person of the right to a fair trial. He also says it depends on what's in that video. The 

accused person will also get full access to the video in preparation for their defense. If no one is charged, 

Bennett says the decision about what to do with the video is up to the law enforcement department. 

 

12/8/15   10pm 

A man is critically hurt... In an accident near Mulvane. It’s an update to a story that was breaking news at 

six. There was construction work going on in the area of 103rd street south and 89th circle east- when a 



 

 

truck hit an excavator. The man operating the excavator was thrown out. He was taken to the hospital with 

critical injuries. 

 

12/9/15   6am 

A man is in critical condition -Following a wreck involving construction workers near Mulvane. The 

Sedgwick County Sheriff's office says a truck crashed into a small excavator working on the road near 103-

rd street south and 89-Th circle east. The man operating the excavator was ejected, and taken to the hospital 

in critical condition. The driver of the truck suffered serious injuries.  

 

12/10/15  10pm 

A great bend man sitting in his truck is nearly hit by a bullet. He was in the driver’s seat when the bullet 

came into the truck... You can see the damage left in the windshield. The incident happened earlier this 

week. Today the driver showed us just how close it came to hitting him. 

<sot verbatim: "it came through the front windshield and then went all the way back here through the back 

window."  > The sheriff's office says it was probably a stray bullet fired by a hunter or target shooter. 

 

12/11/15  10pm 

Storms are expected to move into Kansas tomorrow night. Some areas will see rain...others will see snow 

when it's all said and done. We've issued a weather alert day for Sunday. 

 

12/14/15  6pm 

The city of Wichita will *not* have body cameras for all officers by the end of the year as planned... 

Because of a delay from the federal government. Pilar Pedraza talked with the city and police. - Who say 

they're just waiting for the department of justice to catch up.  

 

12/15/15  6pm 

Just 10 days left to finish your Christmas shopping. Some of you may be done, but others aren't even 

close... If your to-do list includes getting Santa to write a letter to your kids, be warned scammers are 

lurking. Scott Evans has what you need to watch out for so you don’t fall for it. 

 

12/16/15  10pm 

A warning tonight... From the riley county police department about a scam that is making its way around. 

It's not a new scam but one part of it is a little different. People are getting calls from scammers saying that 

a family member has been taken hostage. They go on to say that you must send money for their release. 

riley county officials say that in one instance there was some background noise that made it appear a family 

member was present and in distress. The scam has been reported several times in the Manhattan and riley 

county area. Police say if you're ever asked in any way to send money you should immediately be 

suspicious. With our kwch app we have a place you can go to learn about scams like this one and others. 

Just look for the don't fall for it section. 

 

12/17/15  10pm 

This is the second deadly fire today. A Kingman woman died in a house fire and tonight we're learning the 

home did not have working smoke detectors. The family of Alberta Bohrer believes a space heater the 83 

year old used to keep her warm is where the fire started. She lived with her grandson but was alone in the 

home at the time. The state fire Marshall is investigating. Investigators don't know yet if the space heater is 

where the fire started. 

 

12/18/15 

In a factfinder 12 alert ... if you have one of these bean bag chairs in your home. The consumer product 

safety commission and ace bayou is re-issuing a recall for more than 2-million chairs. So far... only about 

800 bean bag chairs have been returned to stores following a recall issued over the summer. The chairs 

were sold from 1995 through 2013. Regulators say children can open the zippers... crawl inside and 

possibly suffocate. A repair kit is available from the company. So far two deaths have been reported. For 

this and a list of other recalls... log onto our website k-w-c-h dot com. you will find our special recall alert 

section under the get the scoop section. 

 



 

 

12/19/15  9am 

While it's supposed to warm up here... Michigan state police say snow and ice are wreaking havoc on the 

roadways. Close to 20 vehicles have slid off the road so far. Police say there's black ice *everywhere, 

causing dozens of cars crashes. Officers even had to shut down a busy road for a bit because so many 

drivers were sliding down the hill. 

 

 

12/20/15  10pm 

Five people are killed- in a plane crash in central California... The small plane crashed in a vineyard near 

Bakersfield... After aviation officials say it disappeared on its way to Las Vegas from San Jose. The plane 

was a single-engine piper plane. No word yet on what caused the crash. 

 

12/21/15  7am 

It's the time of year for family, and giving... But with shopping centers packed, it's also a busy time for 

criminals, looking to steal your presents, and other valuables. Kevin Obermeyer's son works at Towne east 

mall. But when his son left work Saturday night - he found this.  The passenger window of his car, 

shattered... And, a puncture hole. Nothing was stolen from *his car... police say, something might have 

scared the suspect away.  <sot verbatim: **5) He parked near the road, which is what the police officer said 

probably saved his car from being completely broken into, because of all the activity around. 16:01:48// 7) 

** It was very scary. It's one of those calls that's a parent's worst nightmare. At least he was okay, > 

Sedgwick county dispatchers say there was at least one more car broken into at Towne East Saturday night. 

Crime stats from Wichita police show that parking lot larcenies are up this year at both of Wichita's malls. 

The data also shows that the number of larcenies at Towne east are typically double the number at Towne 

west. Police generally advise against leaving *any valuables in your car if possible... And suggest putting 

things that might draw attention, like back packs or shopping bags, in the trunk.  

 

12/22/15  7am 

A factfinder 12 alert - chipotle is linked to another e-coli outbreak - including a couple of new cases in 

Kansas. Health officials say - two people got sick last month - with e-coli - after eating at a Shawnee 

"chipotle". An Oklahoma location is also under investigation - after three people became sick there. The 

new illnesses started between November 18th and November 20th - more than a week after the most recent 

national outbreak. The c-d-c says it does not know yet if the outbreaks are linked. No word on what 

ingredient caused the illnesses. 

     

12/23/15  6am 

If you own a pressure cooker, listen up.  Fact finder 12 alert has the details on a recall you should know 

about. It involves the Breville fast slow cooker. At least five people have been burned by it, some of those 

burns are severe. The consumer product safety commission says the problem lies with the sealing gasket. It 

can be inserted incorrectly and allow steam to escape. The company will replace that gasket. Find out how 

to contact them at our website kwch dot com. Look in our special recall section.     

 

12/24/15  5am 

The Kansas highway patrol is investigating a crash off highway 54 that killed three people we're told it 

happened just before 6 yesterday... So far, no word on whether the highway was closed in the area south of 

Dodge City... Or if there were any other injuries... 

 

12/25/15  5pm 

You won't see any roads crews pre-treating today... They're waiting... because rain before the snow would 

wash it away. The director of public works says they'll probably put salt on bridges around Wichita a few 

hours before any winter storm hits. 

 

12/27/15  10pm 

Jade, it’s windy, but roads are still clear at this hour...  And the city wants to make sure, roads stay clear. 

I'm told, all crews will be working tonight and with a supply of 75-hundred tons of their salt-sand mix, 

they're ready for any weather that heads our way. And drivers i spoke with say, they're prepared too. 



 

 

 

12/28/15  4:30am 

Westar crews work through the wintry weather- to restore power to hundreds of people in Wichita. Around 

midnight, more than 16-hundred customers lost electricity in the area north of Kellogg between hillside and 

Washington. Power was restored for most of those people by four. In the rose hill area, crews are working 

to get the power back on for more than 100 customers. 

 

12/29/15  Noon 

New information now on a fire last night in a neighborhood near harry and hydraulic... Investigators say the 

fire was caused by careless smoking... firefighters say a man fell asleep in his chair... And woke up to find 

it on fire... He had a smoke detector... But it wasn't working. The man had to be treated for smoke 

inhalation. 

 

12/30/15  5am 

A man has to be cut out of his pick-up truck after this accident in Pratt County he was flown to a hospital in 

Hutchinson The Pratt county sheriff's office sent us these photos. The pickup and a semi-truck collided at 

an intersection yesterday afternoon...sending the semi onto its side in a ditch the driver of the semi crawled 

out of the cab into the ditch. He was treated for minor injuries, but is expected to be okay. The cause of the 

crash is unknown at this time.  

 

12/31/15  5am 

A man missing out of liberal has been found. The Seward county sheriff's office had asked for help finding 

Bill Harrison. He has since been located safely, and the silver alert has been canceled. 

 

POLITICS 

 
10/1/15   6pm 

As the secretary of state prepares legal action over voter fraud... Voters in Douglas County are suing to try 

to stop a new rule-- which could remove tens of thousands of Kansans from the state's suspended voter list. 

The rule would allow election officials to remove people who have *not* provided proof-of-citizenship. It's 

scheduled to take effect tomorrow. We have not yet heard whether a request to temporarily stop that from 

happening... Has been granted. 

 

10/2/15   Noon 

Election officials will begin removing names of prospective Kansas voters from their records today. It's the 

first time names will be removed since the state's voter identification law went into effect in 20-13.under 

the law, prospective voters must provide proof of citizenship before they can vote. Secretary of state Kris 

Kobach has told county election officials to discard applications from prospective voters who did not 

provide the required documents 90 days after they submitted their voter application. More than 31-thousand 

applications are expected to be removed. Kansas is one of just four states with this requirement. 

 

10/5/15   5pm 

Should electronic cigarettes be banned from indoor public spaces - just like tobacco cigarettes? That's what 

a group of students in Hutchinson is pushing for.  They will take their concerns to city council members 

tomorrow morning but owners of vape stores plan to have their say as well. New at five... Anne Meyer is 

live in Hutchinson tonight - she talked to both sides. 

 
10/6/15   10pm 

Every year... Your city and county pay lobbyists and associations.... To represent them at the statehouse.  

Lawmakers got a glimpse of just how much today. And they told statehouse reporter Pilar Pedraza...  

Voters deserve to know how their tax dollars are being spent, too.    

 

10/7/15   4:30 am 



 

 

Every year... Your city and county pay lobbyists and associations.... To represent them at the statehouse. 

Lawmakers got a glimpse of just how much. And they told statehouse reporter Pilar Pedraza... Voters 

deserve to know how their tax dollars are being spent, too.    

 

10/12/15  4:30am 

Several presidential candidates will be in New Hampshire today - courting undeclared voters. During an 

interview that aired Sunday on "60 Minutes" - President Obama weighed in on the contenders -- saying 

Hillary Clinton made a mistake by using a private email server during her time as Secretary of State. The 

President did not reveal whether Vice President Joe Biden would soon launch his own campaign. 

 

10/13/15  6pm 

Three people now face voter fraud charges in Kansas and secretary of state Kris Kobach tells Anne Meyer 

more cases are coming... It's the first-time kobach's used his new powers to prosecute. 

 

10/14/15  4:30am 

Kansas secretary of state Kris Kobach files his first voter fraud cases.... Since lawmakers gave him the 

authority to prosecute those charges. Steven and Betty Gaedtke (GAT-KEY) in Johnson County each face a 

misdemeanor count OF double voting. And Lincoln Wilson from Goodland faces a felony count OF double 

voting in the 20-10, 20-12 and 20-14 elections.  Kobach says he expects to file more cases in the next few 

months. <sot verbatim: KRIS KOBACH 3:09 the only way to stop that crime or reduce that crime is to 

prosecute and get the word out hey we will catch you and you will face a very serious fine > Kobach is the 

only secretary of state in the country who has the power to prosecute. Wilson is expected in court NEXT 

MONTH. The Gaedtkes (GAT-KEY'S) will go to court IN December. 

 

10/17/15  10pm 

Women make up less than one-quarter of the Kansas state legislature... the group "women for kansas"  

points out it's mostly men creating laws that affect everyone... So they're asking women to think about 

running for a seat in government.  And they have a message for everyone else too. 

 

10/19/15  10pm 

Funding cuts to a program designed to make sure pregnant women and their young children mean some 

people want the head of the Sedgwick county commission out of office. Groups who oppose the cuts now 

say they're going to file a recall petition for commission chairman Richard Ranzau. Pilar Pedraza takes a 

look at why... And Ranzau’s reaction to it. 

 

10/20/15  4:30am 

Today the Hutchinson City Council will be taking up the issue of electronic cigarettes. Earlier this month 

they heard testimony on a proposal to treat e-cigarettes the same as traditional cigarettes.  OPPONETS of 

the proposal argued e-cigarettes were helpful in stopping smoking and urged the council to leave the e-

cigarette question up to businesses to decide. But High school students with Communities That Care of 

Reno County lobbied for more restrictions on where e-cigarettes may be used.  The council tabled the 

proposal so members could have more time to consider the information presented. Now the issue is back on 

the agenda. 

 

10/21/15  5pm 

The chairman of the Sedgwick county commission... Responds to criticism over reducing funding for a 

program that helps new mothers pay for food for their children. We first reported the story two weeks ago... 

Today Richard Ranzau heard from people concerned about the move... Who want him out of office. 

 

10/23/15  6am 

After more than eleven hours of testimony - the house Benghazi committee meeting adjourns. Former 

secretary of state Hillary Clinton spoke before lawmakers about the attack on the u-s embassy in Libya.  

Four Americans were killed in the 2012 attack. Republicans - including Kansas congressman mike Pompeo 

- argue before the attack -Clinton could have responded to requests for more security by ambassador Chris 

Stevens. Stevens was one of the Americans killed. <Hillary Clinton): I've lost more sleep than all of you 

put together.  I have been racking my brain about what more could have been done or should have been 



 

 

done.  And so, when I took responsibility, I took it as a challenge and an obligation to make sure, before I 

left the State Department that we could learn. As I'm sure my predecessors did after Beirut and after 

Nairobi and after Dar-es-Salaam and after all of the other attacks on our facilities. I'm sure all of them, 

Republican and Democrat alike, especially where there was loss of American life said, okay what must we 

do better?>  Democrats - and even some Republicans - say the entire purpose of this investigation is to go 

after Hillary Clinton and take down her presidential bid. 

 

10/24/15  8am 

Dr. Ben Carson on the campaign trail in Kansas, enjoying a comfortable lead in two Iowa polls. The retired 

neurosurgeon and republican presidential candidate held a book signing in overland park yesterday. Here’s 

what the Iowa front-runner had to say after learning Jeb Bush's campaign is cutting back on staff and 

expenses. “They have to do what they have to do you know, a lot of the money that the established 

candidates have is super pac money, you don't have a lot of control over that. So staff is paid for not 

through that but from the money you have on hand. Fortunately we have a fair amount of that on hand. 

Because of the people.” The Des Moines register and Bloomberg politics poll show Carson leading the gop 

field with 28-percent to Donald Trump's 19 percent. Those results are very similar to another survey of g-o-

p Iowans that came out on Thursday. In that poll, Carson opened up an eight percentage point lead over 

trump, 28 percent to 20 percent.  

 

11/06/15  6pm 

The battle over how to pay for your child's education was back in court today. Education reporter Pilar 

Pedraza says this latest round of arguments is over the effect the new block grants have had on equally 

funding all of the state's schools. 

 

11/10/15  5pm 

Michael Scholes (skoals) is two days into his new job as the county manager. And he told Anne Meyer 

today he's ready to bring a new voice to the office. 

 

11/12/15  10pm 

Kansas lawmakers are getting a raise. The eight and half percent increase in their per diem allowance took 

effect about a month ago... And happened automatically because of a state law that links up with a federal 

law. Emily griffin explains where that money is coming from and what it's used for. 

 

11/13/15  6am 

Governor Sam Brownback doesn't think you need to see his daily appointment calendar. Factfinder 12 has 

been trying to get it for months after learning the governor planned to leave for vacation the same day state 

agencies got hit with millions in cuts. Factfinder 12 investigator Lauren Seabrook’s been talking with 

governor's offices around the country - and found hidden agendas are rare. 

 

11/20/15  5pm 

Kansas congressman Mike Pompeo says... President Barack Obama would be breaking the law... If he 

moves detainees from Guantanamo Bay to the sunflower state. Lauren Seabrook asked the congressman 

about his biggest concerns.  Lauren? 

 

11/30/15  10pm 

The Wichita city council begins discussing whether to let corporations and political action committees 

make campaign donations to folks running for the council tomorrow. Some fear the change could change 

could affect how the city does business. Pilar Pedraza takes a look at why. 

 

12/1/15   5pm 

The Wichita city council also approved a pay raise for themselves today... Council members will get 40-

thousand a year... The mayor 90-thousand... Right now council members make almost 37-thousand... And 

the mayor more than 87-thousand. The ordinance also allows pacs, corporations, and labor unions to 

contribute to local campaigns. However the donation limit is still set at five hundred dollars. 

 

12/4/15   4:30am 



 

 

President Obama once again called for stronger gun control laws after Wednesday’s shooting. White house 

officials say the president is considering executive action to change policies regarding buying firearms at 

gun shows. Despite the u-s senate rejecting a bill to expand background checks on gun purchases.<sot 

verbatim: the President himself has asked his team to scrub the wall and determine if there are additional 

steps that the administration can take using his executive authority and of course he would support steps 

taken by local governments or even state governments that could enhance security in the communities they 

govern. > President Obama had pushed for similar legislation after the shooting in Newtown in 2013. That 

failed to pass the senate, even with a Democratic majority. 

 

12/8/15   5pm 

A new petition is filed to try and force a recall vote of Sedgwick county commissioner Richard Ranzau 

Melissa Scheffler tells us why they think this will work better than the first attempt. 

 

12/10/15  4:30am 

As this year's legislative session gets ready to start, the push to expand Medicaid has come up again. 

Governor Sam Brownback and republican lawmakers have - for the past five years - resisted to expand the 

program. They say Kansas can't afford it - and taxpayers will be left to cover the cost. But health care 

providers say some people cannot live without it. A study by a national health care consulting firm shows 

expanding Medicaid for health centers would actually pay for itself in the end.  Salina representative j.r 

claeys is still not convinced. <sot verbatim: "Adding a bunch of able-bodied individuals to a program 

designed for the poor and disabled is not the right answer, Obamacare simply wasn't the right answer."> 

Governor Sam Brownback questioned the credibility of the study. His office says - it was funded by a 

group of hospitals looking to expand Medicaid.  

 

12/11/15  4:30am 

A state lawmaker wants the "department for children and families" investigated. He says a child was placed 

into what police are calling an "abusive home" - instead of with a lesbian couple. Democratic representative 

Jim ward says - this is discrimination against the couple - which could be part of a larger problem. D-c-f 

says - It does not discriminate against gay or lesbian couples. In a statement sent to eyewitness news about 

the potential investigation, a spokeswoman said - "the department looks forward to any recommendations 

that will help us do even more to protect the children of Kansas. When it comes to child welfare safety, 

Kansas is ranked second in the nation. But there is always room to improve." 

 

 

12/12/15  8am 

Governor Sam Brownback announced he will give the state of the state address in a little more than a 

month. The governor's office says it'll be January 12th...a month from today...at five-30 in the House 

chamber in Topeka... It'll be his sixth state of the state since taking office in 20-10. 

 

12/15/15  6pm 

State representative Carolyn bridges is resigning. Her resignation will be effective Sunday. Bridges says... 

she's stepping-down to spend more time with her grandchildren. The precinct committee for bridges 

district.... will meet within two weeks to pick a replacement. The person that's appointed will serve the rest 

of the term. A spokesperson for house democratic leadership says... that person will be in place before the 

start of the next legislative session. Chris Pumpelly, a former spokesperson for Paul Davis, has said he is 

interested in the job. 

      

12/16/15  5pm 

Steve Brunk is now taking a job as executive director of "citizen link"... Which is a subsidiary of "focus on 

the family"... And part of the "Kansas family policy council." he has been in Topeka for 12 years. Brunk 

says... he's stepping-down because his new job is too much of a time commitment for him to do it and 

remain a lawmaker. Word of his new job leaked last week... and led to calls for his resignation. Brunk 

says... that's not the reason he's stepping-down... because the new position doesn't create a conflict of 

interest. “They presumed that since I was going to be the executive director that it automatically meant I 

was going to be a paid lobest. And that was just inaccurate from the beginning.” Brunk says.... His new job 



 

 

lines-up with ideas he supported.... While working at the statehouse--which includes protecting traditional 

family values and fostering job growth through reduced state spending.  

 

 

12/17/15  5pm 

The group trying to recall Sedgwick county commissioner Richard Ranzau says - they're going to the 

Kansas Supreme Court. The district attorney rejected *second* recall petition earlier this week... Saying the 

allegations against Ranzau aren't sufficient grounds for recall. The group has the option to appeal. They 

posted on Facebook today saying a 3rd petition doesn't make sense, so they'll take the issue to the Supreme 

Court instead. 

 

12/18/15  6am 

“This is a very exciting time for me and i cannot wait to start in my new position” that message from 

Gordon Ramsay moments before city officials named him as Wichita's next police chief. The city has been 

without a chief since August 20-14 ... Lauren Seabrook was at the city's announcement this morning. She 

joins us live with why city manager Bob Layton selected Ramsay for the job ... Lauren? 

 

12/19/15  9am 

"We will be in federal court this afternoon seeking immediate relief." That's Bernie sanders' campaign 

manager, issuing a threat that he made good on just hours later....suing the democratic national committee 

yesterday for cutting off the campaign's access to a crucial voter database. The d-n-c accused the campaign 

of exploiting a software glitch to access Hillary Clinton’s confidential voter information. The d-n-c 

database uses a firewall to separate data gathered by different campaigns. That firewall went down briefly 

on Wednesday, during which time the information was accessed. The campaign's national data director, 

who was fired after the breach, says he wasn't trying to view Clinton’s data and no voter information was 

downloaded. But the d-n-c suspended sanders' database access... including access to information the 

campaign itself collected. 

 

12/22/15  5am 

Donald Trump is coming under fire again... This time - for a sexist attack against Hillary Clinton. At a 

campaign event in Michigan last night, the Trump called Clinton's bathroom break during the Democratic 

debate over the weekend "disgusting". He also used a vulgar term to describe her 2008 primary loss to 

President Obama. Latest polls show Clinton is still the favorite to win the Democratic Party nomination. 

She is being challenged in early voting states by Bernie Sanders. 

 

12/23/15  6am 

New numbers out this morning for the presidential race show Donald trump with a commanding lead. a 

new c-n-n, o-r-c poll shows him with 39 percent of the vote. That’s more than double of his closest 

competitor ted Cruz who has 18 percent of the vote. Ben Carson and Marco Rubio each have ten percent in 

this latest poll.  

 

12/28/15  4:30am 

Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump is taking credit for a deportation plan many people say he 

did not come up with. Trump says the Obama administration's plan to step up deportations next month was 

his idea. The republican front runner says, the plan came up *only* after he suggested deporting nearly 11-

million undocumented immigrants. The department of homeland security says, the reason is that the 

number of illegal border crossings has dropped. 

 

12/29/15  Noon 

As president Obama heads into the final year of his term.....a new c-n-n poll suggests Americans are 

divided on his legacy. The poll says 75 percent of those surveyed are not satisfied with how the u-s is being 

governed. When it comes to the economy and climate change, Americans are split 50-50. 

 

12/30/15  Noon 

The battle for the g-o-p presidential nomination is entering the home stretch, which means things are 

starting to heat up. Mark albert is at the white house with more details. 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Fourth Quarter 2015 

 
Tours 

KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME        NUMBER TYPE______________ 
October 2015 

10/28   11:30 am  10  Middle School 

 

November 2015 

 

 

December 2015 

 

12/1   11:45 am  10  WSU KS Kids Gear Up 

12/3   11:30 am  12  High School Journalism 

12/8   11:45 am  10  5th Grade News team  

12/15   11:45 am  15  High School Video Production 

12/17   11:30 am  10  High School Broadcast Journalism  



 

 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. airs public service announcements that address community issues 

free of charge for various nonprofit organizations.   

 

 

PSA Title 

Length KWC

H 

KBS

D 

KBS

H 

KBS

L 

900 NAB “We are Broadcasters” :60 22 1 6 31 

901 Goodwill “Eye Check” :60 18 3 5 42 

902 NAB “We are Broadcasters” :30 77 23 23 22 

903 Pompeo “Support Our Troops” :30 36 18 17 17 

904 Pompeo “Literacy” :30 33 17 22 17 

905 Roberts “Emergency Preparedness” :30 26 13 24 21 

906 Roberts “Support Our Troops” :30 22 12 23 30 

907 Amber Alert :30 27 17 25 44 

908 NAB “For Those Who Save” :60 19 19 23 52 

909 NAB “Helps a Hero” :60 14 18 23 52 

913 Kansas Humane Society “Spay/Neuter” :30 12 18 19 56 

934 American Heart Association “Super Hero” :30 11 23 21 54 

935 American Heart Association “American Heart” :30 9 19 23 60 

936 American Heart Association “Waiting” :30 6 23 20 58 

941 Shelter Pet Adoption “Palace Pets” :30 8 23 22 58 

942 Bully Prevention “Cairn Revised” :60 4 3  7 

943 Hunger Prevention “Jeremy Renner” :30 4 24 23 52 

944 Seat Belt Safety “Battlefield” :30 3 29 22 51 

945 Diversity “Love has no Labels” :60 7 5 4 39 

946 Recycling “Smile” :30 2 31 23 48 

947 Adoption from Foster Care “Suitcase” :30  33 24 41 

950 NAB OK2Talk “What Do You Want To Be?” :30 2 21 29 45 

951 NAB OK2Talk “What Do You Want To Be?” :60 5 14 3 46 

954 Hunger Prevention “Song” :60  7 7 33 

955 Discover Nature “Frog” :30 2 30 21 42 

956 Domestic Violence “Father & Son” :60 1 8 4 29 

961 Discovering Nature “Kayak” :60 1 9 4 26 

962 Wildfire Prevention “Bear Hug” :30  28 23 36 

966 Minority Education “Sydni-Anthem” :60  9 8 21 

967 Focus on Family “Help Center” :60  7 11 19 

968 Just Play “Music: Social Media” :60  6 8 16 

969 VA “Transitioning From The Service” :60  6 5 15 

970 My Wish :60  7 4 12 

971 College :60  8 5 10 

972 Special Athlete :60  6 5 9 

973 Not On My Watch :60  7 5 6 

974 Safe Sleep :60  6 5 4 

978 AA “In Control” :30 3 31 19 33 

979 Texting/Driving Prevention “Be A Friend” :60  6 4 4 

981 AA “In Control” :60 1 5 5 6 

985 Discovering Nature “Deer Staring Contest” :30 1 29 22 32 

986 Fatherhood Involvement “Kid Again” :30  26 23 31 

987 Shelter Pet Adoption “Garfield” :30  24 27 27 

988 Redwoods :30  21 27 29 



 

 

989 Child Passenger Safety “Chairs” :60  3 6 4 

991 Texting/Driving Prevention “Penguins” :30  23 26 27 

992 Wildfire Prevention “Neighbor” :30  22 23 23 
 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

October 2015 

4 Wichita Art Council Awrds 200 Roger Cornish 

5-6 MIZZOU Recruiting 200 Joan Barrett 

8 Gammon Elem. USD259 2nd grade WX talk 85 Mark Larson 

12 Murrow Awards  500 Joan Barrett 

13 Goodwill Executive Board Meeting 10 Joan Barrett 

14 Kansas Food Bank Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

20 Wichita Chamber  Meeting  50 Joan Barrett 

20 Stewart Elem, Salina Grades 3-5 WX talk 130 Mark Larson 

24 Station Golf Outing   20 Joan Barrett 

24 Station Golf outing  20 Mark Larson 

24 Kansas Good Bank Empty Bowls Chili 

Cookoff 

200 Amanda Jaegar 

24 Dress For Success Wichita Boo and Brew Ball 250 Amanda Jaegar 

29 Inman Elem. Grades 3-5 WX talk 45 Mark Larson 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

November 2015 

2 Wichita Chamber Annual 

Dinner 

Featuring Charles Koch 500 Joan Barrett 

17 Wichita Chamber  Chamber Elected Officials 

reception  

50 Joan Barrett 

19 BBB  Advisory Board Meeting 20 Joan Barrett 

19 Rose Hill  Career Fair  10 Joan Barrett 

19 Minneha Elem. USD259 2nd grade WX talk 90 Mark Larson 

23 Quilts of Valor  Akeem Awarded 40 Joan Barrett 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

December 2015 

1 D.A.R.E. Graduation Speaker 200 Amanda Jaegar 

5 Heartspring Event  100 Joan Barrett 

7 WSU President’s Council 30 Joan Barrett 

8 Goodwill Executive Committee 

Meeting 

10 Joan Barrett 

15 LoVature Elem. USD 259 3rd grade WX talk 100 Mark Larson 

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab. 

 

  



 

 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

10/04/15  PREEMPTION 

 

10/11/15 Guests:  Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Dr. Ben Carson, 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Representative Mick Mulvaney (R-SC) (3); 

Robert Costa, The Washington Post (4); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (4); Ron 

Fournier, National Journal (4); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (4); Holly Williams, 

CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (6); 

Thomas Donilon, former National Security Adviser, Obama administration (6) 

 1) Topics include: opinion of Republican Representative Paul Ryan and how he would do 

as Speaker of the House; what Republicans need to do regarding the upcoming debt 

ceiling vote; reaction to House Speaker John Boehner’s recent statement that there are 

false prophets in the Republican Party; use of military power; proposed foreign policy 

regarding Syria / Russian President Vladimir Putin; support for the Second Amendment / 

position regarding gun control; Mr. Trump’s interpretation of recent poll results 

indicating that 60% of registered voters question say that he is not honest or trustworthy / 

plans for the Trump business empire should he become president 

 2) Topics include: opinion of Republican Representative Paul Ryan and how he would do 

as Speaker of the House / current conditions among Republicans in the House of 

Representatives; Dr. Carson’s new book, “A More Perfect Union” / defense of the 

Second Amendment / his statement about the likelihood of Hitler being able to 

accomplish his goals would have been greatly diminished if the people had been armed / 

opinion that the intent of the Second Amendment is to protect the people from an overly 

aggressive government; the upcoming debt ceiling vote 

 3) Topics include: thoughts on Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible 

candidate for Speaker of the House of Representatives / Representative Mulvaney’s 

support for Representative Dan Webster of Florida for Speaker of the House; low 

approval rating for the way that Republicans are running the House of Representatives / 

upcoming debt ceiling vote 

 4) Topics include: Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible candidate for 

Speaker of the House of Representatives / level of dysfunction amongst Republicans in 

the House of Representatives; high level of public interest in the Democratic and 

Republican candidates for president / campaigns of Republicans Donald Trump, Jeb 

Bush, Ben Carson, and Ted Cruz / low poll numbers for leading candidates Donald 

Trump and Hillary Clinton regarding honesty and trustworthiness / Mrs. Clinton’s 

position change on the Trans-Pacific partnership / upcoming Democratic presidential 

debate   

  5) a report on yesterday’s two suicide bomber attacks during a peace rally in Ankara, 

Turkey 

 6) Topics include: yesterday’s bomb attack at peace rally in Turkey; failure of the US 

train and equip policy in Syria / Russia’s intentions and military intervention in Syria 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

10/18/15 Guests: Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC) (1); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-

MD) (2); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist (3); Bob Woodward, The Washington 

Post (4) (5); Mark Halperin, Bloomberg Politics (4); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); 

Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (4) 

 1) Topics include: reaction to criticism that the committee investigating the September 

11, 2012 attack on a US facility in Benghazi, Libya is politically motivated and desires to 

discredit Hillary Clinton / differences between this investigation and the previous seven 

committees investigating the events in Benghazi / new information gleaned from the 

current investigation / what Representative Gowdy hopes to uncover from former 

Secretary Clinton’s upcoming testimony / Senator Bernie Sanders comments about Mrs. 

Clinton’s e-mails during the Democratic debate / assertion that the committee still does 

not have all of Mrs. Clinton’s e-mails 

 2) Topics include: Representative Cumming’s reaction to Representative Gowdy’s 

positions put forth during his interview / belief that Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony 

before the Benghazi committee is “political football” and an affront to the families of the 

four dead Americans / opinion of Mr. Gowdy / Mrs. Clinton’s responsibility for what 

happened in Benghazi / importance of moving from “politics to policy”, so that any 

security issues can be addressed 

 3) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony before the House Select 

Committee on Benghazi / her performance in the Democratic debate / Senator Bernie 

Sanders’ campaign / ongoing speculation concerning Vice President Joe Biden’s possible 

entry into the Democratic presidential race 

 4) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony before the House Select 

Committee on Benghazi / ongoing speculation concerning Vice President Biden’s 

possible entry into the Democratic presidential race / Senator Sanders’ campaign; quarrel 

between Republican presidential candidates Jeb Bush and Donald Trump over former 

President George W. Bush’s legacy and responsibility for 9/11 / fund raising between the 

Republican candidates; Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible candidate for 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

 5) Topics include: Mr. Woodward’s new book, “The Last of the President’s Men”, about 

Alexander Butterfield -- a key player in the fall of the Nixon White House 

 

10/25/15 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Governor Chris Christie 

(R-NJ), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections 

Director (3); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (3); Representative 

Devin Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (4); 

Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House Permanent Select 

Committee on Intelligence, House Select Committee on Benghazi (5); Susan page, USA 

Today (6); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (6); Robert Costa, The 

Washington Post (6); Reihan Salam, National Review (6) 

 1) Topics include: recent poll results from Iowa, where Mr. Trump is tied with rival Dr. 

Ben Carson / clarification of his recent comments about Dr. Carson while campaigning; 

Mr. Trump’s reaction to fellow candidate Jeb Bush calling him a demonizer; how he 

would handle the upcoming debt ceiling vote and balancing the budget 

 2) Topics include: criticism of Hillary Clinton for Benghazi and her perceived refusal to 

be held accountable; criticism of the Republican-controlled Congress / the upcoming debt 

ceiling vote and balancing the budget; criticism of President Obama for being AWOL 

and unable to work with Republicans and Democrats / opinion that President Obama 

encourages lawlessness and justifies the “Black Lives Matter” movement 

 3) CBS Battleground Tracker: Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina poll results for 

Democratic candidates Hillary Clinton and Senator Bernie Sanders / last night’s Jefferson 

Jackson Dinner in Iowa for Democrats; how voters are thinking about Republican 

candidates Ben Carson, Donald Trump, Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, and Jeb Bush 



 

 

 4) Topics include: upcoming leadership change in the House of Representatives / 

assumption that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next Speaker of the 

House; Hillary Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on Benghazi; 

recent death of a US Special Forces service member in Iraq during a raid 

 5) Topics include: assumption that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next 

Speaker of the House; Mrs. Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on 

Benghazi / response to Governor Christie’s claim that Mrs. Clinton refused to be held 

accountable for Benghazi / what then-Secretary of State Clinton knew the night of the 

Benghazi attack and the “conflicting streams of intelligence” concerning the incident 

 6) Topics include: Hillary Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on 

Benghazi / Vice President Joe Biden’s decision not to run for president / Democratic 

presidential candidate Senator Bernie Sanders’ speech at the Jefferson Jackson Dinner in 

Iowa; probability that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next Speaker of 

the House; Mr. Trump’s comments concerning Dr. Carson’s Seventh Day Adventist 

religion / Republican poll results and the campaigns of Mr. Trump, Dr. Carson, Mr. Bush, 

and Mr. Rubio 

60 MINUTES 
 

10/04/15 “Hands Off The Wheel” – a report on the advancement of self-driving cars powered by 

a form of artificial intelligence. In Silicon Valley, Bill Whitaker takes a test drive in the 

Mercedes-Benz self-driving automobile and sits inside Google’s version of the driverless 

car. Unlike current cars, the issues consumers will face with self-driving cars will be 

related to cybersecurity and privacy. The car industry plans to automate the driving 

experience feature-by-feature first, before a driverless car is introduced to the market. 

Mercedes-Benz shared their vision for a car in the year 2030, the F015, a design where 

the driver turns its back to the steering wheel. (Includes an excerpt from an Infiniti ad) 

Includes interviews with: Ralf Herrtwich, director of driver assistance and chassis 

systems at Daimler AG/Mercedes-Benz; Chris Urmson, director self-driving cars at 

Google; Jaime Waydo, systems engineer at Google; Peter Lehmann, engineer at Daimler 

AG/Mercedes-Benz; and Mark Rosekind, Administrator of the National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration (NHTSA). (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman) 

 “Patrick Kennedy” – an interview / profile of Patrick Kennedy, former Democratic 

Representative for Rhode Island and the youngest son of deceased Senator Edward “Ted” 

Kennedy and Joan Kennedy. Patrick discusses his memoir, “A Common Struggle”, co-

authored with Stephen Fried, in which he describes not only his own alcoholism 

struggles, but that of his parents too. Mental illness, anxiety, depression and bipolar 

disorder have also been prevalent in Patrick’s life. Patrick’s purpose for revealing these 

Kennedy family secrets is to help break the silence about mental illness and addiction, 

and he continues to champion this cause through the behavioral health policy 

organization he has founded, The Kennedy Forum. (Includes an excerpt of Walter 

Cronkite and Ted Kennedy) (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin) 

 “Hidden Holocaust” – a report about Father Patrick Desbois, a French Catholic priest 

who is the President of Yahad-In Unum, an organization founded in 2004 that seeks to 

unsilence nearly half of the six million Jewish victims of the Holocaust whose bodies lie 

in unmarked mass graves, killed by Nazi soldiers in mass shootings in the former USSR. 

Investigating and speaking to eyewitnesses have led Yahad-In Unum to more than 

seventeen hundred of Hitler’s hidden killing fields, and each site is memorialized by 

recording the GPS coordinates. Includes interviews with: Father Patrick Desbois; Paul 

Shapiro, director of Advanced Studies at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; and 

eyewitnesses to the Holocaust in Moldova (all through translator): Gheorghe of Hiriseni; 

and Anatoli and Dimitri of Dubassary. Also includes comments by unidentified 

eyewitnesses through on-screen graphics translation. (C: Lara Logan – P: Alan B. 

Goldberg) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segments “President Putin” (OAD: 

09/27/15) and “Trump” (OAD: 09/27/15) 

 



 

 

10/11/15 “President Obama” – an interview with President Barack Obama, recorded in the 

Roosevelt Room of the White House on Tuesday, October 6. Among the topics 

discussed: Russia’s military mission in Syria led by President Vladmir Putin in support of 

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad; strategy in dealing with terrorist organizations in the 

Middle East including ISIS (ISIL) and al Qaeda after the failed program that attempted to 

train and equip Syrian rebels; presidential primary campaigns; Donald Trump; Hillary 

Clinton and her use of a private e-mail server; Vice President Joe Biden’s possible run for 

president; and his thoughts about his last fifteen months in office. (C: Steve Kroft – P: L. 

Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 “30 Years on Death Row” – a report on the wrongful murder conviction of Glenn Ford, 

a man who spent nearly 30 years on death row in Louisiana’s Angola prison. Ford was 

released after Jake Robinson told the police he robbed and killed jewelry store owner 

Isadore Rozeman. Marty Stroud served as the prosecutor in Ford’s case and confesses he 

ignored evidence and composed a jury with no African-Americans. Stroud has asked the 

Louisiana Bar Association to discipline him for his role in the case. Ford was denied 

restitution from the state because they believe he knew about the robbery and did nothing 

about it. Shortly after Ford’s release last year, he was diagnosed with stage IV lung 

cancer, and died three weeks after his interview with 60 MINUTES. Includes interviews 

with: Glenn Ford; exonerated death row inmate; Marty Stroud, attorney and lead 

prosecutor on Ford’s case; and Dale Cox, acting district attorney of Caddo Parish, 

Louisiana. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Hands Off The Wheel” (OAD: 

10/04/15) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

10/18/15 “Seeking Asylum” – a report on the hundreds of thousands of people arriving in Europe 

who have fled war or poverty in the Middle East in hopes of reaching Germany. 60 

MINUTES follows migrants from Syria, Iraq or Afghanistan who are paying Turkish 

traffickers to take them across the Aegean Sea in overcrowded boats to land on the Greek 

island of Lesbos. Once in Greece, migrants are fingerprinted and registered and then they 

travel through Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, and Austria, to end up in Germany. 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel welcomes asylum seekers, but the influx is 

overwhelming. Includes interviews with: Kirk Day, emergency field director for the 

International Rescue Committee on Lesbos; Heinz Schaden, mayor of Salzburg, 

Germany; Katharina El Masri, project management for Save Me Munich; Wolfgang 

Panzer, mayor of Unterhaching, Germany; and asylum seekers: Ahmed Dosum (through 

translator), Dr. Bassam al-Tarifi (through translator), and Mohammad Pathlavay. (C: 

Anderson Cooper – P: Patricia Shevlin, Miles Doran) 

 “Make-A-Wish” – a report on a local chapter of the “Make-A-Wish” Foundation, a non-

profit organization established to grant wishes to children around the world who are 

living with life-threatening illnesses. The volunteers at the local chapter in northeast 

Arkansas collect as many donations as possible one day a year to fund the wishes. Kaden 

Erickson was battling leukemia and had his wish of visiting Australia with his family 

granted, but died a month ago. Gavin Grubbs suffers from debilitating muscular 

dystrophy and had his wish granted five years ago to attend the Daytona 500 and meet 

race car driver Joey Logano, and the two are still close. Includes interviews with: Christie 

Matthews and Danna Johnson, “Make-A-Wish” volunteers; Kendra Street, “Make-A-

Wish” volunteer, former recipient, and a teacher at Marmaduke Elementary School; 

Kaden Erickson (now deceased) and Gavin Grubbs, “Make-A-Wish” recipients from 

Arkansas chapter; Joey Logano, NASCAR driver; and Jeanne Erickson, Kaden’s mother. 

(C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Aaron Weisz) 

 “Revis Island” – an interview / profile of the New York Jets All-Pro National Football 

League (NFL) cornerback, Darrelle Revis, and how his defense shuts down the best 

receivers in the league. Revis has had five contracts in seven years, and negotiates each 

salary as hard as he plays. Also includes interviews with: Will Sullivan; speed training 



 

 

coach and owner of Sullivan PROformance; and Sean Gilbert, former NFL defensive 

lineman and Revis’ uncle. Includes comments by: Brandon Marshall, NFL wide receiver; 

and Diana Askew, Revis’ mother. (Includes excerpts from HBO’s “Hard Knocks”.)   (C: 

Armen Keteyian – P: Alan B. Goldberg) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “President Obama” 

(OAD:10/11/15) 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

10/25/15 “Vice President Biden” – an interview with Vice President Joe Biden and his wife, Dr. 

Jill Biden, recorded at their official residence on the grounds of the Naval Observatory on 

Saturday, October 24 after the vice president announced on Wednesday that he would not 

seek the Democratic presidential nomination. Together, they discussed the reasoning 

behind the decision to not run for president or any future political office, and the death of 

their son Beau Biden to brain cancer in May. Separately, Joe discussed: how he wants to 

influence the Democratic Party; Hillary Clinton; Donald Trump; and what he would like 

to get done in his last fifteen months in office. (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Michael 

Radutzky, Guy Campanile) 

 “Inside The Air War” – a report on the 14-month-old air war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

from inside the military operations floor at Al Udeid Air Base in Qatar. Every plane 

flying over Iraq and Syria is being tracked from here. 60 MINUTES cameras capture a B-

1 bomber, in real-time, striking a car-bomb factory with secondary explosions indicating 

explosives were inside. The air war costs the U.S. $10 million a day, launching aircraft 

from bases in Kuwait, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Jordan and Turkey. The 

estimated number of enemy fighters remains unchanged, twenty to thirty thousand, 

because ISIS has been able to replace the dead with new recruits. Includes interviews 

with: various American air crew flyers (unidentified due to potential death threats); 

Lieutenant Colonel David Haworth; and Lieutenant General Charles Brown, commander 

of the air war. (C: David Martin – P: Mary Walsh) 

 “The New Burma” – a report on the democratic movement in Burma (also known as 

Myanmar) before the country’s elections November 8th and the woman most responsible 

for it, Nobel Prize-winning activist Aung San Suu Kyi. The National League for 

Democracy (NLD) party lead by Suu Kyi is poised to win control of parliament after the 

election, and Burma President Thein Sein believes this year’s election will be free and 

fair, unlike 1990. Another issue in the pursuit for democracy is the violent conflict 

between Buddhists and a Muslim minority called the Rohingya. Includes interviews with: 

Aung San Suu Kyi, human rights activist, former political prisoner and current 

chairperson of the NLD; Ashin Wirathu (through translator), Burmese monk and militant 

Buddhist; and President Thein Sein (through translator), Burma’s president.  Also 

includes comments by Abdusalem (through translator), Muslim in a refugee camp. (C: 

Bill Whitaker – P: Rachael Morehouse, Henry Schuster) 

  Update: “Drones Over America” (OAD: 03/16/14) 

 

48 HOURS 
 

10/03/15 48 HOURS: “The Doctor’s Daughter” - an investigation into the 2012 death of Leslie 

Neulander, the wife of Dr. Robert Neulander, a prominent New York State obstetrician, 

and the quest to discover whether her death was an accident or murder. Leslie Neulander 

suffered a massive head wound while showering, but her body was found on the bedroom 

floor, near the bed and far from the shower. The Medical Examiner ruled the death an 

accidental but investigators suspected the husband, Dr. Neulander, of covering up the 

crime. The couple’s daughter, Jenna Neulander, was the only other person in the home at 

the time, and made the 911 call to summon help. The investigation uncovered a troubled 

marriage, suggestions of a pending split and declining finances. Eighteen months after 

Leslie Neulander’s death, her husband was charged with her murder. The defense 

maintained the Neulander’s had a loving marriage and that Leslie had died from injuries 

from the fall in the shower. Prosecutors say it was murder and the doctor covered up the 

crime. The science of blood spatter and the 911 call for help became focal points in the 

trial. Jenna Neulander testified in her father’s defense. Robert Neulander was found 

guilty. On-screen text graphic: Just this week, Neulander surrendered his license to 

practice medicine. Interviewed: Scott Kapral (NY Police Sergeant); Jim Stevens 

(attorney/CBS News Consultant); Bill Fitzpatrick (Onondage County DA); Dr. Mary 

Jumbelic (friend of Leslie Neulander); July Crosby (Neulander employee); Edward 



 

 

Menkin (defense attorney); Karen Green (forensic scientist). (C: Jim Axelrod - P: 

Lourdes Aguiar, Allen Alter, Ruth Chenetz, Peter Shaw) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

10/10/15 48 HOURS: “Shadow of Death” - a report on the murders of Andra and Brad Sachs, 

who in 2014 were killed during a suspected home invasion, in which their younger son 

was left paralyzed. Evidence in the crime points towards one of their older sons, Ashton 

Sachs, who was allegedly fascinated by the 1989 Menendez brothers murder case.  The 

Sachs were a wealthy couple with five children, who had divorced, but continued to live 

together.in upscale San Juan Capistrano, California. Investigation first led to the theory of 

a business deal gone bad, but a month after the shootings, then-19-year-old Ashton Sachs 

was charged with murder. Family members say that Sachs was an avid player of violent 

video games and had been fascinated with the sensational 1989 Menendez murders. 

Through interviews with various family members and experts, including highly respected 

child psychologist Ali Mattu of Columbia University, a portrait of Ashton Sachs emerges 

as a very troubled individual potentially suffering from mental illness. Warning signs of a 

troubled life were on the surface, and family dynamics played a part in the case. Sachs 

remains in a California jail and is scheduled to go on trial for the murders in March 2016. 

On-screen text graphic: Ashton Sachs is being held in solitary confinement. Authorities 

will not confirm reports he has tried again to take his own life. Interviewed: Orange 

County Register Meghann Cuniff; reporter/48 HOURS consultant Jack Leonard; Orange 

County realtor Monte Burghardt; Andra’s close friend Nina Lifshultz; weapons expert 

Nabil Khattar; trauma surgeon Dr. Enrique Ginzburg; Ashton’s friend Connor Ward; 

attorney Mary Fulginiti; Columbia University child psychologist, Ali Mattu; Andra’s 

sisters Lesley Summers and Stephanie Garber. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chuck Stevenson, 

Judy Ryback) 

 

10/17/15 48 HOURS: “Vengeance in Vegas” – an investigation into the 2012 murder of Shauna 

Tiaffay, a Las Vegas casino cocktail waitress who was brutally beaten to death in her 

townhouse, while her husband George Tiaffay, a West Point military graduate and 

firefighter, worked an all-night shift at the firehouse. Investigation revealed that the 

Tiaffay marriage had begun to crumble; they had separated, but shared custody of their 

daughter. Police focused on the husband, but George had a solid alibi. Police also 

discovered an earlier robbery and a strange clue the robber left behind. Forty-eight hours 

into the investigation, detectives received a crucial tip from a local resident, William 

Pennix (aka “Big Will”) – a friend had told him that he had just killed a woman. The tip 

led investigators to a homeless man named “Greyhound” (Noel Stevens) who lived in the 

desert away from the Las Vegas strip. Police believed that George Tiaffay had befriended 

Stevens, and manipulated his friend with the promise of cash if he would kill his wife. 

They also matched the murder weapon with merchandise that the two men are seen 

shopping for, on video footage acquired by the police. Stevens and Tiaffay were arrested. 

Stevens pleaded guilty in 2013 to Shauna’s murder. In a pre-trial deal, he agreed to testify 

against George Tiaffay once prosecutors promised not to seek the death penalty against 

him. George Tiaffay was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: Shauna's family is 

raising awareness for domestic violence through their group Justice4Shauna. Noel 

Stevens will be sentenced in November for Shauna's murder. He faces a maximum of life 

in prison without the possibility of parole. Interviewed: William Pennix (informant); 

Paula Stokes-Richards (Shauna’s sister); Randee Emmett, Siana Nikolav (Shauna’s 

friends); Bernadette Tiaffay and Maria McGrew (George’s sisters); Roc Ryder (George’s 

West Point friend); Dan Long and Terri Miller (Las Vegas Metropolitan Police 

Department investigators); Detective Sam Smith; Marc DiGiacomo (prosecutor); Robert 

Langfore (Tiaffay’s defense attorney); Pam Weckerly (Assistant Clark County DA) (C: 

Peter Van Sant – P: Allen Alter, Alec Sirken, Chris Young Ritzen, Cindy Cesare, Chris 

O’Connell) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

10/24/15 48 HOURS: “The Hunter” - a report on the 2012 disappearance of Kelli Bordeaux, a 

young army combat medic who went missing in Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and one 

local bounty hunter’s own efforts to find her -- his first case after he receiving his private 

investigator’s license. Bordeaux had gone to a local bar and never returned home. A 

massive search was conducted, but no clues turned up. Police had several suspects, 

including Mike Bordeaux, her estranged husband; Justin Thompson, a man she was 

dating; and Nicholas Holbert, a man who was last seen with her the night she went 

missing. Without telling the police, bounty hunter David Marshburn (now a 48 HOURS 

consultant), launched his own investigation. Alibis for Bordeaux and Thompson were 

airtight, so Marshburn befriended Holbert, putting him at ease and sometimes paying him 

to open up with information. Finally, Mashburn told police what he was up to and they 

told him to continue with his investigation. Holbert confessed to Mashburn, that 

Bordeaux had learned that Holbert was a sex offender, which offered a motive. In 2014, 

Marshburn decided time was up and convinced Holbert to lead him to Kelly Bordeaux’s 

body. The footage shown from the subsequent arrest video is the first broadcast of a 

confession captured by a police officer’s bodycam. On-screen text graphic: Under his 

plea deal, Nicholas Holbert waived all rights to an appeal. Nicholas Holbert will receive 

psychiatric counseling and substance abuse treatment in prison. David Marshburn is 

investigating a new missing person’s case. Interviewed: David Marshburn (private 

detective/48 HOURS Consultant); Johnna Henson (Bordeaux’s mother); Olivia Cox and 

Matt Henson (Bordeaux’s sister and brother); Justin Thompson (boyfriend); Jeff Locklear 

(Fayetteville, North Carolina detective); Billy West (District Attorney). (C: Troy Roberts 

- P: Marc B. Goldbaum, Paul LaRosa, Jonathan Leach) 

 

10/31/15 48 HOURS: “The Pact” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the murder of 15-year-old John 

McCabe of Tewksbury, Massachusetts, who was murdered after a dance in 1969, and his 

family’s decades-long quest to find out what really happened to him. Police launched a 

massive investigation; there were suspicions that John’s schoolmates may have been 

involved. One, Walter Shelley, was driving in a car that matched the description of a car 

spotted near the crime scene, but there was no forensic evidence and the case went cold.  

In 2000, Bill McCabe got a tip from John’s childhood friend, Jack Ward: he heard at a 

BBQ, that the motive for the murder was jealousy and John had been flirting with 

Shelley’s girlfriend, Marla Shiner. The case stalled again. In 2007, a new investigation 

was launched which led to Edward Alan Brown, who shared details of what happened 

that night. Mike Ferreira and Walter Shelley were arrested for the murder. Ferreira was 

tried first and was found not guilty: the jury did not believe Brown’s story. Bill McCabe 

died four days after the verdict. Evelyn McCabe took up the quest for justice. Walter 

Shelley stood trial. This jury believed Brown and he was convicted of murder. On-screen 

text graphic for original and rebroadcast: Evelyn McCabe has filed a wrongful death 

suit against Michael Ferreira, Walter Shelley and Edward Allen Brown. Interviewed: Bill 

and Evelyn McCabe (parents); Debbie McCabe, Roberta McCabe (sisters); Gerry Leone 

(former District Attorney); Mike Ferreira and his wife Nancy Williams; Jack Ward 

(childhood friend); Detective Linda Coughlin; Ken Lavalee (police); Eric Wilson 

(Ferreira’s attorney); Michael Duquett (juror). (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Judy Rybak, 

Peter Henderson) (OAD: 10/25/14) 

 

10/31/15 48 HOURS: “The Bugs Bunny Defense” (10:00-11:00p) – a report on the 2007 death 

of Patrick Duffey and the incredible story his wife, Linda told police about what actually 

happened: she and her husband had reenacted a moment from a Bugs Bunny cartoon and 

she accidentally shot and killed her husband with a gun.  Police questioned whether what 

happened in the suburban Whittier, California home was a freak accident, or an 

intentional murder. The investigation dragged on for five years, and the case grew cold. 

Lindy Duffey remarried and was now living with her husband Larry Gwozdz, a well-

known jazz musician in Mississippi. In 2012, with a new prosecutor urging them on, 



 

 

police arrested and charged Linda Duffey Gwozdz with murder. At the trial, her team 

used the Bugs Bunny defense and the case ended with a deadlocked jury. One year later, 

for her second trial, prosecutors did not rely on the interrogation videos in which Linda 

spoke about the cartoon defense. Instead they claimed that it was a pre-meditated, 

deliberate murder. In order to bring up the cartoon defense, Linda Duffey Gwozdz would 

have to testify herself. She declined to do so. She was found guilty of murder. On-screen 

text graphic: Linda Duffey Gwozdz is appealing her conviction. Interviewed: Shaun 

McCarthy and Shannon Laren (Los Angeles County detectives); Julie Prendergast (Linda 

Duffey’s former friend); Katherine Hunt (Patrick Duffey’s sister); Tracy Peck (Los 

Angeles Country firearms expert); Paul Delhauer (blood evidence expert); Robert Villa 

(Deputy District Attorney); Brandi Jones, Andrew Dixon, Danielle Wong, Patricia 

Enriquez (jurors from first and second trials). (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Josh Yager, 

Dena Goldstein) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

 

 

11/01/15 Guests: Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the 

House of Representatives (3); Representative Steny Hoyer (D-MD), Democratic Whip 

(4); Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5); 

Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5) (6); Jamelle Bouie, 

Slate Magazine (5) 

 1) a report from Cairo, Egypt on the latest developments in the crash of a Russian airliner 

in the Sinai Peninsula early Saturday, killing all two-hundred and twenty-four people 

aboard 

 2) Topics include: news that the United States is sending special operations forces into 

Syria / Russia’s involvement in Syria; questions from opponents regarding Senator 

Rubio’s perceived lack of experience and how it would translate to the presidency; 

reaction to criticism from fellow Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush, considered 

by many to be Senator Rubio’s mentor  / interaction between Senator Rubio and Mr. 

Bush during the most recent debate; reaction to criticism that the Senator is spending too 

much time away from the Senate in order to campaign 

 3) Topics include: belief that the country is on the wrong track, but that his initiatives will 

help to get it back on track; refusal to work with President Obama on immigration, as he 

feels that the president can’t be trusted on that issue / desire to reform the tax code and 

“Obamacare” (Affordable Healthcare Act); four steps to get the Republican party back on 

track; how Representative Ryan will approach his new leadership position / how his new 

position will impact his private life and vice versa 

 4) Topics include: how Speaker Ryan will be different than his predecessor John 

Boehner; call for a more bipartisanship atmosphere in the House of Representatives / 

Speaker Ryan’s refusal to tackle immigration reform and his desire to reform the tax code 

and the Affordable Healthcare Act (“Obamacare”); reaction to Speaker Ryan’s promise 

to go home to Wisconsin every weekend; thoughts on Republican presidential candidate 

and Senator Marco Rubio; Democratic contenders for the presidency 

 5) Topics include: Republican presidential campaign of Senator Marco Rubio / criticism 

from fellow Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush during the most recent debate / 

questions from opponents regarding Senator Rubio’s perceived lack of experience; state 

of Jeb Bush’s campaign / campaigns of Ted Cruz, Donald Trump, and Ben Carson; news 

that the United States is sending special operations forces into Syria; Speaker Paul Ryan 

as the new face of the Republican party; state of the Democratic race for president 

 6) Topics include: Ms. Noonan’s new book, “The Time of Our Lives”, a collection of her 

speeches and columns / work with President Ronald Reagan / speech written for 

President Reagan after the Challenger disaster / Ms. Noonan’s creative process 

 



 

 

 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/08/15 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Dr. Ben Carson, 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 

Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3); Senator 

Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) (4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Molly Ball, The 

Atlantic (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5) 

 1) Topics include: reaction to stories from Dr. Carson’s autobiography and the reported 

discrepancies contained within / Dr. Carson’s claims of violence towards his mother and 

an unnamed friend / Dr. Carson’s rise in the polls; Mr. Trump’s appearance as host on 

“Saturday Night Live”; his tax plan 

 2) Topics include: Dr. Carson’s explanation for the discrepancies in his autobiography, 

particularly the claim of being offered a full scholarship to West Point / belief that he is 

getting “special scrutiny”; Dr. Carson’s recent Facebook post stating that the signers of 

the Declaration of Independence were not professional politicians / examples of his own 

prior experiences which would aid him politically; the human side of addiction; Dr. 

Carson’s Secret Service protection 

 3) Topics include: mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in Egypt 

last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

/ speculation regarding how Russian President Vladimir Putin will respond to the attack; 

report by Politico that Hillary Clinton’s e-mails were not classified material 

 4) Topics include: mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in Egypt 

last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

/ potential impact on the U.S. fight against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / changing profile of ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) / criticism of President Obama’s strategy against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); need 

to reauthorize and fund the program for the 9/11 responders; role of Wall Street and 

questions regarding its part in income inequality and lack of opportunity 

 5) Topics include: reaction to stories from Dr. Carson’s autobiography and the reported 

discrepancies contained therein / opinion that Dr. Carson benefited from this scrutiny; 

number of Republican presidential candidates with no prior political experience / 

campaigns of the Republican presidential candidates; former President George H. W. 

Bush’s book release; mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in 

Egypt last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, 

Daesh) / potential impact on the U.S. fight against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / contentious 

relationship between the United States and Russia; upcoming Democratic debate / 

presidential campaigns of Hillary Clinton, Senator Bernie Sanders and Martin O’Malley; 

President Obama’s recent jab at the Republican presidential candidates for complaining 

about the CNBC debate moderators 

 



 

 

 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/15/15 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Margaret Brennan, CBS News 

Foreign Affairs Correspondent (2); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 

Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3) (7); William 

Bratton, Police Commissioner, City of New York Police Department (4); Senator Bernie 

Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (5); Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), 

Chairman, U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (6); Representative Devin 

Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (6); 

Danielle Pletka, American Enterprise Institute (7); Farah Pandith, Council on Foreign 

Relations (7); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (8); Peggy 

Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (8); Nancy Cordes, CBS News 

Congressional Correspondent (8) 

 1) a report from Paris, France on the latest information regarding the November 13 th 

terrorist attacks in that city by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, ISIL or Daesh) 

  2) a report from Turkey on President Obama’s reaction to the Paris terrorist attacks 

 3) Topics include: how the most recent terrorist attacks in Paris change what the West 

knows about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) ; advice for President Obama / how the terrorists were 

able to execute their plans / differences between about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) and al Qaeda / 

use of encrypted apps to communicate by the terrorists 

 4) Topics include: how the terrorist attacks in Paris immediately impacts the security 

situation in the City of New York / use of encrypted apps to communicate by the 

terrorists / the need to adjust strategies employed by the New York Police Department to 

the changing capabilities and use of social media by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

 5) Topics include: relationship between climate change and terrorism; regulating Wall 

Street / reaction to Paul Krugman’s piece in The New York Times about the problem a 

Democratic president would face when attempting to regulate Wall Street with a 

Republican-controlled Congress; need to draw a distinction between himself and fellow 

Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton 

 6) Topics include: how the most recent terrorist attacks in Paris change what the West 

knows about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / criticism of the Obama administration for its lack of a 

“real plan” to fight ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / need to improve the capability of the United 

States in tracking terrorists / need to formulate a strategy which encompasses a larger 

geographical region / importance of the United States in joining a global coalition to fight 

ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / call for more Special Operations efforts in the region / immediate 

end to allowing Syrian refugees to enter the United States 

 7) Topics include: what the American response should be to the terrorist attacks in Paris / 

Ms. Pletka’s opinion that the United States needs to be the leader in the fight against ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) / need for the fight to include strategy that will “take hold of the 

ideological space” 

 8) Topics include: last night’s Democratic debate / Hillary Clinton’s relationship with 

Wall Street / Senator Sanders’ high poll numbers on handling the economy and income 

inequality / Senator Sanders’ statement during the debate on the relationship between 

climate change and terrorism 

 



 

 

 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/22/15 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Margaret Brennan, CBS News 

Foreign Affairs Correspondent (2); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate Intelligence 

Committee (3); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland 

Security Committee (4); Brett McGurk, Special Presidential Envoy to the Global 

Coalition to Counter ISIL (5); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, 

former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (6); Thomas Donilon, former 

National Security Adviser, Obama administration (6); Frances Townsend, former 

Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush (6); Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), 

Republican Presidential Candidate (7); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (8); Karl Rove, 

author, “The Triumph of William McKinley: Why the Election of 1896 Still Matters” (8); 

Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (8) 

 1) a report from Paris, France on the current situations in that city and in Brussels, 

Belgium, after last week’s terrorist attacks in Paris 

 2) a report from Malaysia on President Obama’s concluding press conference in Kuala 

Lumpur, where he attempted to calm Americans and renewed his vow to fight ISIS (ISIL, 

Daesh) 

 3) Topics include: recent address before the Senate Intelligence Committee by Secretary 

of State John Kerry on the Obama administration’s strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / 

need to be aggressive in the fight / call for a “larger Special Operations plan” / use of 

encrypted communication by terrorists / call for tougher internet regulations in order to 

thwart terrorists 

 4) Topics include: recent ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) threats to New York City and Washington, 

D.C. / strong indication that the Paris terrorists used encrypted communication / concern 

over the refugees entering the United States and possible terrorist connections / need to 

be involved in Muslim communities through outreach programs 

 5) Topics include: war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / reaction to criticism that the Obama 

administration’s strategy is not moving fast enough / fifty members of the Special Forces 

being sent to Syria / need “to work as a global community” in the fight to defeat ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) / working with the Russians to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), even though 

differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad exist between the U.S. 

and Russia 

 6) Topics include: new information acquired since last week’s terrorist attacks in Paris / 

change in focus and strategy by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / similarities between al Qaeda and 

ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / alarming speed in which ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) has developed / 

differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad between the U.S. and 

Russia / opinion on the potential threat posed by Syrian refugees entering the United 

States and possible terrorist connections / Homeland Security issues with respect to 

Europe and its external border control 

 7) Topics include: potential threat posed by Syrian refugees entering the United States 

and possible terrorist connections / strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); fear that U.S. 

surveillance of encrypted communication and tougher internet regulations will be an 

overreach into people’s privacy and liberty / disapproval of the idea to “target mosques 

and have a database of Muslims” 

 8) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of the recent poll results out of Iowa and 

New Hampshire for the Republican presidential candidates / impact of the recent terrorist 

attacks in Paris on how the Republican candidates are assessed / response by the 

Republican presidential candidates to the Syrian refugees; Mr. Rove’s opinion that 

President Obama is exploiting the issue for political gains / possible burden-by-

connection to the Obama administration’s ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) strategy for Hillary Clinton 

 



 

 

 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/29/15 Guests: Dr. Ben Carson, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); former Governor Jeb 

Bush (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), 

Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), 

Republican Presidential Candidate (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4); Jeffrey 

Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (4); Peggy Noonan, 

The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (4); Doris Kearns Goodwin, author, 

“The Bully Pulpit: Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the Golden Age of 

Journalism”, “Lyndon Johnson and the American Dream: The Most Revealing Portrait of 

a President and Presidential Power Ever Written” (5); Karl Rove, author, “The Triumph 

of William McKinley: Why the Election of 1896 Still Matters” (5); Jon Meacham, 

author, “Destiny and Power: The American Odyssey of George Herbert Walker Bush” 

(5); Edward J. Larson, author, “The Return of George Washington: Uniting the States, 

1783-1789” (5) 

 1) Topics include: Dr. Carson’s recent visit to a Syrian refugee camp / call for Jordan and 

other countries in the region to take in more refugees / criticism of the current strategy in 

the war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); need for “hateful rhetoric, not matter which side it 

comes from, right or left” to be toned down, in light of the recent shooting at a Planned 

Parenthood clinic in Colorado Springs, CO 

 2) Topics include: former Governor Bush’s strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), which 

includes “troops on the ground” / criticism of the Obama administration’s strategy to 

defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / working with the Russians to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), even 

though differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad exist between 

the U.S. and Russia / reaction to fellow Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump 

and his plan for registering Muslims / desire to show preference for Syrian Christian 

refugees over Muslim ones 

 3) Topics include: belief that an alliance with Russia is a mistake / need to destroy ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) in Syria before they come to America / importance of establishing a no-fly 

zone / strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / opinion that Republican presidential 

candidate Donald Trump’s plan for registering Muslims turns Muslims all over the world 

against America / establishing a regional force to work with the United States in the fight 

 4) Topics include: reaction to the comments made during the appearances of three 

Republican presidential candidates: Dr. Carson, former Governor Bush, and Senator 

Graham; Senators Graham and McCain’s plan for a regional army; impact of the recent 

terrorist attacks in Paris on the Republican race for president / response from the 

Republican presidential candidates on the Syrian refugee crisis; recent incident of Donald 

Trump making fun of a disable newspaper reporter 

 5) Presidential Books Panel topics include: what positive attributes from past presidents 

should be looked at when dealing with the current field of candidates / career and 

presidency of George Herbert Walker Bush / how former President McKinley dealt with 

the American Protective Association, an anti-Catholic and anti-immigration group / 

presidency of George Washington / how FDR (Franklin Delano Roosevelt) would react 

to today’s crisis with ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

 



 

 

 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

 

 

11/01/15 “Heroin In The Heartland” – a report on the increasing accessibility and use of heroin 

in the United States. Federal and local authorities across America believe it’s the biggest 

drug epidemic today. Drug dealers, connected to Mexican drug cartels, have expanded 

from an inner-city focus to the suburbs for a new set of consumers: high school students, 

college athletes, teachers and professionals. Focusing on families in the Columbus, Ohio 

suburbs dealing with this problem, the reasons for the rise of this epidemic are discussed. 

The drug that reverses the effects of opiates in the brain, Naloxone Hydrochloride 

(Narcan), is now available in Ohio without a prescription. Includes interviews with: 

former heroin addicts: Hannah Morris and Jenna Morrison; Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney 

General; Jessica Kaiser, forensic scientist for Ohio Attorney General; and parents of 

heroin addicts: Wayne and Christy Campbell (whose son Tyler died); T.J. and Heidi 

Riggs (whose daughter Marin died); Brian Malone and Lea Heidman (whose daughter 

Alyssa died); Brenda Stewart (whose two sons are in recovery), Tracy Morrison, (whose 

two daughters are in recovery); and Rob Brandt (whose son Robby died). (C: Bill 

Whitaker – P: Tom Anderson, Michelle St. John) 

 “Smart Guns” – a report on ‘smart gun’ technology which allows firearms to fire only in 

the hands of their owners -- and why it is not yet mass-produced or sold in the United 

States. Advocates of smart guns believe they can lower the number of accidental 

shootings and suicides and cut down the resale of stolen guns. Opponents question: the 

safety of adding high-tech to guns; if the guns would be vulnerable to hacking; and if the 

fingerprint technology is reliable in various weather conditions. New Jersey State Senator 

Loretta Weinberg plans to ask the state to repeal the 13-year-old law which mandates all 

handguns sold in New Jersey be smart guns once they become available. Includes 

interviews with: Tom Lynch, CEO of Safe Gun Technology; Andy Raymond, co-owner 

of Engage Armament; Steve Sanetti, president of the National Shooting Sports 

Foundation; State Senator Loretta Weinberg (D-NJ); Jonathan Mossberg, CEO and 

president of iGun Technology Corp; and Ron Conway, investor. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: 

Shachar Bar-On) 

 “The Slave Ship” – a report on how teams from the National Museum of African 

American History and Culture (NMAAHC) and the Slave Wrecks Project are searching 

for the underwater remains, off Mozambique Island, of a slave ship named St. Joseph 

(Sao Jose in Portuguese). Includes interviews with: Lonnie Bunch, founding director 

(NMAAHC); Decio Muianga, Mozambican archaeologist; Steve Lubkemann, co-founder 

of the Slave Wrecks Project and anthropologist from George Washington University; 

Paul Gardullo, historian of slavery and curator at the Smithsonian Museum; and Jaco 

Boshoff, archaeologist with South Africa’s Iziko Museum and co-founder of the Slaves 

Wrecks Project. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) 

 Update: “The Storm after the Storm” (OAD: 03/01/15) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

11/08/15 “Into Dangerous Hands” – a report on the critical lapses in the United States security 

clearance process under the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) that allowed NSA 

leaker Edward Snowden, convicted spy Chelsea (previously known as Bradley) Manning, 

and mass murderer Aaron Alexis to gain access to America’s defense secrets. Includes 

interviews with: Paul Stockton, managing director of Sonecon and Fmr. Assistant 

Secretary of Defense; Fmr. Army Specialist Jhirleah Showman, Manning’s supervisor; 

John Hamre, Fmr. Deputy Secretary of Defense; and Ret. Department of Defense 

adjudicators: Brenda Persons, Kathy Treese, and Linda Dei.  (C: Scott Pelley – Producers 

listed at the beginning of the segment: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados, Andrew 



 

 

Bast; Producers listed at the end of the segment: Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael Rey, 

Emily Rand) 

 “The Collider” – a report on the Large Hadron Collider, a massive scientific instrument 

located 300 feet underground the border between Switzerland and France. After two 

years of repairs and upgrades, the Collider is smashing subatomic particles together at 

nearly double the power, leading physicists to look more closely at: dark matter, the 

quark, black holes, and anything else they may discover. Includes interviews with: Peter 

Higgs, British theoretical physicist who gave his name to the Higgs boson particle; 

Fabiola Gianotti, Italian physicist, and next Director General of the European 

Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN); and American physicists: Greg Rakness, 

Sam Ting, Steve Nahn, Laura Jeanty, and Steve Goldfard. Also includes comments by: 

Dr. Rolf-Dieter Heuer, Director General (CERN). (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andy Court, 

Keith Sharman, Sarah Fitzpatrick) 

 “Hamilton” – a report about “Hamilton”, the unorthodox musical currently selling out 

on Broadway and attracting such luminaries as President Barack Obama and former Vice 

President Dick Cheney. The lead actor and playwright of “Hamilton” is Lin-Manuel 

Miranda, and he uses a combination of hip-hop and rap along with popular music to 

portray Alexander Hamilton’s life -- all sung and danced by a diverse cast. Miranda also 

created the winner of the 2008 Tony for best musical, “In The Heights”. Includes 

interviews with: Lin-Manuel Miranda; Luis Miranda and Luz Towns-Miranda, Miranda’s 

parents; and Ron Chernow, author of “Alexander Hamilton” and the show’s historical 

advisor. Also includes a comment by Tommy Kail, the director of “Hamilton”.  (C: 

Charlie Rose – P: Graham Messick) 

 

11/15/15 “The Paris Attacks” – a report on the terror attacks in Paris, France on November 13th. 

ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) claimed responsibility for the series of attacks which consisted of 

mass shootings, suicide bombings, and hostage-taking. At least 129 people are dead with 

hundreds more injured. Two survivors describe the scene of the shootings at Bonne Biere 

café, and the massacre inside the Bataclan concert hall during an Eagles of Death Metal 

concert, where most of the victims were killed. Includes interviews with: Mark 

Colclough, Danish psychotherapist witnessed Bonne Biere café shooting; Francois (he 

withheld his last name for his own safety), shot and survived Bataclan shooting; and 

Alain Bauer, criminologist and former security advisor to the French Government. (C: 

Scott Pelley - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Keith Sharman, David M. Levine, Guy Campanile, 

Michael Rey, Robert G. Anderson) 

 “The Speaker of the House” – an interview with Republican Representative Paul Ryan, 

the newly elected Speaker of the House, at his home in Janesville, Wisconsin. Among the 

topics discussed: his relationship with President Barack Obama; reasons for becoming 

Speaker; the loss of his father at age 16; a lack of a residence in Washington, DC, and 

how he sleeps in his office; his immigration and tax plan; and entitlement programs. Also 

includes an interview with Paul’s wife, Janna Ryan. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Robert G. 

Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 

 “Football and the Brain” – a report on how the National Football League (NFL) is 

acknowledging the connection between on-field concussions and brain impairment later 

in life, and how they are reinventing equipment, funding scientific research and changing 

the rules due to the medical science. Ongoing studies of Chronic Traumatic 

Encephalopathy (CTE), a degenerative brain disease, have proven that 88 former NFL 

players had it, but currently CTE is only able to be diagnosed in the dead. Researchers 

hope to be able to diagnose CTE in the living in five to ten years. Includes interviews 

with: Roger Goodell, NFL Commissioner; Ed Reed, retired NFL safety; Dr. Robert Stern, 

Director of Clinical Research for the Boston University CTE Center; Dr. Kevin 

Guskiewicz, researcher in brain trauma at the University of North Carolina; Jeff Miller, 

Senior Vice President of Health and Safety for the NFL; and Pete Carroll, head coach of 

the Seattle Seahawks. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

 Update: “The New Burma” (OAD: 10/25/15) 

 

http://www.bu.edu/cte/


 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

11/22/15 “Active Shooter” – a report on how police departments in America are training their 

officers on how to respond to and stop active gun shooter situations like the terrorist 

attacks last week in Paris, France and the 2008 attacks in Mumbai, India. Police now urge 

victims of these situations to either run, hide, or fight since most attacks are over before 

help arrives. Includes interviews with: Bill Bratton, New York Police Commissioner; 

Raymond McPartland, detective, and lead trainer with the NYPD Counterterrorism 

Division; and Cathy Lanier, Washington, DC, Police Chief. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Ira 

Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) 

 “Common Enemy” – a report from the battle lines against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), just 

outside of Fallujah, Iraq, where some former enemies of the United States -- Shiite 

militias backed by Iran -- are proving to be among the most effective militias against the 

terrorists.  Includes interviews with: Major General Peter Gersten, top US commander in 

the fight against ISIS; Ali Abrawi, local Badr commander (through translator); and Hadi 

Al-Amiri, president of Badr Organization (through translator). (C: Lara Logan – P: Max 

McClellan, Richard Butler) 

 “The Future of Money” – a report on M-PESA, a mobile phone-based payment system 

used in  Kenya created by Safaricom, Kenya’s largest cell phone provider company, that 

has improved urban commerce and brought basic necessities like water and solar power 

to poorer rural areas. Users give money to an agent at an M-PESA kiosk and it’s 

converted into virtual currency inputted on a phone. Includes interviews with: Bob 

Collymore, CEO of Safaricom; Daniel (last name not disclosed), taxi driver; Anji (last 

name not disclosed), shop owner; Mary Tonkei, Maasai dairy farmer; and Stephen 

Wainaina Waweru, pig farmer. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On, Alexandra Poolos) 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The Paris Attacks” (OAD: 

11/15/15) 

 

11/29/15 “The Last Prisoner” an interview with Alan Gross about what his five-years of captivity 

in Cuba were like before he was released on December 17, 2014 in exchange for three 

Cuban prisoners held by the United States. Gross was a U.S. government contractor hired 

by the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) to set up independent 

internet connections for the Jewish community in Cuba, and on his fifth trip he was 

arrested and captured in Havana. Also includes interviews with: Judy Gross, Alan’s wife; 

Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT); and Tim Rieser, Senator Leahy’s congressional aide. (C: 

Scott Pelley – P: Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael Rey) 

 “The Execution of Joseph Wood” – a report on the longest execution in U.S. history. 

The lethal injection Arizona executioners used on murderer Joseph Wood consisted of an 

experimental drug combination which took nearly two hours to kill him. Pharmaceutical 

companies have banned the use of their drugs for capital punishment, partly under 

pressure from death-penalty opponents, forcing states to turn to new, untried and illegally 

imported drugs. Includes interviews with: Mark Brnovich, Arizona Attorney General; 

Alex Kozinski, federal judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; Richard 

and Jeannie Brown, family of Eugene Dietz and daughter Debra (two people Joseph 

Wood killed); and witnesses to Joseph Wood’s execution: Deacon Ed Schaeffer; Dale 

Baich, Wood’s attorney; and Michael Kiefer, reporter for The Arizona Republic. (C: Bill 

Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) 

 “Taking On The Eiger” – a report on how extreme athlete JT Holmes combined three 

sports: speed riding, skiing, and BASE jumping to descend down the Swiss mountain, 

pulling a parachute to break his 100-mph free fall. Cameras capture Holmes in action as it 

was attempted for the first time. Includes an interview with JT Holmes, American 

professional skier. Also includes comments by: Martin Schurmann, Swiss mountain 

guide; and Valentin Delluc, champion speed rider and cameraman. (C: Anderson Cooper 

– P: Tom Anderson) 

 Update: “The Future of Money” (OAD: 11/22/15) 

 



 

 

 

 

48 HOURS 
 

1/07/15 PREEMPTION 

 

 

11/14/15 48 HOURS: “Paris Under Attack” (8:00–9:00p) - a special live edition of 48 HOURS 

reporting on the terrorist attacks in Paris, France on Friday, November 13. Includes 

segments on the attacks themselves; the politics of terrorism; security vulnerabilities in 

the U.S. and abroad; and the latest U.S. intelligence. (1) the latest information from Paris. 

(C: Scott Pelley). (2) concerns about future attacks, information about a suspected 

Belgium connection with the terrorists (C: Elizabeth Palmer). (3) a timeline of the 

attacks, from the soccer match to the restaurants and the concert hall. Interviewed: 

witnesses Stephen McCurry, Aurora Barrett. (C: Peter Van Sant). (4) foiled plots, the 

dark web, and the possibility of an attack like this happening in the United States. Guest: 

John Miller, former CBS News Correspondent, now NYPD Deputy Commissioner of 

Intelligence (from New York). (5) revelation that the attacks were coordinated for 

maximum carnage, targeting places celebrating the joys of life. Interviewed: Bernabed 

Moncef. (C: Allen Pizzey). (6) a report from Erbil, in northern Iraq, about the battle by 

Kurdish forces to take back the ISIS (ISIL)-held city of Sinjar. Interviewed: Amini 

Ibrahim, a Yazidi soldier. (C: Charlie D’Agata). (7) U.S. law enforcement is investigating 

and helping French authorities. U.S. officials concerned that ISIS (ISIL) tactics could be 

used here. Interviewed: Juan Zarate (CBS News Consultant). (C: Jeff Pegues). (8) the 

challenge of protecting so-called soft targets in U.S. cities: NFL stadiums, tourist 

destinations, shopping malls. Interviewed: Vincent Marra, former NYPD 

counterterrorism officer. (C: Erin Moriarty). (9) the impact of the attacks on the 

upcoming Democratic debate and how the focus has changed to include terrorism. (C: 

John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes). (10) the Republican reaction: Democrats have not been 

tough enough on terrorism and ISIS (ISIL) (C: Major Garrett). (11) the first coordinated 

ISIS (ISIL) attack in the West is a game-changer, presenting new exigencies and 

questions – including the new debate of security vs. privacy. Interviewed: Mike Morrell 

(CBS News Senior National Security Contributor). (C:  Norah O’Donnell). (12) the 

Democratic debate with John Dickerson. (13) post-attack Paris: residents unite against 

this act of barbarism by expressing their solidarity. Interviewed: Stephen Ventura, 

documentary producer. (C: Susan Spencer). (14) a profile of the band Eagles of Death 

Metal who were performing at the Bataclan Concert Hall when the attack there started. 

Interviewed: Steve Appleford, music journalist. (C: Tracy Smith). (15) the human cost of 

terror -- reminders of 9/11, and across-the-world support for the French people. (C: 

Richard Schlesinger). (Anchor: Norah O’Donnell (NY); Correspondents: Scott Pelley, 

Elizabeth Palmer, Peter Van Sant, Allen Pizzey, Susan Spencer (Paris); Charlie D’Agata 

(Iraq); Jeff Pegues (Washington); John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes, Major Garrett (Iowa); 

Erin Moriarty (NY); Tracy Smith (Los Angeles) – Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky) 



 

 

 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

 

 

11/21/15 48 HOURS: “The Accidental Husband” (9:00–10:00p) – an updated rebroadcast about 

Harold Henthorn, a twice-widowed man from Colorado whose two wives both died in 

unusual accidents, and whose changing account of events led family members to suspect 

that he murdered them. In 2012, Harold Henthorn surprised his wife Dr. Toni Henthorn, a 

successful ophthalmologist, with a weekend hike in Rocky Mountain National Park to 

celebrate their anniversary -- only to have it end in her death from a fall. Henthorn’s 

version of events to family members changed several times and they began to doubt his 

account of events and to suspect he was responsible for her death.  While reporting on the 

case, investigative reporter Brian Maass received an anonymous email stating Henthorn’s 

first wife died in a freak accident as well. Maass looked into the accident and discovered 

first wife Lynn Henthorn had died 17 years earlier in another freak accident. He found: 

(1) both accidents occurred in very remote locations in Colorado; (2) Henthorn was the 

only witness; (3) the accidents were extremely unusual; (4) he had told numerous 

versions of the events; and (5) both wives had large life insurance policies, with him as 

the sole beneficiary. Federal investigators also discovered that Henthorn had not worked 

for the past twenty years. He had also taken out a fraudulent policy worth millions on his 

ex-sister-in-law, Grace Rishell, who now believes she was to be his next target.  In 2014, 

two years after Toni Henthorn’s tragic death, federal authorities arrested and charged 

Harold Henthorn with her murder. His trial is scheduled to begin in the fall. On-screen 

text graphic: A judge will decide if Lynn’s death can be included in Henthorn’s trial for 

the murder of Toni. Henthorn has yet to receive any proceeds from Toni’s life insurance. 

Harold Henthorn declined our request for an interview. 11/21/15 UPDATE:  This 

September, Henthorn’s trial began. Prosecutors were confident they would win this 

largely circumstantial case. The defense rested without calling a single witness. Harold 

Henthorn was convicted of murder. On-screen text graphic for the 11/21/15 updated 

rebroadcast: Henthorn will be sentenced on December 8th.  He faces a mandatory life 

sentence with no chance of parole. Harold Henthorn declined our request for an 

interview. Original 04/04/15 interviews: Barry Bertolet, Yvonne Bertolet and Bob 

Bertolet (Toni Henthorn’s brother and parents); Daniel Jarvis (friend of Harold 

Henthorn); Tammi Abbruscato, Christie Drews (Toni Henthorn’s co-workers); Brian 

Maass (investigative reporter); Grace Rishell (ex-sister-in-law of Harold Henthorn and 

Lynn Henthorn) and daughter Laura Rishell; Ann McNally, Nancy Hodges (co-workers 

of Lynn Henthorn); Patricia Montoya (offered aid during first accident); Lora Thomas 

(Douglas County Coroner); Arnold Wheat (48 HOURS consultant/ accident 

reconstruction specialist). New 11/21/15 interviews: jurors Dawn Roberts, Marxy 

Miller-Zahn, Daniel Jarvis, Jerry Taboada; and Henthorn friend Daniel Jarvis. (C: Peter 

Van Sant - P: Ruth Chenetz, Lindsey Gutterman) (OAD: 04/04/15) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

11/21/15 48 HOURS: “The Strange Case of Kurt Sonnenfeld” (10:00-11:00p) - an 

investigation of Kurt Sonnenfeld, a man wanted for the 2002 murder of his wife, Nancy 

Sonnenfeld, in the United States, and who is now living with a new life with a new wife 

in Argentina, a country that has yet to agree to extradite him to the United States. He 

claims that the United States government wants to silence him for what he saw at Ground 

Zero following the 2001 terrorist attacks. He also maintains that his wife committed 

suicide after a New Year’s Eve celebration on January 1, 2002. Police believed it to be a 

homicide. Her death came during a troubled time in their marriage; Nancy had filed for 

separation and intended to divorce Kurt. He was arrested for murder, but the charges 

were dropped shortly before he was to go to trial due to insufficient evidence. The 

investigation continued, and police eventually refiled the murder charge. By that time, 

Sonnenfeld had moved to Argentina, remarried and had launched a campaign to clear his 

name by giving interviews to the local media. He claims that he is wanted in the United 

States because of something he saw while working as a cameraman for FEMA at the 

World Trade Center Ground Zero site, and also claims that he is facing the death penalty 

-- which he is not. The case now drags on through the Argentine court system, and the 

President of Argentina even says that Kurt Sonnenfeld will not be extradited.  On-screen 

text graphic: Tomorrow is Argentina’s presidential election. It’s not clear whether the 

decision to keep Sonnenfeld in Argentina will stand. Interviewed: Paula Sonnenfeld 

(second wife); Amy Leek (Nancy’s sister); Leslie Lindberg (Nancy’s cousin); Jonathan 

Priest (retired Denver detective); Dr. Amy Martin (Denver assistant Medical Examiner); 

Carrie Thompson (defense attorney); Bill Ritter (District Attorney); Robert Dreyer 

(informant); Bill Owens (former Colorado governor); Dolores and Jorge Richar 

(Sonnenfeld supporters/ through translation); Adolfo Perez Esquivel (Nobel Prize winner, 

Sonnenfeld supporter); Rolondo Grana (Argentine TV personality); Kirk Mitchell 

(Denver Post reporter/48 HOURS consultant). (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Anthony Venditti, 

Clare Friedland) 

 

11/28/15 48 HOURS: “Road to Redemption” - a report about Jeanne Bishop, who for more than 

two decades struggled to move on after losing both her sister and brother-in-law, Nancy 

Bishop Langert and Richard Langert -- murdered in their suburban Chicago home in 

1990 by 16-year-old David Biro. In seeking closure to the crime, she pursued a face-to-

face meeting with Biro in prison – which she eventually had. In 1990, Nancy and Richard 

Langert were found dead in their Winnetka, Illinois home, in what seemed like a home 

invasion/robbery. Their killer was identified months later as David Biro, a local high 

school student, who bragged to a friend that he had done it. Biro was tried as an adult and 

convicted of murder. He was sentenced to two mandatory life terms for the murders of 

Nancy and Richard Langert, and the judge gave him a discretionary life sentence for the 

death of their unborn child. For Jeanne Bishop, the crime was a life-changing moment: 

her actions during the investigation made authorities think she was uncooperative, and, 

because of the way she was treated by police, she changed careers, going from being a 

high-powered corporate attorney to a public defender. Still, for 23 years, in order to 

forgive, she felt she needed to know what motivated David Biro, thus lifting the crushing 

burden victims often live with. Biro agreed to meet with her, at Pontiac Correctional 

Center, where he is serving his time. In June of 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court decision 

deeming mandatory life sentences for juveniles as “cruel and unusual punishment.” 

meant that David Biro could qualify for a reduced sentence, or even be released. The 

ruling guarantees that there will be a re-sentencing. Jeanne’s mother and sister have 

ideologically different views about forgiveness and the Supreme Court decision, but have 

agreed to disagree. On-screen text graphic: David Biro is one of approximately 80 

offenders convicted as juveniles awaiting re-sentencing in Illinois. Across the country, 

more than 1,000 offenders may qualify for resentencing under the Supreme Court ruling. 

Interviewed: Jeanne Bishop (sister); Joyce Bishop (mother); Jennifer Bishop-Jenkins 

(sister); Gene Kalvaitis (Sergeant, multi-town task force); Patty McConnell (Sergeant, 



 

 

Winnetka Police Department); Gera-Lind Kolarik (true-crime writer); Mark Osler (law 

professor). (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chris O’Connell, Lauren Clark, Doug Longhini) 

 

CBS NEWS CAMPAIGN 2016: DEMOCRATIC DEBATE 
 

11/14/15 CBS NEWS: DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE - live coverage of the 2016 

Democratic presidential debate, featuring candidates Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders and 

Martin O’Malley.  Principal Moderator: John Dickerson.  Panelists: Nancy Cordes, CBS 

News Congressional Correspondent; Kevin Cooney, anchor, KCCI-TV, Des Moines, 

Iowa; Kathie Obradovich, political columnist, Des Moines Register. Origination: Drake 

University, Iowa.  Correspondent Major Garrett discusses the response to the debate on 

Twitter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 



 

 

 

FACE THE NATION 

 

 

12/06/15 Guests: Jeff Pegues, CBS News Homeland Security Correspondent (1); Donald Trump, 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ), Republican Presidential Candidate 

(3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (4); Fran Townsend, former 

Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush (5); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 

Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (5); Gwen Ifill, co-anchor, “PBS 

NewsHour”; moderator, “Washington Week” (6); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (6); Gerald Seib, The 

Wall Street Journal (6); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (6) 

1) a report on the latest developments in the FBI investigation into the 12/02/15 terror attack in San 

Bernardino, CA 

 2) Topics include: opinion that people have been too politically correct in this country with 

regards to Muslims / Mr. Trump’s idea of tracking Muslims in America / criticism of President Obama / 

reaction to condemnation from others that he is “playing on fears” / call for going after the families of 

terrorists / gun rights / why people join ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / support for the 2nd amendment, but a 

willingness to look at people who amass a large cache of weapons and the ability of people on the no-fly 

list to be able to purchase guns 

 3) Topics include: criticism of President Obama / call for increased intelligence and surveillance 

measures / disagreement with Mr. Trump over profiling / need to use the term “radical Islamic Jihadist” / 

reaction to yesterday’s front page editorial from The New York Times on the need for more gun control / 

reason why Governor Christie is no longer an opponent of people being able to own assault rifles 

 4) Topics include: in anticipation of President Obama’s address to the nation this evening, what 

Senator Sanders would say if he were president / call for tougher screening policies and more gun control / 

agreement with yesterday’s editorial in The New York Times / his past vote on gun legislation granting gun 

manufacturers and shop owners immunity / proposed gun control measures; Senator Sanders’ proposed 

climate change legislation 

 5) Topics include: insight into the investigation of the December 2nd terror attack in San 

Bernardino / impact of this attack on homeland security measures / increased attacks by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

and their affiliates / need to look at the current gun control laws, specifically those related to assault 

weapons / need to “clean up” the terror watch list / efforts to fight ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) overseas / yesterday’s 

knife attack in London / disagreement with Mr. Trump over profiling 

 6) Topics include: impact of the December 2nd attack in San Bernardino on the candidates and the 

presidential race / Republican criticism of President Obama that he “is out of touch with reality” and that 

stricter gun control is not the solution / Mr. Trump’s stance on Muslims / type of voter attracted to Mr. 

Trump’s campaign / reaction to Mr. Trump’s comments about women in the military / campaigns of 

Senators Ted Cruz (R-TX) and Marco Rubio (R-FL) 

 

  

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/13/15 Guests: U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry (1); Frank Luntz, CBS News Contributor, Republican 

Strategist (2); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican Presidential Candidate (3); Kimberley (Kim) 

Strassel, The Wall Street Journal (4); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political Analyst, Slate Magazine (4); 

Susan Page, USA Today (4); Peter Baker, The New York Times (4); Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), 

Chairman, U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (5); Dr. Marshall Shepherd, University of Georgia 

Atmospheric Sciences Program (6) 

 1) Topics include: COP21 climate deal finalized yesterday in Paris, France; criticism of the 

proposed ban denying Muslims entry into America 

 2) extended excerpts of Mr. Luntz’s focus group of twenty-nine past and present Donald Trump 

supporters in Virginia and subsequent analysis 

 3) Topics include: reaction to comments from members of Mr. Luntz’s focus group / belief that 

Donald Trump will not be elected president / criticism of the proposed ban denying Muslims entry into 

America / Governor Kasich’s lack of credence in poll results 



 

 

 4) Topics include: reaction to recent Republican poll results / Mr. Luntz’s focus group of twenty-

nine past and present Donald Trump supporters / opinion that the attitudes displayed during the panel 

indicate a “distinct rise in racial resentment and anti-black attitudes” / Donald Trump’s proposed ban 

denying Muslims entry into America / response from fellow Republican presidential candidates to Mr. 

Trump’s campaign / how fellow candidate Senator Ted Cruz of Texas handles Mr. Trump by not attacking 

him / campaign of Senator Marco Rubio / rumors of a possible brokered Republican convention 

 5) an interview with Senator Burr on the latest developments in the investigation into the 

December 2nd terror attack in San Bernardino, CA and the national security implications of barring 

Muslims from the United States 

  6) Topics include: an interview with Dr. Shepherd on COP21 climate deal finalized 

yesterday in Paris 

 

12/20/15 Guests: Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (1); former Governor 

Jeb Bush (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director 

(4); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor 

(5); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist, CNN Senior Political Commentator (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The 

Atlantic (5) 

  Guest Interviewer: Frank Luntz, CBS News Contributor, Republican Strategist (3) 

 1) Topics include: debate between Senators Rubio and Cruz on immigration / opinion that Senator 

Cruz is less than honest with people; belief that Donald Trump’s proposal on banning Muslims from 

America is not a serious proposal and is made to recapture headlines / danger of Mr. Trump’s rhetoric; 

disagreement with Senator Cruz on his Middle East foreign policy / Syrian civil war; Senator Rubio’s most 

recent political advertisement about feeling out of place in your own country, namely those who hold 

“traditional values”; Russian President Vladimir Putin’s recent endorsement of Mr. Trump 

 2) Topics include: criticism of fellow Republican candidate Donald Trump / Mr. Trump’s lack of 

knowledge regarding the nuclear triad / what it says about voters who support Mr. Trump’s proposal on 

banning Muslims from America / reasons why Mr. Trump should not like Russian President Putin’s recent 

endorsement; threat posed to the United States by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / Mr. Bush’s strategy for fighting ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) overseas / criticism of Senator Cruz’s call for carpet bombing Mosul; his campaign and why 

he disliked being a front-runner 

 3) extended excerpt of Mr. Luntz’s focus group with Muslims about Republican presidential 

candidate Donald Trump and the climate in America following the San Bernardino terror attack 

 4) CBS News Battleground Tracker:  analysis of recent poll results from Iowa and New 

Hampshire for the Republican and Democratic presidential candidates 

 5) Topics include: debate between Senators Rubio and Cruz on immigration / Republican Party’s 

history with immigration reform / campaigns of Senators Rubio and Cruz / Republican take on foreign 

policy / Russian President Putin’s recent endorsement of Mr. Trump / Mr. Trump’s praise of President 

Putin / how fellow candidates Senator Cruz and Mr. Bush react to Mr. Trump 

 

  

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/27/15 Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), 

Democratic Presidential Candidate (2); Dr. Ben Carson, Republican Presidential Candidate (3); Stephen 

Colbert, “The Late Show with Stephen Colbert” (4); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Jeanne Cummings, 

The Wall Street Journal (5); James Bennet, The Atlantic (5); David Rohde, Reuters (5); Commander Scott 

Kelly, NASA Astronaut (6) 

  1) a report from Holly Springs, MS on the severe weather and violent storm systems this 

holiday season 

 2) Topics include: why Senator Sanders’ message on income inequality should appeal to 

supporters of Donald Trump; decision by a Texas grand jury that no felony was committed in the death of 

Sandra Bland; differences between himself and fellow Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton / 

refusal to “wage horrible attacks” against Mrs. Clinton 

 3) Topics include: reaction to the Sandra Bland case; upcoming changes to the Carson campaign / 

examples of perceived attacks on his campaign / shows of strength from the Carson campaign / belief that 

“our country is on the precipice”, but faith that the American voters will choose substance over style 



 

 

 4) Topics include: Mr. Colbert’s theory on the 2016 presidential election / Mr. Trump’s ability to 

channel the populist; Mr. Colbert’s style of interviewing / his interview with Vice President Joe Biden / 

what he would have asked Pope Francis in an interview; the new “Star Wars” movie; the “catharsis of 

comedy” in times of chaos 

 5) a discussion on what happened in 2015 that panel members found most interesting or 

surprising: arguments about free speech / the surprise of the Trump phenomenon / collapse of the 

Republican Party’s establishment class / NASA finding running water on Mars / fear of Muslims in the 

United States / “acceptance of open bigotry” / role of money in the 2016 presidential election; the next year 

for the Democratic and Republican candidates 

 6) an interview with Commander Kelly from the International Space Station on his career, time at 

the space station, effects of his time in space on his body, and keeping up with the 2016 presidential 

election 

 

60 MINUTES 

 

12/06/15 “Confidential Informants” – an investigation into police coercing young people, many of them 

college students, to become confidential informants (CI) to help combat the war on drugs. Young people 

who are caught selling small amounts of marijuana are being recruited to become CI’s by law enforcement. 

As a CI, they are placed in high-risk situations with no training while wearing a wire to make undercover 

drug buys in exchange for having their charges reduced or dropped altogether. Being a CI lead to the 

murder of Rachel Hoffman, and is questioned in Andrew Sadek’s death, which is still an open 

investigation. Metro Narcotics, a drug task force close to the University of Mississippi (Ole Miss) in 

Oxford was exposed for threatening CI’s and giving CI’s incentives to entrap other students. Metro 

Narcotics and Ole Miss declined an interview. (Includes recordings of Keith Davis, head of the Metro 

Narcotics Unit, who has since resigned.) Includes interviews with: Jason Weber, narcotics officer and chief 

of a four-county drug task force in eastern North Dakota and western Minnesota; Tammy and John Sadek, 

Andrew Sadek’s parents; Lance Block, attorney; Brian Sallee, undercover narcotics officer; Ken Coghlan, 

defense attorney; and Greg and Bob (unidentified Ole Miss students and former CI’s who agreed to speak 

in disguise). (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 “Bonobos” – a report on bonobos, a primate cousin of humans that looks like a chimpanzee. 

Bonobos are a separate species of ape that live in female-dominated groups and do not kill each other. 

Bonobos are endangered species and can only be found in the Democratic Republic of Congo in Central 

Africa. Conservationist Claudine Andre created Lola Ya Bonobo Sanctuary, an orphanage in Congo that’s 

caring for bonobos. To save these primates from extinction, Lola has released some back into the wild and, 

so far, they are thriving. Includes interviews with: Claudine Andre; Brian Hare, Duke University 

evolutionary anthropologist; and Suzy Kwetuenda, biologist who oversees bonobo rehabilitation at Lola Ya 

Bonobo. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) 

 Obituary – a look back at the career of 60 MINUTES producer Harry A. Radliffe II, who died of 

cancer this past week. He was sixty-six years old. (C: Steve Kroft) 

 

  

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

12/13/15 “A New Direction On Drugs” – an interview with Michael Botticelli, the new director of National 

Drug Control Policy, and the first “drug czar” to be a recovering addict himself, from alcohol. Topics 

includes: how addicts should be treated as patients and not prisoners; changing the stigma of addiction and 

classifying it at as a disorder; his efforts as Director of Substance Abuse Services in Massachusetts in 

arming police departments with Naloxone to combat heroin overdoses and the Good Samaritan Law; 

legalizing marijuana; and Botticelli’s personal life as a recovering alcohol addict and an openly gay man. 

Also includes an interview with: Lieutenant Patrick Glynn, head of narcotics for Quincy, MA police. Also 

includes comments by: Dr. Leslie Kerzner, Neonatologist at Massachusetts General Hospital; and Dr. 

Jeffrey Samet, Professor of Medicine at the Boston University School of Medicine. (C: Scott Pelley – P: 

Denise Schrier Cetta) 

 “The New Force Behind Star Wars” – an interview / profile of JJ Abrams, director and co-writer 

with Lawrence Kasdan of the latest Star Wars installment, “Star Wars: The Force Awakens”. This is the 

first Star Wars movie made without creator George Lucas, who sold the empire to The Walt Disney 



 

 

Company three years ago. Abrams managed a cast and crew of almost a thousand, set limits on computer-

generated imagery, and crafted most of the creatures, like the droid BB-8, by hand. Also includes 

interviews with: Kelly McGrath, Abram’s wife; and Steven Spielberg, director. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc 

Lieberman) 

 “Lewis Hamilton” – an interview / profile of Lewis Hamilton, a three-time Formula One car 

racing world champion at the age of thirty. Hamilton is from England and is the first black Formula One 

racecar driver. Charlie Rose sat shotgun as Hamilton drove him around the track at Silverstone, home of the 

British Grand Prix, at 140 mph in the fastest Mercedes Benz. Also includes an interview with: Anthony 

Hamilton, Lewis’ father. (C: Charlie Rose – P: Keith Sharman) 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Confidential Informants” (OAD: 

12/06/15) 

 

12/20/15 “Inside Apple” – a report on Apple Inc., a technology company headquartered in California that 

designs, develops, and sells consumer electronics and computer software, most notably the iPhone, iMac, 

and iPad. Apple’s CEO Tim Cook discussed: national security and encryption technology; corporate taxes; 

manufacturing products in China and Foxconn; Steve Jobs’ legacy; his personal life as an openly gay 

Fortune 500 CEO; and Apple’s new, under construction, campus dubbed the “spaceship”.  Apple’s Chief 

Design Officer, Jonathan (Jony) Ive, and his team, reveal how the Apple watch and iPhone camera are 

created. Includes interviews with: Tim Cook; Jonathan Ive; Graham Townsend, Apple’s lead camera design 

engineer; Angela Ahrendts, Apple’s head of retail; and Paul Schiller, Apple’s head of marketing. Also 

includes comments by: Eddy Cue, Apple’s senior vice president of Internet Software and Services; and Dan 

Riccio, Apple’s head of hardware engineering. (C: Charlie Rose – Producers listed for Part I: Michael 

Radutzky, Glen Rochkind, Andrew Bast; Producers listed for Part II: Michael Radutzky, Andrew Bast, 

Glen Rochkind) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“Michael Caine” – an interview / profile of British actor Michael Caine, who stars as the leading man in the 

new film, “Youth” at the age of 82. Born Maurice Micklewhite, Caine is renowned for his working class 

cockney accent, and has appeared in over 100 films, winning two Oscars. In 2000, Caine received a 

knighthood from Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II. Also includes comments from Christopher Nolan, director. 

(C: Lesley Stahl – P: Ruth Streeter, Kaylee Tully) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “A New Direction On Drugs” (OAD: 12/13/15) 

 

12/27/15 PREEMPTED FOR 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Mob Stories” 

 

  

48 HOURS 

 

12/05/15 48 HOURS: “Dear Savanna” - a report on how Dorothy Lee Barnett (“Lee Barnett”) eluded the 

FBI for over two decades after fleeing the United States with her daughter Savanna, after losing custody of 

the child. Their 1994 disappearance launched an international search for Barnett and Savanna that did not 

end until she was arrested in Australia. Lee Barnett was in the midst of a bitter divorce with then-husband 

Harris Todd. Barnett had married him even though he said he did not want children. Problems began after 

she became pregnant. They went to counseling, and during this period a doctor diagnosed her as having 

hyperthymic temperament, a form of bipolar disorder. After Savanna was born, she filed for divorce. Harris 

counter-sued. The judge sided with Todd. Barnett then started to make plans to leave with 11-month-old 

Savanna. She obtained fake documents (birth certificates and passports) and disappeared. An FBI manhunt 

ensued. She was vilified in the press. In 1999, Harris Todd told 48 HOURS that she was mentally ill. 

Barnett countered with her side of the story: she cut off all contact with her family and headed to Europe, 

then Malaysia, Singapore, South Africa, Botswana and Australia. Along the way, she met and married Alex 

Geldenhuys, and had another child, Reece. Unbeknownst to Savanna, she became Samantha Geldenhuys. 

While they were on the run, Barnett also kept a secret diary for her daughter, planning one day to tell her 

the story of her life. In 2011, the FBI got a tip that Barnett was living in Australia. Samantha learned about 

her past from the agents.  In 2013, Barnett was extradited to the United States. Samantha has read all the 

transcripts and the diaries and has a new understanding of her mother. Barnett pled guilty to all charges and 

spent 21 months in prison. Samantha eventually met her father and described it as a surreal experience. She 

remains open to a relationship, but stands behind her mother. On-screen text graphic: Samantha graduates 

college in Australia next year. Reece is attending Auburn University in Alabama. Lee is living with friend 



 

 

in Charleston. Interviewed: Lee Barnett; Samantha Geldenhuys (Savanna); Reece Geldenhuys (son); Susie 

Poag, Bruce Michell, Patty Roth, Gordon King, Ken Gizzard (Lee’s friends); Cliff Barnett (brother); Chris 

Quick (FBI agent); Nathan Williams (assistant U.S. Attorney); Harris Todd (1999 interview). (C: Maureen 

Maher - P: Liza Finley, Ryan N. Smith, Doug Longhini) 

 

12/12/15 48 HOURS: “The Two Faces of Todd Winkler” - a report on the investigation into the February 

2012 death of Rachel Winkler, who was fatally stabbed with scissors by her husband, Todd Winkler, a 

former fighter jet pilot, in their Cameron Park, California home. He claims it was self-defense, triggered by 

an extreme psychotic episode -- they were fighting. He told police she was stabbed during the prolonged 

struggle when she grabbed the scissors. Investigation revealed: a fractured marriage; Rachel’s affair; a 

potential divorce; and Todd Winkler’s shocking past which prosecutors believe held clues to what 

happened to Rachel. Rachel’s father, renowned impressionist painter Don Hatfield, believes Todd killed 

Rachel because she knew his secrets: a past that included possible psychotic outbursts and erratic behavior 

to get out of problems in the military and in his professional life, and that there was more to the story 

behind the fiery crash which claimed the life of his previous wife, Catherine Winkler. Todd Winkler’s 

mental health became a major issue when he seemed to have a psychotic outburst during the trial. 

Prosecutors suggested he was faking and that it was a ploy to sway the jury. The verdict: guilty of the crime 

of first-degree murder as charged. On-screen text graphic: Todd Winkler plans to appeal. He says evidence 

of Catherine’s death should not have been allowed at trial. On-screen text graphic for the 12/12/15 

rebroadcast: Todd Winkler is appealing his conviction. He says evidence of Catherine’s death should not 

have been allowed at trial. Interviewed: Don Hatfield (Rachel’s father); Brandy Stanley (close friend of 

Rachel’s); James White (Rachel’s boyfriend); Lisette Suder (prosecutor); Peter Hecht (Sacramento Bee 

reporter/CBS News Consultant); Woody DePew and Michael Hodnett (campers); Christina Carlisle 

(Catherine Winkler’s sister); Rich Johnson (deputy sheriff); David Weiner (defense attorney); Dr. Frank 

Lossy (psychiatrist/expert witness for the defense); and Phil Albee (pilot). (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: 

Clare Friedland, Anthony Venditti, Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Josh Gelman) (OAD: 12/13/14) 

 

  

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

12/19/15 48 HOURS: “Murder in Aspen” – a updated rebroadcast on the 2013 murder of Nancy Pfister, an 

Aspen, Colorado socialite / ski resort heiress, and the investigation to find her killer. Pfister came from a 

family of high achievers, but was also known for a demanding demeanor; even her friends were treated 

with disrespect, as friend Kathy Carpenter had personally experienced. Nancy Pfister was found dead from 

blunt force trauma, in the bedroom closet of her home by Kathy Carpenter. She had been alerted that 

something was amiss by Nancy Styler, who had recently rented the place with her husband Trey Styler, and 

was in the process of moving out. Police focused on the Stylers because they were involved in a public 

dispute with Pfister involving the rental home. Pfister came back three months earlier than expected, saying 

the couple had owed her a large amount of money.  Police believed Nancy Styler harbored anger over the 

way Pfister treated the couple. They also believed Trey Styler, who suffered from a neurological disorder, 

was incapable of killing anyone. Days after the murder, both were arrested and charged with murder. Soon 

after, Kathy Carpenter was also arrested, and charged with murder. Police believed the women had bonded 

over Pfister’s seeming indifference to them. Three months later, a bombshell: Trey Styler confessed and 

said that he and he alone had killed Nancy Pfister. He agreed to tell the details of the crime in exchange for 

a 20-year sentence and his wife’s unconditional freedom. The charges were dropped against both women, 

but they claim that the prosecution’s continued insistence that they were somehow involved in the murder 

has convicted them in the court of public opinion. Kathy Carpenter still faces the threat of prosecution 

should more evidence be found. Nancy Styler can never be charged. Original on-screen text graphic: Nancy 

Styler has filed for divorce, gone back to take her maiden name and moved to another state. Epilogue for 

the 12/19/15 rebroadcast: After thirteen months behind bars, Trey Styler sat down with author Dalleen 

Berry, who is writing a book with Nancy Styler in an effort to clear her name. He insisted he had acted 

alone. Four months after the interview, Trey Styler hanged himself in his prison cell. Nancy Styler changed 

her name, and moved to another state.  Interviewed: Nancy Styler; Kathy Carpenter; Mark Seal (writer/48 

HOURS consultant); Tim Mooney, David Koffend, Michael Cleverly (Pfister friends); Juliana Pfister 

(daughter); Andrea Bryan (Assistant District Attorney); Lisa Miller (DA Chief Investigator); Sherry Caloia 



 

 

(District Attorney); Greg Greer (Carpenter defense attorney); Garth McCarthy (Styler defense attorney). 

(C: Maureen Maher - P: Liza Finley) (OAD: 03/07/15) 

 

12/26/15 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Love and Death In Alaska” (9:00-11:00p) - an updated rebroadcast of 

the 09/13/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY rebroadcast of “Love and Death In Alaska”.  On May 2, 1996, the 

body of Kent Leppink was found off a deserted road 90 miles south of Anchorage, Alaska. He had been 

shot three times.  Police investigation discovered that he had been involved with Mechele Hughes, a young 

woman who worked as a stripper in a club called the Great Alaskan Bush Company.  Mechele was also 

involved with two other men -- John Carlin III and Scott Hilke.  Ten years later, after further investigation, 

Mechele (now Mechele Linehan) and John Carlin were indicted for Leppink’s murder.  At his trial, Carlin 

was found guilty of first degree murder and sentenced to 99 years in prison. At her trial, she was also found 

guilty of first degree murder. She awaits sentencing. Among those interviewed are: Mechele Linehan; 

Linda Branchflower, detective; Ken and Betsy Leppink, parents of Kent; Scott Hilke, salesman; John 

Carlin III; John Carlin IV; Megan Holland, reporter, Anchorage Daily News; Tina Brady, stripper; Kristina 

Hermach, friend of Mechele Linehan; Colin Linehan, Mechele’s husband; Pat Gullufsen, special cold case 

prosecutor; Sydney Billingslea, lawyer for John Carlin III; Kevin Fitzgerald, lawyer for Mechele Linehan.  

08/07/10 Update: In February 2010, an appeals court reversed Mechele’s conviction for murder and she 

will be given a new trial.  John Carlin III was involved in a prison fight in 2008 and beaten to death.  

Because his appeal was pending at the time he died, the court has thrown out his entire case.  In Mechele’s 

new trial, prosecutors can’t mention Carlin ever was convicted.  Onscreen graphics update: Mechele 

Linehan’s retrial is expected to begin next year. Epilogue for the 12/26/15 updated rebroadcast: In 2011, 

nearly two years after the court reversed her conviction – authorities dismissed Mechele Linehan’s murder 

indictment, and it is unlikely that she will be charged again. John Carlin’s son sued the State of Alaska for 

wrongful death and was awarded a $160,000 settlement. Today, Mechele and Colin are living apart, though 

they work together. Kent Leppink’s mother struggles with the feeling that nobody was really held 

accountable for his murder. (C: Susan Spencer - P: Josh Yager, Mark H. Smith) (OAD: 03/08/08 as 48 

HOURS MYSTERY: “Love and Death in the Wild”; 1st Rebroadcast: 09/13/08 as 48 HOURS 

MYSTERY: “Love and Death In Alaska” which included a brief updated text graphic at the conclusion. 

2nd Rebroadcast: 08/07/10, which was an update of the 09/13/08 rebroadcast.) 

  

 

12/27/15 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Mob Stories” 

 “The Gaskos” – a report on the capture of the FBI’s most wanted man, Boston mobster James 

“Whitey” Bulger, and his girlfriend, Catherine Greig. For over 14 years the couple avoided an international 

manhunt by living a quiet, secluded life in Santa Monica, California posing as “Charley and Carol Gasko”. 

Federal law enforcement trackers explain how a breast augmentation by Greig and the couple’s shared love 

for animals led to their arrest. Includes interviews with Josh Bond, manager of the Princess Eugenia 

Apartments; Janus Goodwin and Barbara Gluck, tenants of the Princess Eugenia Apartments; Scott 

Garriola, Rich Teahan, Tommy MacDonald and Phil Torsney (Ret.), FBI Special Agents; and Neil 

Sullivan, Deputy U.S. Marshall. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Tanya Simon) (OAD: 11/24/13 - includes an update) 

 “Gotti” - an interview and profile of John Gotti Jr., son of the late convicted mafia boss John 

Gotti, head of the Gambino crime family.  He discusses his infamous father, whom he strove to please by 

living a life of crime, and his eventual decision to leave that life.  Also includes comments by his lawyer, 

Charles Carnesi, who was present during the interview.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Ira Rosen) (OAD: 04/11/10 as 

a DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT; includes an update) 

 “The FBI’s Wise Guy” - an interview with Joaquin “Jack” Garcia, the Cuban-American FBI agent 

who infiltrated the Gambino crime family as Jack Falcone, an Italian gangster character he created in 2002 

to take down one of the most powerful mobsters in America.  Extremely successful, he gained the trust of 

Gambino capo Greg DePalma, who offered to make Falcone a “made member” of the Mafia -- a proposal 

which would have made him the first law enforcement agent in history to ever achieve that position.  

Recently retired after 26 years, he is the author of “Making Jack Falcone”.  (C: Armen Keteyian - P: Pat 

Milton, Michael Radutzky) (OAD: 10/12/08) 
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